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Abstract
Small wind turbines that operate in low-wind environments are prone to suer
performance degradation as they often fail to accelerate to a steady, power-producing
condition. The behaviour during this process is called \starting behaviour" and it
is the subject of this present work.
This thesis evaluates potential benets that can be obtained from the improve-
ment of starting behaviour, investigates, in particular, small wind turbine starting
behaviour (both horizontal- and vertical-axis), and presents aerofoil performance
characteristics (both steady and unsteady) needed for the analysis.
All of the investigations were conducted using a new set of aerodynamic perfor-
mance data of six aerofoils (NACA0012, SG6043, SD7062, DU06-W-200, S1223, and
S1223B). All of the data were obtained at ow conditions that small wind turbine
blades have to operate with during the startup - low Reynolds number (from 65000
to 150000), high angle of attack (through 360), and high reduced frequency (from
0.05 to 0.20). In order to obtain accurate aerodynamic data at high incidences, a
series of CFD simulations were undertaken to illustrate eects of wall proximity and
to determine test section sizes that oer minimum proximity eects.
A study was carried out on the entire horizontal-axis wind turbine generation
system to understand its starting characteristics and to estimate potential benets
of improved starting. Comparisons of three dierent blade congurations reveal that
the use of mixed-aerofoil blades leads to a signicant increase in starting capability.
The improved starting capability eectively reduces the time that the turbine takes
to reach its power-extraction period and, hence, an increase in overall energy yield.
The increase can be as high as 40%.
Investigations into H-Darriues turbine self-starting capability were made through
the analogy between the aerofoil in Darrieus motion and apping-wing ow mech-
anisms. The investigations reveal that the unsteadiness associated with the rotor
is key to predicting its starting behaviour and the accurate prediction can be made
when this transient aerofoil behaviour is correctly modelled. The investigations
based upon the analogy also indicate that the unsteadiness can be exploited to pro-
mote the turbine ability to self-start. Aerodynamically, this exploitation is related
to the rotor geometry itself.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The concern about global warming has initiated a renewed interest in renewable,
emission-free energy sources. Wind energy is one of the sources that plays a major
role in electricity production and the use of wind turbines to supply electricity has
grown very rapidly in the last decade [1]. More than 1% of global electricity comes
from wind power [2], UK capacity alone is now at 6.8GW [3].
Apart from large-scale production, it was estimated that small-scale wind tur-
bines (less than 10 kW [4]) have a high potential to be part of the future electricity
generation mix [5]. Their possible contributions to power generation can be in var-
ious forms: stand-alone, grid-connected, or building-integrated.
One of the challenges in employing these small devices is to make them more
ecient when they operate in low-wind environments. Their energy-extraction per-
formance under these conditions is often limited and unsatisfactory as they fail to
accelerate to the point that power can be extracted. The period that the turbine
takes to reach its power-extraction operation is called the \start-up period".
The study of starting behaviour of small-scale wind turbines during that period
(both horizontal- and vertical-axis) is relatively immature and little useful informa-
tion is available in the literature [6{10]. Attempts have been made to study and
model their starting behaviour. Nevertheless, it appears that signicant dierences
between the experimental results and numerical simulations are still seen. Hill [10]
and Wood [11] suggested that better modelling cannot be carried out until more
accurate aerofoil data is available.
The aerofoil aerodynamic data required must cover a suitable Reynolds number
range for the full 360 range of incidence angle that is likely to be experienced
including both unstalled and stalled conditions. This kind of information is scarce
and most available aerofoil data covers only angles of attack up to or just past the
stall point, e.g [12, 13]. Estimations were often made in order to extrapolate these
data to higher angles of attack. Nevertheless, high-angle-of-attack tests on some real
aerofoils has revealed that dierent aerofoils may demonstrate signicantly dierent
characteristics from each other even when fully stalled [14].
The motion of the turbine blade relative to the wind further complicates aerofoil-
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data requirements, particularly for vertical-axis turbines where the blade moves in
and away from the wind per revolution which leads to a periodic change in apparent
wind velocity and incidence angle.
It is well-known that when an aerofoil is subjected to such motion, its per-
formance characteristics will be \signicantly" dierent from those of the steady
case [15]. It introduces non-unique relations between aerodynamic coecients and
incidence angle, resulting in a hysteresis loop. One of the important features of
this unsteady eect is the delay of stall and the increase in maximum lift coecient
when the incidence angle is increased. It is experimentally evident that the increase
is large and can be as high as 200% [16]. Both steady and unsteady aerodynamic
data are therefore required for small wind turbine start-up analysis. These data will
help pave the way toward the better understanding of starting behaviour and the
enhancement of starting capability.
The main purposes of this thesis are to:-
 assess and quantify the potential benets gained from improved starting ca-
pability.
 present steady and unsteady wind-tunnel data for wind-turbine aerofoils at
low Reynolds numbers and high incidence angles.
 model and investigate the turbine starting behaviour (both horizontal- and
vertical-axis).
This series of work forms the main body of this thesis. It is divided into ten
chapters:-
1. Introduction - this chapter
2. Literature Review - literature relevant to this research such as starting
behaviour and aerofoil performance data is reviewed.
3. Potential Benets Gained through Starting Capability Improvement
- this chapter presents the impact of improved starting capability on energy
yield so as to clearly show how important starting capability is. The horizontal-
axis wind turbine is selected as a case study.
4. The Physics of H-Darrieus Turbine Self-starting Capability - due to
the complexity of H-Darrieus turbine self-starting behaviour, a chapter is de-
voted to explore its behaviour in detail. The investigation is made through an
analogy between the aerofoil in Darrieus motion and apping-wing mechanism
which is drawn in this chapter.
5. Selection of Aerofoil Proles - due to a large number of potentially ap-
propriate aerofoils, it is impractical to test all of them. Numerical modelling
and a simulation-based selection are performed in this chapter to narrow down
aerofoil choices.
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6. Experimental Conguration - this chapter describes experimental facilities
and techniques used in wind-tunnel testing.
7. Experimental Results - general discussions of experimental results are given
here. Steady and unsteady results are presented and discussed separately.
8. Aerodynamic Characteristics of Bird-like Aerofoils - due to the analogy
between the aerofoil in Darrieus motion and apping-wing mechanism, an
additional testing of a seagull-like aerofoil is conducted in order to seek a
possibility to employ a special aerofoil for self-starting capability improvement.
9. H-Darrieus Turbine Self-starting Capability - H-Darrieus turbine start-
ing behaviour is modelled and examined in this chapter using the aerofoil data
and models developed.
10. Conclusions and Recommendations.
The work within this thesis has been the subject of a number of conference and
journal publications:-
 Worasinchai, S., Ingram, G., and R. Dominy (2011), A Low-Reynolds-number,
High-angle-of-attack Investigation of Wind Turbine Aerofoils, Proceedings of
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part A: Journal of Power and Energy,
225(6), pp 748-763.
 Worasinchai, S., Ingram, G., and R. Dominy (2011), The Eects of Improved
Starting Capability on Energy Yield for Small HAWTs, GT2011-45674: ASME
Turbo Expo 2011, June 6-10, 2011, Vancouver, Canada.
 Worasinchai, S., Ingram, G.L., and R.G. Dominy (2012), Eects of Wind
Turbine Starting Capability on Energy Yield, ASME Journal of Engineering
for Gas Turbines and Power, 134(4), 9 pages.
 Worasinchai, S., Ingram, G.L., and R.G. Dominy (2012), The Physics of H-
Darrieus Turbine Self-starting Capability: Flapping-wing perspective, GT2012-
69075: ASME Turbo Expo 2012, June 11-15, 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark.
The next chapter covers the review of the most recent literature that pertains to
this research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter reviews literature that is pertaining to this research. The main topics
surveyed are small wind turbine starting behaviour, wind turbine aerofoils, aerofoil
performance data, and dynamic stall. It also explains the motivations behind this
research work and shows how this research is technically and socially signicant.
2.1 Small-scale wind turbines and the benets of
improved eciency
The impact of climate change, which is evident from observations of rising temper-
ature, melting snow, and rising sea levels [17], has stressed the importance of low
carbon-emission energy sources. Attempts have been made to address this concern
and one of the clear attempts is the Kyoto agreement set by the United Nations [18].
The UK government itself has set the parallel target that 20% of CO2 emission
should be reduced and 20% of electricity should be generated by renewable sources
by 2020 [5]. Much of this can be met by the use of wind power (both large- and
small-scale). This thesis focuses on the latter.
Their contribution is directly related to their performance and, undoubtedly,
their improved performance further promotes the contribution. Traditionally, wind
turbine performance is dened in terms of power-extraction performance (expressed
dimensionlessly as power coecient (CP )) and the turbine's ability to start is nor-
mally ignored. Nevertheless, if a turbine cannot accelerate through start-up, its
power-extraction performance is severely limited.
The consideration of starting behaviour therefore oers another solution to im-
prove the overall performance as the period that the turbine needs to start might
be shortened and a longer power-production period might be achieved which might
lead to a signicant increase in energy yield.
The discussions above are the motivation behind this thesis which is to better
understand and improve the starting behaviour of small wind turbines.
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2.2 Small wind turbine starting behaviour
Dierent types of wind turbines behave dierently during start-up. In this research,
particular attention is paid to turbines that employ aerofoil-shaped blades for the
purposes of torque generation: Darrieus- and propeller-type turbines
2.2.1 Straight-bladed Darrieus turbines
The Darrieus turbine was named after Georges Jean Marie Darrieus, a French en-
gineer, who designed it in 1928 (it was patented in 1931) [19]. It is categorised as
a lift-driven vertical-axis turbine as it employs lift forces to spin the rotor. Blade
congurations of this turbine can be broadly categorized into curved- and straight-
bladed types, each having its own advantages and disadvantages. The straight-
bladed turbine is attractive for its simple blade design.
Most experimental testing of Darrieus turbines has been conducted in terms of
power-extraction performance, eg. [20{23]. Very few tests have focussed upon their
starting behaviour. To the best of the author's knowledge, there exist only two
studies that provide starting behaviour in a time-varying format; tests conducted
by Chua [8] and Hill et al [10].
In Chua's test, an H-rotor three-blade Darrieus turbine equipped with NACA0015
blades was tested using a set of three fans which provide an airow to the turbine.
Wind speed was measured at nine points upstream of the rotor using a handheld
anemometer and then averaged. The shaft of the unloaded rotor was tted with
reective tape which, together with a tachometer, was used to measure the turbine
rotational speed. His results are reproduced and presented in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Chua's test performance [8].
It is observed from Chua's results that the rotor has a relatively high initial rate
of acceleration but that the acceleration rate falls to a steady rate after about 30
seconds. The rotor continues spinning at that rate before accelerating again with
a higher rate to its nal tip speed which is reached after 200s. The corresponding
torque coecient curve shows that torque is relatively high at rst but reduces with
increasing tip speed ratio. The small torque between tip speed ratios from around
0.5 to 1.3 is consistent with the slower pace of acceleration observed in Figure 2.1a.
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At tip speed ratios above 1.3 the rotor begins producing comparatively high torque
and accelerates quickly to its operational tip speed ratio.
This process was further investigated by Hill et al. [10]. In their test, a straight-
bladed Darrieus turbine equipped with NACA0018 aerofoils was tested in a 2m wind
tunnel. The turbine was held stationary (It was noted that the orientation of the
starting position does not aect the starting behaviour for this 3-bladed machine.
Previous work by Dominy et al. [24] had shown that this was not true for 2-bladed
rotors) before being released when the tunnel wind speed reached its set value of 6
m/s. Once the wind speed stabilised, the rotor was released and data acquisition
process was triggered.
According to Hill et al, there are four main processes taking place during start-up
(Fig. 2.2). The rst process is a linear acceleration in which the turbine rotational
speed linearly increases. The turbine then enters the period that the rotor speed
is nearly constant (plateau). In this process, turbine rotational speed increases but
only very slowly. After a long period of that idling, the rotor then accelerates rapidly
to a tip speed ratio of around 3 and enters its steady operating state. It is observed
that, although the tests of Chua [8] and Hill et al [10] are in qualitative agreement,
there exist some dierences in the rotor behaviour, especially in the plateau region
at which Chua's rotor demonstrates a greater rate of acceleration. This dierence
implies that the rotor start-up behaviour might be signicantly improved through
design optimisation.
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Hill et al. test: rotor speed
Figure 2.2: Hill's test performance [10].
A numerical model was also developed by Hill et al [10] to predict the rotor
behaviour, based upon the approach of Dominy et al [24]. The predictions were
made by using rare existing aerofoil data that cover high incidences (0 to 360). He
found that his prediction results qualitatively agreed with the measured behaviour
for the rst two regions i.e. the initial acceleration and plateau. Nevertheless, the
model did not predict the escape of the rotor from the plateau into the second
acceleration zone. He suggested that discrepancies were due to the quality of the
aerofoil data.
All in all, the dierences between experiments and predicted results conrm
that further aerofoil testing and modelling are required in order to improve an un-
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derstanding of this starting behaviour.
2.2.2 Horizontal-axis wind turbines
The starting behaviour of a small horizontal-axis wind turbine was rst investigated
by Ebert and Wood [6]. A two-bladed 5kW turbine was tested. The analysis of
the experimental results showed that there are two main processes taking place
in the starting sequence, namely periods of idling and rapid acceleration. During
the idling period, the turbine blade rotates with slow acceleration and the angle
of attack gradually decreases until the blade can generate a high lift-to-drag ratio.
Here, the turbine enters its rapid acceleration phase with the blades continuing
to accelerate more rapidly to the point at which useful power can be extracted.
These two periods complete the whole starting sequence. It was also noted that the
acceleration period is comparatively short and can be ignored in terms of designing
a turbine for improved starting performance. This long idling period was a direct
result of the high angle of attack that the blade was initially exposed to.
Eects of blade pitch angle (P ) on the idling period was experimentally con-
ducted by Mayer et al. [7]. The investigation was made by varying the blade pitch
angle from 0 to 35 with a 5 increment. They found that, with increased pitch
angle, the idling period was shortened due to the lower angles of attack that the
blade experienced.
Wright and Wood [9] further investigated the starting performance of a small
HAWT. A three-bladed, 2m diameter turbine was experimentally investigated and
the authors conrmed that the torque generated near the hub plays a particularly
important role in spinning the rotor up to speed while torque at the tip plays a more
signicant role in power production. Numerical simulations were also performed by
the authors. However, due to the lack of aerofoil data at high incidence (the analysis
needs aerofoil data at incidence up to around 90), three approximations were used.
The rst post-stall data set is predicted using a at plate theory. The second set
was a composite set in which the NACA4412 post-stall performance at a Reynolds
number of 250,000 was directly combined with their aerofoil section (the SD7062).
The third set was an average of the previous two. They found that the predictions
greatly depend on the aerofoil data used.
It is seen from the survey that the starting behaviour of both types of turbines
was not successfully modelled and noticeable dierences are still observed. The
disparity is highly sensitive to the aerofoil data employed. The sensitivity of the
prediction model to aerofoil performance data demonstrates conclusively that reli-
able aerofoil performance data is needed.
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2.3 Aerofoils for wind turbines and their perfor-
mance data
2.3.1 Wind turbine operation: speed and torque control
Flow conditions that wind turbine blades experience are partly related to their
modes of operation [25]. This review provides a brief summary of the operations
and their inuences on aerofoil design.
Modern wind turbines operate with two types of speed control: constant (or
xed) speed and variable speed [26]. In the constant-speed conguration, turbines
operate with a nearly constant rotational speed (and frequency) to directly supply
electricity to the grid. This constant rotor speed leads to a variation in the tip speed
ratio when the wind speed changes (recall that  = !R
V
).
In the variable-speed conguration, turbines are designed to operate at a constant
and optimal tip speed ratio. This is achieved by `varying' the rotor speed in response
to the change of wind speed. This turbine is typically connected to the grid through
a power converter [27].
In addition to that, the turbines are also designed with a torque control feature
in order to limit excessive power under strong winds. There are two types of torque
control: passive (or stall-regulated) and active control (pitch-regulated). The pitch
conguration allows more exibility in power control and typically leads to constant
power output above the rated speed (Fig. 2.3). The stalled-regulated turbine will
produce less power above this rated speed as the blades become stalled.
Figure 2.3: Typical power curves.
In terms of aerofoil design, the blades of stall-regulated turbines experience a
wider range of ow conditions and have to exhibit a high lift-to-drag ratio over a
wider range of incidence angle [28, 29]. The operating modes also pose a specic
stall characteristic requirement. Generally, blades for stall-regulated turbines are
required to exhibit gentle stall as they induce less stall vibration [28]. This is also
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true for pitch-regulated turbines which their blades are pitched to stall.
2.3.2 Vertical-axis wind turbines
In the early development of Darrieus turbines in 1970s, symmetrical NACA 4-digit
sections were commonly employed [20]. It was later realised that these aerofoils
which were developed for aviation might not be suitable for VAWT applications and
the use of specically-tailored aerofoils could be more benecial.
Migliore and Fritschen [30] examined ten dierent aerofoils and their eects
on the aerodynamic performance of Darrieus turbines. They found that the use
of NACA 6-series blades can produce a broader and atter power curve whilst the
peak power coecient is comparable to the use of NACA 4-series. Their calculations
showed that energy yield can be increased by 17% to 27% if a NACA 632  015 was
used.
An aerofoil series was proposed in 1990s by Sandia researchers [31, 32]. This
series consists of three sections: SAND0015/47, SAND0018/50, and SAND0021/50.
Its designation is similar to the NACA00xx that were used as a reference for the
design of the SAND00xx/xx. A number had been added after a slash to indicate
an aerofoil portion that supports laminar ow. They were designed to be Natural
Laminar Flow (NLF) aerofoils due to a requirement that they should exhibit low
drag at their operational speed. Although aerofoil geometries and some performance
characteristics were presented in Berg's paper [32] (Fig. 2.4), no further informa-
tion on their coordinates and performance characteristics are available from other
sources.
Figure 2.4: The SAND00xx/xx aerofoil sections and performance characteristics
[32].
More recent aerofoil development has been made by Somers [16, 33], Claessens
[34], and Islam et al. [35]. Nevertheless, useful information can be found for Claessens'
aerofoil only since the Somers' aerofoil is proprietary and very little useful informa-
tion is available in the open literature. Information about Islam's aerofoil such as
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its geometry and performance data was not provided by the authors in their original
work.
The aerofoil designed by Claessens is designated as DU06-W-200 to comply with
the Delft aerofoil designation system. It is intended for small-scale application and
the turby commercial Darrieus turbine was used as a reference for its design. The
NACA0018 section which is commonly used on Darrieus turbine blades was used as a
reference. Thickness and camber were added to improve strength and aerodynamic
performance respectively and testing was performed at two Reynolds numbers of
300,000 and 500,000 up to incidence angles of 80 in the Delft University Low-speed
wind tunnel.
2.3.3 Horizontal-axis wind turbines
Aerofoils utilised for horizontal-axis wind turbine blades in the early developments
were directly employed from the aviation industry. However, as in the case of vertical
axis wind turbines, researchers and wind turbine designers came to realise that those
aircraft aerofoils such as NACA44xxx, NACA23xxx, and NACA63xxx, and NASA
LS(1) series are not well-suited for wind turbine applications [25] and it became
clear at that time that special aerofoils should be developed and utilised.
Since then, many organizations published specically-tailored aerofoils such as
S8xx series [25], Riso-A1-xxx series [36], and DUxx-W-xxx series [37]. It was evident
that, with these specically-designed aerofoils, the annual energy production of all
types of HAWTs had been greatly improved [25,38]. Most of them are intended for
large turbine applications.
For small wind turbines, some existing low-Reynolds-number aerofoils which are
designed for small aeroplanes such as E387 [39], FX63-137 [40] and SD2030 [41] etc.
have been used and they are currently in use on some commercial small turbine
blades [13].
Although the aerofoils are broadly applicable, specically-tailored aerofoils po-
tentially oer enhanced rotor performance. Somers designed the S822 and S823
aerofoils for small stall-regulated turbines sized from 2kW to 20kW [42]. The S822
was tested by Selig [13] at Reynolds numbers from 100,000 to 500,000 up to around
the stall angle.
Giguere and Selig developed a family of aerofoils (denoted as SG640x) for small
variable-pitch wind turbines having a rated power in the range of 1-5kW [29]. They
were tested at a Reynolds number range of 100,000 to 500,000 up to the stall angle
of around 14.
2.3.4 Steady aerofoil performance data
For small wind turbine starting analysis, the aerofoil performance data required is
signicantly dierent from those of other applications. Since the turbine blade is
comparatively small and has to operate with low apparent wind speed (a combina-
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tion of free-stream and headwind velocity) before it reaches its normal operation,
the Reynolds numbers that it experiences are comparatively low.
In addition, the incidence angle that the blades experience is far more extreme
than any other applications. Whilst small horizontal-axis turbine blades experience
an incidence range of 0 to 90, Darrieus blades experience all possible incidences.
At very low tip speed ratio the incidence range will be from 0 to 360 which reduces
as tip speed ratio increases.
A review of aerofoil test conditions is conducted in this section. Special attention
is paid to low-Reynolds-number and high-angle-of-attack test conditions.
Low-Reynolds-number tests:
One of the most extensive and reliable sources of low-speed aerofoil performance
data is that provided by Selig and his colleagues at UIUC Applied Aerodynamics
Group [43]. A bulk of aerofoils were tested at low Reynolds numbers comparable to
those of small turbine blades experienced during start-up.
A series of low-Reynolds-number tests revealed that the ow over an aerofoil at
this regime is associated with a laminar separation bubble. Its presence often leads
to a degradation in aerofoil performance which is in the form of an increase in drag
and nonlinear behaviour of lift [44].
The degradation depends greatly on both Reynolds number and the aerofoil
geometry. Measurements conducted by Selig et al. [44] showed that the lift curve
of most aerofoils will not follow the typical linear pattern and the slope is often
lower than 2 (which means the increase of lift force with respect to incidence angle
reduces) if Reynolds number is low enough (normally lower than 100,000). Hysteresis
behaviour at around the stall angle is greatly inuenced by the aerofoil shape. For
instance, while the FX63-137 exhibited hysteresis behaviour, the NACA0009 and
SD8020 did not [44]. High-lift sections such as the M06-13-128, which employs
concave pressure distribution, exhibit a longer bubble in comparison to sections that
employ convex pressure recovery. More severe degradation is expected for aerofoil
sections with concave recovery type (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Eects of bubble on hysteresis behaviour of dierent aerofoils (adapted
from [44]).
All tests conducted by the Group are in the incidence angle range from about
 10 to 25. Post- and deeper stall performance is not available. Some tested
aerofoils that are often employed on wind turbine blades are presented in Table 2.1
together with their test conditions.
Table 2.1: Low-Reynolds-number tests.
Aerofoil Reynolds number Incidence range
E387 [113] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
FX63-137 [46] 61,500 - 303,400  8 to 24
FX63-137 [47] 80,000 - 150,000  9 to 25
FX63-137 [113] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
S1210 [44] 80,000 - 150,000  8 to 25
S822 [44] 102,500 - 408,700  8 to 20
S822 [113] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
S823 [46] 102,500 - 409,200  8 to 21
S834 [113] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
SD2030 [113] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
SD7062 [48] 60,300 - 401,400  6 to 20
SG6040 [29] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
SG6040 [48] 100,032 - 499,595  9 to 20
SG6041 [29] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
SG6042 [29] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
SG6043 [29] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
SG6043 [48] 99,911 - 499,253  8 to 20
SH3055 [113] 100,000 - 500,000  10 to 20
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High-incidence-angle tests:
The range of angle of attack perceived by small turbines during start-up is unusually
wide. However, previous research has been mostly limited to around the stall angle,
eg. [12]. There are some tests on NACA0012 section at very high Reynolds numbers
(above 1,000,000) [49,50].
After the energy crisis in the 1970s, an interest in renewable energy was initi-
ated, particularly in wind power. Extensive researches were conducted toward the
performance prediction of Darrieus turbines and some aerofoils were tested up to
higher incidences [51{55]. Their Reynolds number test range is between 400,000 and
900,000 as was appropriate for large Darrieus turbines during normal operation.
In those tests, the lift curve normally exhibits a second-lift-peak behaviour at
incidence angle of around 45. The maximum drag peak of around 1.8 occurs at
around 90 (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Lift and drag coecients of a NACA0012 [51].
Two wind-turbine-dedicated aerofoils (the DU96-W-180 and the DU97-W-300)
were tested for the full incidence range at Reynolds number of 700,000 by Tim-
mer [64]. The measurements showed that dierent aerofoils exhibit dierent charac-
teristics even fully stalled and a thicker aerofoil often generates higher lift (Fig. 2.7).
He also showed that, although aerofoils behave in a generic way in deep-stall,
their characteristics are not exactly the same [56]. By comparing maximum drag
coecients of dierent aerofoils, he found that the maxima is related to aerofoil
shape and is in a linear relation with the suction y/c value at x/c of 0.0125.
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Figure 2.7: Lift and drag coecients of two DU sections [64].
A series of high incidence measurements was also conducted at Durham Univer-
sity by Bickerdyke, Rainbird, and Crone [57{59]. Their experimental results did not
exhibit the second-lift-peak behaviour as found by Sheldahl and Klimas [51]. Drag
coecients of their tests are nearly half of those tested by previous researchers.
Rainbird hypothesised that one of the possible causes of the dierence is the
eect of wind-tunnel wall proximity which was supported by experimental tests for
both closed and open test sections on the same aerofoil. Figure 2.8 compares lift
and drag coecients from closed and open test sections.
Figure 2.8: Closed and open test section aerodynamic data of a NACA0015 (from
Rainbird [58]).
The results clearly indicate the inuence of the wind tunnel upper and lower
walls on the aerodynamic coecients when tested at high incidences. The eect
of wall proximity should be investigated in detail before conducting further high-
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angle-of-attack testing. This investigation was conducted by the author and it is
presented in section 6.1.
Table 2.2 summarises aerofoils that have undergone high-angle-of-attack tests
together with their test conditions.
Table 2.2: High-angle-of-attack tests.
Aerofoil Incidence range H/C ratio1 Reynolds number
NACA0012 [49] 0 - 360 n/a 2,000,000
NACA0012 [50] 0 - 180 n/a 1,600,000
NACA0009 [51] 0 - 180 14 360,000, 500,000, and 690,000
NACA0012 [51] 0 - 180 14 360,000, 500,000, and 700,000
NACA0012H [51] 0 - 180 14 360,000, 490,000, and 700,000
NACA0015 [51] 0 - 180 14 360,000, 500,000, and 700,000
NACA0015 [51] 0 - 360 14 1,000,000
NACA0018-64 [55] 0 - 360 n/a 140,000 to 300,000
NACA4415 [64] 0 - 360 7.2 1,000,000
DU96-W-180 [64] 0 - 360 7.2 1,000,000
DU97-W-300 [64] 0 - 360 7.2 1,000,000
NACA0018 [34] 0 - 80 7.2 300,000 and 500,000
DU06-W-200 [34] 0 - 80 7.2 300,000 and 500,000
NACA0012 [57] 0 - 360 12 165,000
NACA0018 [57] 0 - 360 1 165,000
NACA4412 [57] 0 - 360 1 165,000
NACA0015 [58] 0 - 360 1 209,000
NACA0018 [58] 0 - 360 1 218,000
NACA4412 [58] 0 - 360 1 189,000
Flat plate [58] 0 - 360 1 217,000
Gottingen 407 [58] 0 - 360 1 208,000
NACA0018 [59] 0 - 180 1 194,000
S1210 [59] 0 - 180 1 110,000 and 190,000
2.3.5 Estimation of aerofoil data at high angles of attack
Since the data required by wind turbine analysis must cover a suitable Reynolds
number range for the full 360 range of angle of incidence, estimation often has to
be used in order to extrapolate these data to higher angles of attack. The estimation
is normally done through the application of at plate theory or empirical correlations
[60{63].
In at plate theory, all aerofoils are assumed to behave like a at plate and,
hence, their post-stall characteristics are independent of their shape and Reynolds
number. Nevertheless, high-angle-of attack tests on some real aerofoils has revealed
that dierent aerofoils may demonstrate signicantly dierent characteristics from
each other even when fully stalled [52{54,64], thus casting doubt on the validity of
the at plate assumption.
1Or width-to-chord ratio if aerofoils are installed vertically.
2Half-open test section.
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Wind tunnel based correlations have also been developed to predict aerodynamic
coecients at high incidence angles, including the empirical correlations developed
by Spera (AERODAS) [63]. In his correlation process, selected aerofoils data at high
angle of attack in a Reynolds number range from 250,000 to 2,000,000 were analysed
and modelled in order to obtain expressions for aerodynamic coecient prediction.
Although the correlations provide useful information for wind turbine analysis, it is
questionable whether it is possible to apply this to other aerofoils or to conditions
outside this Reynolds number range, especially lower Reynolds number.
This shows that although a large amount of wind-tunnel data is available, none
of them meet the required range of test conditions to fully investigate small wind
turbine starting. The lowest Reynolds number tested is comparable to the Reynolds
number that small wind turbine blades experience during start-up but it is limited
to incidence angles only up to or slightly beyond stall angle. High incidence tests
were found on some specic aerofoils such as NACA sections but their performance
greatly varies from test to test. Further wind-tunnel investigations on wind turbine
aerofoils at suitable conditions have to be made.
2.4 Aerofoils in Darrieus motion
Any aerofoil on a Darrieus rotor moves in a cyclical motion and experiences highly
varying ow conditions when it moves along its rotational path. Such a motion
introduces a periodic change in both apparent wind speed and incidence angle. In
eect, dynamic stall is a common event for any aerofoil moving in Darrieus motion.
Previous research showed that this is particularly the case for the Darrieus rotor
operating at tip speed ratios lower than 5 [65{72]. The presence of dynamic stall at
low tip speed ratios is mainly due to the fact that the incidence angle is large and
the aerofoil will move across the stall angle when it rotates. The incidence variation
reduces with increasing tip speed ratio and the aerofoil will eventually operate within
unstalled region at suciently high tip speed ratios (or normal operational operation
at which the ow remains attached). The eect of dynamic stall is then small at
high tip speed ratios.
Apart from that, other ow features are also associated with this kind of motion
such as curvilinear ow [73] and blade/wake interaction.
The earliest attempts to investigate airloads on aerofoils in Darrieus motion were
made byWebster [65] and Graham [66]. Webster measured forces acting on the blade
moving in cycloidal motion and visualised the ow structure. Blade loadings were
measured using strain gages. Visualisation techniques used were dye injection and
solid particle markers to study vortex trajectory and velocity defect in the wake,
respectively. The test rotor had NACA0012 blades having a chord length of 9.14
cm and had a radius of 1.22m. It was tested at three tip speed ratios (2.5, 5.0, and
7.5). Normal and tangential forces were measured.
It was found that the delay of aerodynamic stall was observed at tip speed ratios
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as high as 5.0 and became more prevalent at lower tip speed ratios. The observed
delay in stall onset indicated that the dynamic stall phenomenon should be included
in the analytical model.
Force measurements on Darrieus rotor blades were also conducted by Laneville
and Vittecoq [67]. In this test, a Darrieus rotor equipped with NACA0018 blades
was tested at tip speed ratios ranging from 2 to 5. Their results indicated that
dynamic stall phenomena is prevalent when the rotor tip speed ratio is lower than
3.5.
Fujisawa et al [68{70] conducted ow visualisation and PIV measurements on a
small Darrieus rotor in a water tunnel to study dynamic stall development. Their
turbine is a small Darrieus rotor with NACA0018 blades having a chord of 10mm
and a radius of 30mm. The tests were run at the very low Reynolds number of 3000
at tip speed ratios of 1, 2, and 3. It was found that the dynamic stall structure is
independent of the tip speed ratio but its development is greatly inuenced by tip
speed ratios that cause dierent incidence angles perceived by the blade.
PIV studies were also conducted by Ferreira et al. [71, 72]. Their tests were run
at a Reynolds number of around 105 at three tip speed ratios (2, 3, and 4). The
tested rotor has one blade having a NACA0015 section. It has a blade chord length
of 0.05m and a radius of 0.2m. It was tested at Reynolds number of 50,000 and
70,000. The clearest eects of dynamic stall was observed at the lowest tip speed
ratio of 2.
All the research conducted on aerofoils in Darrieus motion show consistently
that dynamic stall is evident. Its eect seems to be more dominant at low tip speed
ratios, suggesting that it might be of signicance for turbines during their start-up
period; a period at which tip speed ratio is relatively low.
2.5 Unsteady aerofoil performance data
The interest of unsteady data (or dynamic stall) had its origin in the compressor
and helicopter industries. In such applications, the blade is forced to travel in a
cyclic motion and the blade experiences a periodic change of incidence angle. Since
it had been shown that this ow phenomena is similar to the ow around a pitching
aerofoil [74], many unsteady experiments were conducted with sinusoidal pitching
aerofoils and dynamic stall has been extensively tested with this type of oscillation,
eg. [75{77] etc.
A series of experiments were conducted on many helicopter aerofoils at very
high Reynolds numbers [75{78]. Their aerofoil types and operating conditions are
signicantly dierent from those relating to small wind turbine starting behaviour
and cannot be directly employed. Examples of aerofoils and test conditions are
listed in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Helicopter aerofoils and test conditions.
Aerofoil Re k1 m
2 3
Ames A-01 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
Wortmann FX-098 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
Sikorsky SC-1095 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
Hughes HH-02 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
Vertol VR-7 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
NLR-1 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
NLR-7301 [75] 490,000 - 4,200,000 0.01 - 0.20 10, 15 2, 5, 10
NACA0012 [76] 2,500,000 0.05 - 0.25 6 - 20 6 - 14
NACA23012 [78] 1,500,000 0.01 - 0.20 6 - 20 2, 6, 10
Aerofoils dedicated to wind turbines were also tested by many researchers at
Ohio State University [16,79{89] and at Riso [90{95].
The S8xx aerofoil series were mainly tested at Ohio State University. Most of the
tests were conducted at conditions experienced by large-scale wind turbines. The
Reynolds numbers tested were in the range of 750,000 to 1,400,000. Incidence angle
ranged from  20 to 40 at two oscillation amplitudes of 5 and 10. Under the
same test conditions, the unsteady eects vary and the increase in maximum lift
coecient due to unsteady eects seems to be dependent on aerofoil geometry. For
example, while the lift increase is in the range from 7% to 53% for the S815, the
increase is as large as 200% for the S824. One clear implication from the results is
that unsteady eects are of great signicance and cannot be neglected.
Numerous tests were also conducted at Riso Laboratory at small oscillation am-
plitudes ( 2). Dynamic eects were clearly seen even with this small oscillation
(Fig. 2.9)
Figure 2.9: Dynamic lift behaviour of the Riso-1 aerofoil at Reynolds number of
1,600,000 and at a reduced frequency of 0.11 [90].
1Reduced frequency which is dened as !c2V .
2Mean angle of attack.
3Oscillation amplitude.
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The aerofoils and test conditions are summarised in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Wind turbine aerofoils and unsteady test conditions.
Aerofoil Re k m 
LS(1)-0421MOD [79] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
LS(1)-0417MOD [80] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
NACA4415 [81] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S801 [82] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S809 [83] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S810 [84] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S812 [85] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S813 [86] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S814 [87] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S815 [88] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S824 [16] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
S825 [83] 750,000 - 1,500,000 0.077, 0.11 8, 14, 20 5, 10
Riso-1 [90] 1,600,000 0.077, 0.11 2:8 to 23:3 2
FFA-W3-241 [91] 1,600,000 0.070, 0.093 2: to 25 1:4 to 2:0
FFA-W3-301 [91] 1,600,000 0.09 3 to 25 1:7 to 2:6
NACA63-430 [91] 1,600,000 0.09 2 to 24 1:3 to 2:1
NACA63-415 [92] 1,600,000 0.092 1:5 to 22:8 1:3 to 2:1
NACA63-215 [93] 1,300,000 0.022, 0.044  0:6 to 27:4 2:5 to 3:0
Riso-A1-18 [94] 1,600,000 0.09 4:3 to 28:9 1:7 to 2:6
Riso-A1-21 [94] 1,600,000 0.09 4:3 to 26:3 1:3 to 2:1
Riso-A1-24 [94] 1,600,000 0.093 4:3 to 26:3 1:3 to 2:1
Riso-B1-18 [95] 1,600,000 0.09 4:3 to 28:9 1:7 to 2:6
Riso-B1-24 [95] 1,600,000 0.09 4:3 to 26:3 1:3 to 2:1
It is seen from Table 2.4 that dynamic stall tests have been conducted at rela-
tively high Reynolds numbers of around million as they were intended for large-scale
machines. The maxima of mean angle of attack is around 30 and oscillation am-
plitudes are generally quite small. These aerofoil data are not directly applicable to
small turbine starting analysis.
Unsteady tests at lower Reynolds number were conducted by Gerontakos [96].
In his test, a NACA0012 section undergoing harmonic pitching was investigated at
a Reynolds number of 135,000. Unsteady parameters were set in such a way that
dierent stall cases, namely attached ow, light-stall, and deep-stall, can be studied.
He found that the unsteady behaviour is highly aected by the reduced frequency.
A stall in lift was observed when the leading-edge vortex reach 90% of the chord.
This review has clearly shown that unsteady data necessary for small wind tur-
bine starting analysis is not readily available. Dynamic stall information at low
Reynolds numbers at high incidence angles is needed.
2.6 Dynamic-stall models
There exist various dynamic-stall models for unsteady airload predictions [97{102].
Some of the models rely solely on the reduction and synthesis of unsteady aero-
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dynamic data [97, 99, 101] while the others try to model some important unsteady
features [100,102].
It is noted, however, that the models are in part based on wind tunnel data
and some parameters have to be deduced from wind-tunnel tests of the selected
aerofoil. The models are not general and they are limited to a particular aerofoil
and operating conditions.
Amongst the models developed, the Leishman-Beddoes (LB) model [102] is prob-
ably the most widely used model in both helicopter and wind turbine applications.
It provides a good description of the ow physics, good computational eciency and
does not require too many empirically deduced constants.
The LB model consists of three modules; namely attached, separated, and induced-
vortex ows. In the attached ow module, the model is an approximation of un-
steady thin-aerofoil theory which is obtained through the use of indicial response.
The latter two modules account for dynamic stall behaviour which is related to ow
separation and vortex formation. They model unsteady loads as a resulting eect of
lags in separated ow. Vortex lift accumulation is considered as a dierence between
linear and nonlinear lifts.
2.7 Modications of the Leishman-Beddoes model
Following great success in helicopter blade load predictions, the LB model has been
adopted for wind turbine applications. However, some concerns about the appli-
cability arise because the typical aerofoil used and operating conditions in wind
turbine applications are dierent from those of helicopter applications.
One of the modications is an extension of incidence angle. In helicopter oper-
ations, the rotor blade normally experiences angle of attack in a range of  10 to
30 while wind turbine blades experience much larger incidence range. Wind tur-
bine performance analysis codes require the entire range of incidence angle ( 180
to 180). One way of extending the method is to use a modied angle of attack
by assuming that aerodynamic coecients are symmetrical [103, 104]. It is noted
that this assumption seems to be justied for symmetrical and low camber aerofoils
that possess symmetric aerodynamic properties. The accuracy of this model is not
known because of unavailability of unsteady data at high incidence angles.
Gupta and Leishman [105] had modied the LB model for wind turbine appli-
cation. Dynamic stall behaviour of the S809 was modelled and validated against
unsteady wind-tunnel data. They found that the S809 has stall characteristic that
is dierent from those of helicopter aerofoil sections. It had been shown that the
LB model has the ability to model unsteady airloads on the aerofoil typical for wind
turbines if the static stall characteristic is satisfactorily modelled.
The LB model was also modied by Sheng et al. [106,107] for low Mach numbers.
Modications such as stall onset, reattachment from stall, a revised chordwise force,
and dynamic vortex had been added to the model. The model was later used to
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predict airloads on the NREL aerofoils [108].
Although the modied LB method has been proposed, it is intended for large-
scale wind turbines. In order to accurately predict unsteady airloads on small turbine
blades, unsteady tests of oscillating aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers with unsteady
conditions normally encountered by small turbines are needed.
2.8 Conclusions
Literature pertaining to small Darrieus- and horizontal-type wind turbine for start-
ing behaviour had been explored in this chapter. It was found that, albeit their con-
gurations are dierent, the starting analysis of both machines basically requires the
same source of information; low-Reynolds-number and high-angle-of-attack aerofoil
performance data.
Nevertheless, a review on wind-turbine-dedicated aerofoils and their performance
data reveals that almost all of the tests were conducted at relatively high Reynolds
numbers at incidences up to stall or just pass the stall angle. Inconsistency in aerofoil
performance data was also observed from these tests, in particular in the post-stall
regimes.
Experimental investigations of aerofoils in Darrieus motion revealed that dy-
namic stall eects are in evidence, especially at low tip speed ratios. This leads to
a further review of unsteady aerofoil performance data and dynamic-stall model. It
was found that none of the existing data can be directly employed in small wind
turbine starting analysis. Model modications are also needed if one wants to apply
the dynamic-stall model to the starting analysis.
To sum up, our present knowledge of small wind turbine starting behaviour
is still limited and this is largely due to the lack of suitable and reliable aerofoil
performance data which is not suciently provided by previous wind-tunnel tests.
Chapter 3
Potential Benets Gained through
Starting Capability Improvement
This chapter assesses and quanties benets gained through starting capability im-
provement. A horizontal-axis turbine is selected as a study case but it is important
to note that the potential benets gained are equally applicable to vertical-axis types
as the improved starting capability always leads to a shorter start-up period and
a longer energy-production period for both types of machines. For the case study
presented here, the entire system including wind, turbine, and loads are considered.
Three dierent blades are dened, simulated, and compared. The benets gained
are justied in terms of time-varying behaviour and Annual Energy Production.
The contents of this chapter were presented in ASME Turbo Expo 2011 in Van-
couver, Canada. It has also been published in ASME Journal of Engineering for
Gas Turbines and Power [109].
3.1 Modelling assumptions
3.1.1 Rotors
The starting capability of a turbine (or rotor acceleration, ) can be mathematically
expressed as
 =
Ta   Tr
J
(3.1)
where Ta is aerodynamic torque generated by the rotor, Tr is resistive torque
generated by other components, and J is the rotor inertia. It can be seen that, with
constant resistive torque, the acceleration can be improved by increasing aerody-
namic torque and decreasing rotor moment of inertia.
Aerodynamic torque generated by the rotor depends on many factors such as
the aerofoil used and the pitch angle. There are a number of ways of generating
higher starting torque. Increasing the the number of blades is one option but the
disadvantage is that it also introduces additional inertia to the rotor. A further
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disadvantage is that the higher number of blades (or solidity) produces a narrow
power curve with a sharp peak resulting in a turbine which is very sensitive to
changes in tip speed ratio [110], a conguration that is clearly not suitable for small
turbines operating in turbulent areas.
It was also shown by Mayer et al. [7] that, by increasing the pitch angle, the blade
would generate more torque as the blade experiences a smaller angle of attack. This
also reduces the idling as the blade produces a higher lift-to-drag ratio. However,
with the increase in pitch angle the turbine performance curve is shifted towards a
lower tip speed ratio and so the turbine will stall earlier resulting in unsatisfactory
performance at higher wind.
The second factor involved in starting is rotor inertia which is related to the
blade geometry and material used as follows:
J = 
nX
i
Air
2
iri (3.2)
where  is density of material used, r is radius, and A is cross-sectional area
of blade at the radius r. It can be seen that, apart from the material used, the
inertia is directly related to the blade size. The size of the rotor is determined
by the chord distribution and aerofoil shape. The chord distribution is normally
designed using established design procedures from the aerofoil chosen [110]. It is,
therefore, reasonable to conclude that obtaining an inertia reduction is dependent
on the aerofoil employed.
From these considerations, the starting capability can be improved through a
careful selection of an aerofoil that exhibits high lift-to-drag ratio and has a small
cross-sectional area. However, an aerofoil with a small cross-section (or thin aero-
foil) is unlikely to be suitable for the root section that experiences a high bending
moment. It is therefore common to employ an aerofoil with an acceptable compro-
mise between optimal structural and aerodynamic requirements in which the same
section will be employed all along the blade albeit with changing twist and chord (a
\single-aerofoil" blade) [111,112].
This raises the question as to whether it is benecial to employ a \mixed-aerofoil"
blade in which the blade prole changes along its span. Suitable aerofoils would be
selected to generate high torque without introducing additional inertia or sacricing
the power-extraction performance at high wind speeds.
It should be noted that the use of mixed-aerofoil blades is not new and various
series of aerofoil proles (also called aerofoil families) have been designed for dierent
blade sections e.g. [25, 29]. However, their impact on self-starting had not been
investigated to date. An accurate estimation of their self-starting performance can
only be completed if aerodynamic data is available at suitable Reynolds numbers
and high angles of attack. This aerodynamic data is scarce and not readily available
in the literature.
In this present work, numerical investigations of aerofoil performance using an
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unsteady two dimensional Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) solver were
performed to select promising aerofoils. The key requirement was that aerofoils
should exhibit a high lift-to-drag ratio at low Reynolds number. Two promising
aerofoils emerged, the SG6043 [113] and SD7062 [47], proposed by Selig. Detail of
these aerofoils and their performance characteristics can be found in chapter 5 and
6.
Based upon these aerofoil data, three alternative simulated blades have been
dened and their relative performance is presented here. The rst simulated blade
was a single-aerofoil design based upon the SD7062 aerofoil over the full span and
was designed to produce 1kW at a rotational speed of 700RPM and a wind speed of
10 m/s. The blade was designed using the method described by Burton et al [110].
This blade was set at a pitch angle of 5 and is referred to as the SG blade in this
study.
The second simulated blade was a mixed-aerofoil blade which was obtained by
replacing the outer two-thirds of the span with the SG6043 aerofoil. The intent was
to produce a high aerodynamic torque with a smaller cross-sectional area contribut-
ing to a lower inertia whilst retaining the SD7062 prole at the blade root. This
blade is referred to as the MX blade in this study (Fig. 3.1).
The third blade was designed to further improve starting performance of the
mixed-aerofoil blade by increasing the pitch angle to 6 to reduce high angles of
attack at start-up. This design is labelled as MP in this study.
Figure 3.1: Blade geometries.
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Rotor inertias were calculated using equation 3.2 and it was found that the
mixed-aerofoil rotor exhibited a 21-percent reduction in moment of inertia relative
to the SD7062-based single-aerofoil design (see Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Design parameters.
Parameter SG MX MP
Rated power (W) 1,000 1,000 1,000
Rated speed (RPM) 700 700 700
Rated wind (m/s) 10 10 10
Radius (m) 1.2 1.2 1.2
Aerofoil SD7062 SD7062 + SG6043 SD7062 + SG6043
Inertia (kg  m2) 2.5668 2.0287 2.0287
Pitch angle (degree) 5 5 6
3.1.2 Generators and load types
Small wind turbines are most commonly coupled to permanent magnet generators
[4, 114] and this study assumes the use of such generators although the analysis is
easily extended to include other generator characteristics if required.
One of the inherent properties of these generators is their cogging torque that
has to be overcome by the turbine. Even though recent research has shown that
permanent magnet generators can be designed with no cogging torque [4], it seems
reasonable to consider this cogging torque in this analysis as it remains relevant to
many currently used systems.
The cogging torque created by permanent magnet generators depends on many
factors such as rated size and conguration [114] and methods of calculating this
cogging torque are available [115, 116]. However, detailed analysis is beyond the
scope of this study and a simple estimation has been used. It has been reported
that typical cogging torques of permanent magnet generators rated from 500W to
1.5kW are 0.3 to 0.6 Nm, respectively [117]. Since the turbine considered here is a
1kW device, a cogging torque of 0.45 Nm is assumed.
In addition to the cogging torque that acts when starting from rest, the generator
also adds a resistive torque when rotating. In the Wright and Wood experiment [9] in
which a 600W rated generator was considered, a constant resistive torque of 0.24 Nm
was applied when the generator was moving. Since a larger generator is considered
here, a resistive torque of 0.3 Nm was used in this study. Table 3.2 summarises all
resistive torques used in this calculation.
Table 3.2: Resistive torques.
Resistive torque Value (Nm)
Cogging torque (stationary) 0.45
Cogging torque (rotating) 0.30
Load resistive torque load-dependent
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagrams and equivalent circuits: (a) Battery charging (b)
Resistive heating (c) Grid connection.
Small turbines are usually used for stand-alone applications including battery
charging and resistive heating. Nevertheless, it is also possible to employ these small
turbines to generate power to the grid through a grid-tie converter [118]. Load types
considered in this paper are battery charging, resistive heating, and grid connection,
each having dierent characteristics. Mathematical descriptions of these loads were
obtained through the analysis of equivalent circuits. Detailed derivations and val-
idations of these equations can be found in Stannard [118]. Figure 3.2 presents a
schematic diagram of these three dierent loads together with their corresponding
equivalent circuits.
3.1.3 Wind models
Both real and simulated wind data are used in this study. The wind data used
was measured in East Kilbride, Glasgow by NaREC (National Renewable Energy
Centre) covering the period from 15 May 2008 to 2 July 2009 [119]. The wind data
were averaged over a ve-minute interval. One-minute data is also available from
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15 May 2008 to 15 June 2008. It is important to note that the real wind data has a
temporal resolution of minutes but that the starting behaviour of a turbine occurs
over a much smaller time scale, typically seconds. In addition the real wind data is
site-specic.
A turbulent wind model simulator which was developed by Stannard [118] was
employed in this simulation in addition to the real wind data as it provides the
temporal resolution required (in a scale of seconds) and allows estimation of site
variations.
3.2 MATLAB/Simulink implementation
The aforementioned models (rotors, loads, and turbulent wind) were individually
modelled using the MATLAB/Simulink environment. Blade Element Momentum
(BEM) theory was employed to estimate aerodynamic torque. Load models (battery,
resistive heating, and the grid) were modelled using subsystem blocks provided by
SIMULINK. The implementation of this model was based on the assumption that
the system can be considered quasi-steady.
In essence, starting behavior of the turbine is modelled using a time-stepping
approach. The rotational speed of the rotor at the next time step can be mathe-
matically expressed as:
!n+1 = !n + (
Ta;n   Tr;n
J
)tn (3.3)
where ! is turbine rotational speed and t is time step used in the simulation.
A variable-step was used to adjust the time as the speed changed.
The resistive torque caused by dierent loads is computed using the following
equations:
Resistive load:
Tr;n =
3K2!n
RL
(3.4)
Battery load:
Tr;n =
K2!n
Rd +Rb
  VbattK
Rd +Rb
(3.5)
Grid load:
Tr;n = (2:34K) 2:34K!n   Vd
2Rphase +Rover
(3.6)
Vd =
1
CWB
Z
Vd0   Vd
2Rphase +Rover
  P
WBVd
(3.7)
where K is generator constant, RL is load resistance, Vbatt is battery voltage, Rd
is generator resistance, Rb is battery resistance, Rphase is generator resistance per
phase, Rover is overlap resistance, CWB is grid converter capacitance, and WB is
grid converter eciency.
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A validation of the MATLAB/SIMULINK model was performed by simulating
the turbine tested by Wright and Wood [9]. In their experiment, a three-bladed, 2m
diameter horizontal axis wind turbine was tested under turbulent wind. The turbine
was designed to produce 600W at a rotor speed of 700RPM and a wind speed of 10
m/s. Figure 3.3 compares the measured data of Wright and Wood [9] with predicted
rotational speed during start-up under the same turbulent wind conditions. It can
be seen that they agree satisfactorily and provide condence that the model captures
the measured starting performance correctly.
Figure 3.3: Measured and predicted rotational speed during start-up.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Rotor performance
Power coecients of the three rotors used in this study (calculated from Blade
Element Momentum theory (BEM)) and their starting sequences under a steady
wind speed of 4 m/s calculated using the model described above are presented in
Figure 3.4.
For the datum, single-aerofoil case, it may be seen that a peak power coecient
occurred at a tip speed ratio of approximately six. The power coecient curve of
the mixed-aerofoil blade is higher than that of single-blade for most tip speed ratios
with a maximum of a twenty-percent increase in peak power coecient at the same
tip speed ratio. With the additional increment in pitch angle provided by the MP
blade compared to the SG case there is a small increase in power coecient at low
tip speed ratios but a reduced peak power coecient at higher tip speed ratios. The
start-up curves demonstrate that the mixed-aerofoil blades have a better starting
performance under steady wind, roughly halving the starting time.
It is noted that the exploitation of the mixed-aerofoil blade does not lead to a
faster stall and the rotor performance at high tip speed ratios is nearly identical
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Figure 3.4: Rotor performance: (a) Power coecients and (b) Start-up sequences
under steady wind conditions.
to the single-aerofoil blade. The increase in pitch angle however aects the rotor
performance at high tip speed ratios as the CP curve is shifted to lower tip speed
ratios but it is also seen that the degradation in rotor performance is oset by the
higher maximum CP (0.427 to 0.401) and better performance at low tip speeds.
In order to clearly see the eect, the integration of the CP curves over the full
tip speed ratio range, which basically represents energy capture, was made and
the following values were obtained: 1.821, 1.876, and 1.984 for the SG, MP, and
MX blades, respectively. The values indicates that the starting capability can be
improved without a degradation in the overall performance if the selection of aerofoils
and the increase in pitch angle are carefully made.
Figure 3.5 shows how this uplift in starting performance is achieved. Improve-
ment of the blade aerodynamics leads to a reduced idling period. A further reduction
of inertia will increase the rotor acceleration and hence shorten the acceleration pe-
riod. Increase of pitch angle also further shortens the idling period but does not
signicantly aect the rotor acceleration.
Figure 3.6 presents time-dependent contributions of these eects (in percent) on
the improved starting capability. These contributions were obtained by calculation
of the change of rotational speed in Figure 3.5. The total change in rotational speeds
between the datum and MP was rst calculated then contribution of each factor
was estimated. The latter calculation was performed by, for example, keeping pitch
angle and moment of inertia constant whilst adding the mixed-aerofoil blade. Any
dierence would therefore solely be the eect of aerodynamics. Percent contributions
of aerodynamic, inertia, and pitch angle were calculated by dividing the change of
rotational speed caused by each factor by the total change. This calculation can be
conceptually expressed as:
!T = !A +!I +!P (3.8)
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Figure 3.5: Factors contributing to the improved self-starting.
where !T is the total rotational speed improvement, !A is the rotational
speed change due to aerodynamics, !I is the rotational speed change due to inertia,
and !P is the rotational speed change due to pitch angle.
A percent of contribution (PC) of any improvement is then
PCi =
!i
!T
 100 (3.9)
where i denotes the appropriate abbreviation for A, I, and P (aerodynamics,
inertia, and pitch improvements respectively).
It is apparent that the contribution of improved aerodynamics is low at the
beginning and the main contributors for starting are the reduction of inertia and
the increment in pitch angle that reduces the incidence angle experienced by the
blade. After the rotor has spin, half of the improvement is provided by aerodynamic
performance. The eects of pitch angle increment and reduced inertia appear again
in the acceleration period and it appears that the reduction in inertia is the primary
contributor in this region. The eects of inertia and pitch angle disappear when the
rotor enters steady state (power-extraction performance under steady wind).
Although the MP blade had a lower peak power coecient it gave the best
starting characteristics. Since this was the main focus of the work, only comparisons
between the SG and the MP are presented from here onwards.
3.3.2 System performance
The eects of improved self-starting capability on the system performance are eval-
uated in two ways; time-varying behaviour (starting sequence) and Annual Energy
Production (AEP). Starting sequences will be presented under real and simulated
wind conditions. Predictions of AEPs are presented to evaluate the greater energy
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Figure 3.6: Percent of contributions.
yield that can be obtained through the improvement of self-starting.
Real turbulent wind variations In order to investigate the system performance
in some detail for a reasonably long period of time, single day wind variations and
turbine characteristics are shown in Figure 3.7. To illustrate turbine performance
under low wind speed conditions, a day with relatively low wind speed was chosen
from the measured data. For this day, the wind speed is lowest at the beginning
of the day (1 m/s) but increases to around 6 m/s which is maintained with some
uctuations to the end of the day. The average wind speed is 5.135 m/s. Figure 3.7
also presents the corresponding rotor speeds for each of the three dierent load types
and for the SG and MP cases.
Figure 3.7: One day wind variation and turbine rotational speed for dierent loads.
For resistive heating, the dierence between the SG and MP blades is narrower
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than those of battery and grid connection cases. This is because this type of load
imposes resistive torque on the turbine as soon as the turbine spins. High uctuation
can also be seen in the energy-production period.
By way of contrast improvements in self-starting can be clearly seen for the
battery-charging case. For the battery, resistive torque is not imposed on the turbine
until the voltage generated by the turbine exceeds the battery voltage. With more
torque generated by the modied blade and no resistive torque imposed by the
battery, the modied turbine manages to rotate and reach the energy-production
period more quickly than the original one, resulting in a shorter starting period
and longer power-extraction period. In the power-extraction period, both turbines
operate with nearly constant rotational speed of around 200rpm. The corresponding
tip speed ratio under the average wind speed is approximately 5.0. At this tip speed
ratio, it can be seen from the CP curve (Fig. 3.4) that the MP turbine has a better
performance and this is reected in a higher rotational speed during the power-
extraction period. The same characteristics are seen in the grid connection case.
Simulated turbulent wind model In order to see the eect of improved self-
starting at dierent sites simulated turbulent winds were used. These simulations
provided two advantages over the real wind data: a more nely resolved time scale
and the opportunity to explore dierent site characteristics. Two average wind
speeds are explored (4 and 7 m/s) for a city center terrain which is expected to
have higher turbulence level. The turbulence level is normally expressed in terms
of turbulent intensity factor (k ) and for this city center terrain, this factor was
approximated to be 0.434 [118]. It should be noted that the much smaller time
interval between wind data samples required the use of a smaller overall simulation
period in order to keep the output size manageable. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 present
simulation results for twenty-minute periods.
Figure 3.8: Turbine rotational speed at an average wind speed of 4 m/s.
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Figure 3.9: Turbine rotational speed at an average wind speed of 7 m/s.
Generally, it can be seen that the turbine behavior is comparable to the real
turbulent wind simulations. In the low wind simulations, the turbines begin to spin
when there is a sudden increase in wind speed (or gust) from around two to ve m/s
that occurs at around 50 seconds into the simulation (Fig. 3.8). The modied blades
manage to quickly capture the wind and accelerate themselves while the single blade
suers a longer idling period. Some useful energy is also produced in this region by
the modied blades. After both blades have gone through the acceleration phase, it
appears that they have comparable energy-production performance. The dierence
in starting behavior between the two turbines is reduced when the average wind
speed is higher as can be seen in Figure 3.9 (only battery case is presented).
Eects of loads on the turbine operating condition In order to compare and
show deviations in turbine behaviour when connected to dierent loads, a normalised
rotational speed is plotted and presented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Load eects on turbine rotational speed.
The gure clearly shows that the loads have a signicant inuence on the system
operational speed and if these loads are not considered, the operational speed will
not reect the real behavior.
It is also observed that the system characteristic varies from load to load. For
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the resistive case, the operational speed increases linearly with wind speed and
this often leads to a high uctuation in rotational speed under turbulent wind,
see Figure 3.7 for example. While the turbine connected to a battery exhibits a
moderate increase in rotational speed, the turbine connected to the grid exhibits a
nearly constant rotational speed. The load characteristics, namely the voltage of
the battery and the current control features of the grid converter [120] make them
operate with a nearly constant rotational speed (Fig. 3.7). One clear implication
from this consideration is that if the load is not considered, estimations of rotor
speed and energy production will be misleading. Such estimations do not reect the
real improvement gained from the blade design.
3.4 Annual Energy Production (AEP)
In order to quantify the potential benets of improved self-starting, energy produc-
tion of the turbines was estimated using both the measured and simulated wind
data (Weibull distribution method).
It is important to note that the benets of starting improvement can be best
evaluated by simulating the turbine for a whole year. It is however computationally
expensive. The AEP method used in this evaluation is a steady-state method in
which transient eects are not included. This is due to the fact that the Weibull
function is obtained by `binning' the wind variation and basically shows how `fre-
quent' the wind speed occurs (not how fast the wind has changed, for example, from
4 to 5 m/s). With this characteristic, the improved starting which is closely related
to how fast the turbine responds to the wind change is not included and the two
turbines are assumed to have the same idling and energy-production periods.
It is fortunate however that the turbine with improved starting always has a
longer energy-production period which leads to an additional power generation which
is not included in this steady-state evaluation. Any increase obtained by this steady-
state prediction is therefore sucient to quantify the benets of improved starting.
Due to the lack of one-minute data over a year, energy production was calculated
over one-month in order to evaluate the eect of dierent time intervals of measured
wind data on the evaluation of improved starting on energy production.
One-minute and ve-minute measured wind data have been processed to obtain
probability distributions (Fig. 3.11). One-month energy productions for both data
sets are listed in Table 3.3. Scale and shape factors (calculated by the maximum
likelihood method [121]) are as follows: c = 5:55 and k = 2:46 for one-minute data
and c = 5:53 and k = 2:56 for ve-minute data. It appears that the two time intervals
give nearly identical probabilities and energy productions indicating that they can
be used interchangeably to evaluate eects on improved starting performance on
energy yield prediction.
Further estimations on Annual Energy Production were performed using Weibull
distribution functions. The AEP can be calculated from:
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Figure 3.11: Wind data probabilities.
Table 3.3: Energy production (kWh) and net energy changes (%).
Data set Battery Resistive Grid
SG MP % SG MP % SG MP %
One-min 78 91 17 35 37 5 152 201 32
Five-min 76 89 17 34 36 6 150 200 33
AEP = 8760
VstopX
Vstart
P (vi)F (vi) (3.10)
where Vstart is the cut-in wind speed, Vstop is the cut-out wind speed, P is power
produced by the turbine at a specic wind speed, and F is Weibull distribution
function. The Weibull distribution of any wind variation at a site can be expressed
in the form
F = (
k
c
)(
v
c
)k 1 exp[ (v
c
)k] (3.11)
where v is wind speed, c is a scale factor, and k is a shape factor. The scale and
shape factors are site-specic and are related to each other as follows:
v = c (1 +
1
k
) (3.12)
where   is the gamma function. It can be seen that the value of c is proportional
to the average wind speed and it can be interpreted as a characteristic speed of the
site while the k factor denes the uniformity of the wind and, hence, the shape of
distribution. The site parameters used in this estimation are dened and tabulated
in Table 3.4.
The rst two Weibull distributions are dened to represent low wind speeds (4
m/s) at dierent sites having dierent wind distribution (k = 1:2 and k = 2:0).
The others are dened to represent higher wind speed (10 m/s) at the same sites.
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Table 3.4: Site parameters.
Sites c k
Low wind with low uniformity (LWL) 4.25 1.2
Low wind with high uniformity (LWH) 4.51 2.0
High wind with low uniformity (HWL) 10.62 1.2
High wind with high uniformity (HWH) 11.28 2.0
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Figure 3.12: Weibull distributions.
The cut-out wind speed is assumed to be 20 m/s for all turbines. The Weibull
distributions are presented in Figure 3.12. Power curves of the turbines connected
to dierent loads are shown in Figure 3.13. From the wind distributions and the
power curves, the energy captured over a year was evaluated assuming that there
would be no outages for planned or unplanned maintenance. Table 3.5 lists AEPs
and net energy changes of all cases.
Table 3.5: Annual energy production (kWh) and net energy changes (%).
Case Battery Resistive Grid
SG MP % SG MP % SG MP %
LWL 846 993 17 404 412 2 1403 1807 29
LWH 630 727 15 264 294 12 1181 1657 40
HWL 245 280 14 1261 1219 -3 2988 3657 22
HWH 351 405 16 1822 1751 -4 4393 5287 20
For resistive heating, the two curves are nearly the same. An improvement from
the modication of the blade from single to mixed-blade design is only seen at the
low wind speed of 4 m/s and is very small. The power generated by the modied
blade is very slightly lower than the original at higher wind speeds. This is mainly
because of the resistive torque that is exerted on the turbine by the load. In resistive
heating, this resistive torque will act on the turbine as soon as the turbine spins and
continuously increases with rotational speed. At high rotational speed, the modied
blade will not produce as high a torque as the original because the blade at the root
will stall and this results in a smaller net torque and a modest reduction in energy
production.
For the battery case, both blades begin to produce useful power at 4 m/s but
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Figure 3.13: Power curves.
the modied blade produces higher power for all wind speeds. The most signicant
improvement is found in the grid connection case. The modied version outperforms
the original one for all wind speeds.
Generally, it can be seen that increases are found for most cases using the mod-
ied blade geometry except the resistive load at high wind speed. Comparisons of
net changes in energy production using measured wind data and simulated Weibull
distributions show that they are in the same order. Though of course the high tem-
poral resolution model provides a means of actually physically realizing changes in
power curves via aerodynamic designs.
3.5 Conclusions
The eects of improved starting capability on energy production of small HAWTs
had been evaluated in this chapter. The evaluation has clearly demonstrated that
starting performance of the wind turbine is signicant on the overall energy yield
and improved starting capability can increase energy yield by up to 40%. This
result explains why the subsequent research in this thesis is signicant and the
consideration of the turbine starting behaviour will lead to a useful contribution to
wind energy research.
However, the improvement of starting capability cannot be successfully made
until its fundamental starting characteristic is well-understood. The next chapter
focuses on the complex starting behaviour of H-Darrieus turbines.
Chapter 4
The Physics of H-Darrieus
Turbine Self-starting Capability
This chapter examines self-starting behaviour of the H-Darrieus turbine. It presents
an analysis of the aerofoil that undergoes Darrieus motion with particular attention
to the decomposition of the Darrieus incidence angle into two separate angles, in-
troducing the analogy between the aerofoil in Darrieus motion and apping-wing
mechanism. Based upon the analogy, the understanding of the ow physics and its
inuences on torque development can be explored.
The contents of this chapter were presented in ASME Turbo Expo 2012 in Copen-
hagen, Denmark [122].
4.1 Kinematics
In order to understand the starting behaviour, it is useful to consider ow condi-
tions experienced by the Darrieus blade when it rotates around its vertical axis.
The consideration presented herein is based upon the sign convention dened in
Figure 4.1. Discussions are made in terms of apparent wind, incidence angle, and
reduced frequency.
From the sign convention, the relative wind speed and incidence angle that the
blade experiences can be calculated from the following equations.
W = V 
p
2   2 cos  + 1 (4.1)
D = arctan

sin 
  cos 

(4.2)
where V is free-stream velocity,  is azimuth angle, and  is tip speed ratio.
Figure 4.2 presents variations of apparent wind speed and incidence angle.
Figure 4.2a shows that the variations of the apparent wind is periodic and has
a maximum at the azimuth angle of 180 when the blade moves windward. One
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Figure 4.1: Sign convention.
Figure 4.2: Flow conditions (a) Ratio of apparent wind speed to free stream wind
speed and (b) incidence angle variation.
special case occurs at a tip speed ratio of one when the relative wind speed becomes
zero at an azimuth angle of 0.
In terms of incidence angle, it can be seen that the incidence variation is large and
strongly dependent on the tip speed ratio. Figure 4.2b also shows that the incidence
change roughly follows a cotangent curve when the tip speed ratio is between 0 and
1. Beyond the unity-tip-speed ratio, the variation follows a sine-like curve but it is
not perfectly sinusoidal suggesting that the motion can be decomposed into further
components; not only pitch.
Further analysis shows that the deviation is due to the change of translational
speed that the aerofoil experiences when moving along its rotational path (U  
V cos ) (Fig. 4.3). This change in translational speed eectively induces an addi-
tional velocity normal to the aerofoil and the aerofoil apparently experiences heave
(or plunge) movement, eectively making the Darrieus blades operate with a `com-
bined' pitch and plunge motion. This kind of motion is typically referred as `apping
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foil' which is analogous to the mechanism that sh and birds employ to generate
propulsion (see [123], for example).
Figure 4.3: Pitch and plunge components in Darrieus motion.
With this information, the incidence angle for each component can be broken
down. The following equations are applied to calculate pitch and plunge compo-
nents.
pitch = arctan
sin 


(4.3)
plunge = arctan
 sin  cos 
2    cos  + sin2 

(4.4)
where D is incidence angle of the Darrieus motion, pitch is the pitch component,
and plunge is the plunge component. Figure 4.4 presents an example of pitch and
plunge components.
Figure 4.4: Pitch and plunge components in Darrieus motion at a tip speed ratio of
1.2.
It can be observed from Figure 4.4 that the pitch component always follows the
sine curve. The two components reach their peaks at dierent azimuth angles (for
 = 1.2, at azimuth angles of 20 and 90, respectively). This dierence is typically
termed the `phase shift' in the study of sh propulsion and apping wings [124]. It
is one of the important parameters that governs the generation of thrust.
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The reduced frequency (level of unsteadiness) can be expressed in terms of tip
speed ratio as
k =
h c
D
i

h p
2   2 cos  + 1
i
(4.5)
where c is aerofoil chord, and D is diameter.
The expression indicates that the level of unsteadiness at a specic tip speed
ratio is dependent on rotor geometry c=D and the blade position relative to the
wind. Figure 4.5 presents variations of reduced frequency at tip speed ratios of 1
and 1.2 and c=D ratios of 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 (only up to the azimuth angle of
180 because of its symmetry). The unsteadiness is small and can be treated as
quasi-steady when the reduced frequency is lower that 0.05 [15].
Figure 4.5: Reduced frequency as a function of  and c=D.
4.2 Analogy to apping-wing mechanism
4.2.1 Flapping wing aerodynamics
Basically, the apping-wing mechanism involves two stages: the down and upstrokes.
During each stroke, the angle of attack changes (Fig. 4.6). If an aerofoil is used to
represent the tail, it can be seen that the aerofoil pitches and moves up and down
at the same time. Previous studies have shown that thrust force generated by
each stroke is dierent and majority of the thrust is generated during down-stroke
(Fig. 4.6) [125{127].
With the continuously changing incidence angle, the ow cannot establish itself
immediately to the new equilibrium because of its viscosity, causing unsteady ow.
According to Dickinson et al [123], the unsteady ow phenomena associated with
apping wings are the formation of a leading-edge vortex, rotational circulation, and
wake capture.
The formation of leading-edge vortex occurs when the aerofoil suddenly moves to
a higher incidence angle. Such motion increases the relative velocity which induces
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Figure 4.6: Dolphins dynamics during up- and down-stroke (adopted from [128]
and [126])
more negative pressure on the suction side (leading-edge vortex) and the stall is
delayed, resulting in the continuous generation of lift. This ow phenomena is the
so-called `dynamic stall' which occurs not only in nature but also in mechanical
aerodynamic systems such as helicopter rotors [15]. Although this vortex occurs on
both the up and downstrokes, it was found that the formation is stronger during
down-stroke as it stays attached to the wing for a greater part of the stroke [129].
While dynamic stall takes place during the stroke, the rotational circulation
occurs when the wing reaches the end of the stroke. At the end of the stroke, the
angle of attack of the wing suddenly changes in order to perform the next stroke and
this sudden change adds rotation to the wing, causing the air to ow suddenly to
the suction side and additional lift is produced. Dickinson et al [123] said that this
is similar to the Magnus eect on a spinning ball where a circulation is generated
by rotation. It is then called `rotational circulation'.
Apart from these two phenomena, Dickinson et al also pointed out that there is
an interaction between the wing and the wake. The wake from the previous stroke
meets the wing during the current stroke and eectively changes the ow that the
wing sees at a particular time.
Another important ow feature associated with apping wing is wake formation
and a `reverse' von Karman vortex street [124,130,131]. Experiments by Lau et al.
[130] and Godoy-diana [131] have shown that this phenomenon depends on Strouhal
number. At low frequency (Strouhal number is less than 0.2), the ow produces a
`classical' von Karman vortex street as found in blu body ow [132], resulting in
drag instead of propulsion. With increasing Strouhal number, the wake will enter
transition and then propulsion zones. In the propulsion zone, the vortex street forms
a `reverse' von Karman vortex street and eectively produces propulsion.
The reverse von Karman vortex street consists of two row of vortices just as the
classical one but of dierent sign and these rotating vortices produce a jet-like wake
downstream. Observations of ying and swimming animals consistently show that
they operate within a narrow optimal range of Strouhal number around 0.25 to 0.35
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(i.e. [124,133]).
The ability of apping wings to generate propulsion also depends on their angle
of attack. A parametric study by Anderson et al. [124] shows a good summary of
these parameters (Fig. 4.7). The gure was divided into six regions, denoted from
A to F. The most eective region for generating thrust force lies within region C.
In this region two vortices form at the leading edge and the trailing edge. The two
vortices then merge and introduce a large negative pressure on the suction side. This
condition occurs when the aerofoil aps at suciently large angle of attack and at
suciently high frequency.
Figure 4.7: Wake patterns (from [124]).
The magnitude of wake is not constant over the wingbeat cycle. Wake mea-
surements on bird's ying at low and high speeds revealed that birds employ dier-
ent strategies when ying at dierent speeds, leading to dierent wake structures
(Fig. 4.8).
The rst wake to be shown (Fig. 4.8A) is called vortex-ring gait which is caused
by a discrete thrust. The wake structure changes to continuous vortex when birds
y at a suciently high speed. Here, wings are active in both down- and up-stroke
and wake is continuously generated (continuous vortex gait).
In summary, the wingbeat cycle of apping wings consists of up- and downstroke
where ow structures are dierent as characterised by dierent wake structures.
These characteristics will be used in the next section to understand the ow physics
associated with Darrieus blade.
4.2.2 Darrieus ight path and ow physics
In order to clearly demonstrate the analogy and to apply this knowledge to Darrieus
rotor analysis, the Darrieus ight path is divided into equivalent up- and down-
strokes (Fig. 4.9). The movement of the blade from quadrant 4 to quadrant 1
can be interpreted as the up-stroke and the movement from quadrant 2 to 3 can
be interpreted as the down-stroke. The end of each stroke occurs at around the
azimuth angle of around 90 and 270; the magnitude is dependent on tip speed
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Figure 4.8: Bird gait change [136].
ratio. A detailed sketch of an aerofoil in apping motion by using pitch and plunge
components calculated from Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 at a tip speed ratio of 1.6 is presented
in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. This tip speed ratio is specically selected because thrust
measurements are available at this condition. It can be easily seen that the aerofoil
in Darrieus motion eectively operates with apping motion.
Figure 4.9: Darrieus ight path and its analogy to apping wings.
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Figure 4.10: Summary of aerofoil motion and ow associated at a tip speed ratio of
1.6: downstroke.
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Figure 4.11: Summary of aerofoil motion and ow associated at a tip speed ratio of
1.6: upstroke.
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The insights into the analogy can be used to explain the driving torque char-
acteristics of a vertical axis wind turbine. The Darrieus ight path and the thrust
force measurements of Tullis et al [134] and Hsieh [135] have been divided into eec-
tive up-stroke and down-stroke phases (Fig. 4.12). Their rotors are equipped with
NACA0015 blades with c=D ratios of 0.075 and 0.16, respectively.
Figure 4.12: Thrust development by Darrieus blades at tip speed ratios of 1 and 1.6.
It can be seen from Figure 4.11 that the aerofoil is apping up and the incidence
increases (azimuth angles between 0 and 60 of quadrant 1). Although the ow is
attached in the rst region of the quadrant, the thrust force is small. This small
force is due to the fact that the incidence angle is low and the lift force generated
is nearly perpendicular to the aerofoil. The aerofoil continues to move and the
incidence angle increases and nally exceeds the stall angle. However, the formation
of a leading edge vortex delays the stall and promotes more negative pressure on
the suction side and, hence, more lift and thrust. This process continues until the
aerofoil reaches the end of upstroke. The measurement of Tullis et al shows higher
thrust coecient than that of Hsieh's measurement and this is because of a higher
c=D ratio (c=D = 0:16 and 0.075 for Tullis et al and Hsieh, respectively). In addition,
the blade also operates at a higher tip speed ratio at which incidence angle range is
smaller.
The downstroke takes place when the aerofoil begins apping down. The driving
force generated in this region depends on the strength of the vortex and incidence
angle that the blade experiences in the up-stroke. At a low tip speed ratio, the
up-stroke will end with a large angle of attack (for example, 56 at a tip speed
ratio of 1.2) and the vortex that forms during the up-stroke will be shed during
up-stroke. This motion stalls the blade and leads to a small thrust (between 90
to 180 in Heish's measurement). In contrast, at the tip speed ratio of 1.6, the
incidence angle range is smaller (around 38) and the vortex will stay attached on
the aerofoil surface until the blade enters its down-stroke and aps down. This
causes the vortex to convect along the aerofoil surface and this eectively induces
more negative pressure on the suction side and hence a continuous production of
thrust.
After the blade reaches the azimuth angle of 180 (or the neutral position), the
blade continues apping down and enters quadrant 3. When the aerofoil enters this
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quadrant, thrust generated is mirrored (symmetrical aerofoils exhibit symmetrical
properties). This generation of thrust, however, diers from the normal curve when
the incidence angle is high and leading-edge vortex forms on the pressure side. This
formation promotes the aerofoil to continuously generate thrust (as seen from the
increase in thrust (from 180 to 270 in Fig. 4.12). This process continues until the
aerofoil reaches the end of the stroke. At this point, the aerofoil suddenly rotates
and lift from rotation is created [123], leading to a signicant amount of thrust. The
maximum of driving torque always takes place around this region.
After the aerofoil reaches the end of the stroke, all vortices are shed and the
aerofoil is completely stalled. The aerofoil then recovers to the neutral state at the
azimuth angle of zero before apping up again. Thrust generation is not expected
in this recovery region.
It is worth noting that the change of thrust pattern are comparable to the way
that birds change their ying strategy from low to high speeds [136]. The change of
ying strategy is basically take-o capability.
In addition to the physical description of thrust, the analogy also suggests that:-
1. The unsteadiness associated with the Darrieus rotor can be exploited to gen-
erate unsteady, additional thrust as is done by sh and birds.
2. The understanding of birds' take-o capability will give an insight why some
Darrieus turbines can self-start.
The next section explores this in detail.
4.3 Exploitation of unsteadiness
Since much research reveals that apping creatures cruise in a narrow optimal range
of Strouhal number (St) in order to produce unsteady thrust eciently, it is reason-
able to expect that there should be an optimal range for Darrieus blade. However
the Strouhal number cannot be directly applied to Darrieus rotor analysis as it is
dened in terms of wake which is not generally known. The reduced frequency which
is closely related to Strouhal number will be used in this discussion (Eq. 5).
Equation 5 indicates that, at a specic tip speed ratio, the value of reduced
frequency depends on rotor geometry (c=D) and if one wants to design a Darrieus
rotor to generate thrust force eciently, the only parameter that can be modied is
c=D ratio.
This nding raises the question of whether the dierence between blade geome-
tries that have been reported to self-start and those that have not can be explained
by this pitch-heave concept. A critical review has therefore been undertaken to
collect and analyse alternative blade congurations. Figure 4.13 compares blade
conguration employed in early developments with that recently tested by Hill et
al [10]. Table 4.1 lists examples of the blade congurations found.
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Figure 4.13: Darrieus blade congurations (from left to right): Templin and Rangi
[142] and Hill et al [10].
The review shows that, regardless of the dierence between curved and straight-
bladed (curved blades are typically designed to minimise centrifugal stress and they
are less eective in the generation of torque), the blade congurations used in the
early developments have very small c=D ratios, ranging from around 0.03 to 0.06
(it can be seen from Figure 4.5 that the eect of unsteadiness is small with these
c=D values). In addition, most of them also employed two-bladed conguration
and it has been shown by Dominy et al [24] that its ability to self-start might be
problematic. Rotor congurations used by Chua [8] and Hill et al [10], having the
c=D ratios of 0.14 and 0.11, respectively, have been reported to be self-starting.
It is also observed that previously-employed blades have very high aspect ratios
(larger than 25) while Chua and Hill et al rotors have aspect ratios of around 7.
Studies on bird locomotion reveal that dierent birds have dierent wing aspect
ratios (ranging from 1.8 to 18) and this is directly related to their main capabilities.
In general, high aspect ratio wings generate less induced drag and are very ecient
in non-apping ight (gliding and soaring). The wandering albatross, for example,
which is an expert glider has an aspect ratio of around 15 [148]. This type of bird
typically has a diculty in taking o from ground level and has to increase wind
speed that the wing perceives by running or jumping from elevated levels. Once it
becomes airborne, it can y eortlessly. The way that this type of bird takes o is
comparable to the early large Darrieus turbines having small c=D ratios and high
aspect ratio wings that need external assistance to increase wind speed that the
blade experiences and once the relative wind is high and the incidence angle is low
enough the turbine will catch the wind.
Aerial predators such as hawks and falcons have lower aspect ratio wings as they
require great maneuverability (take-o and turning capabilities) in order to capture
prey. Their wing aspect ratio ranges from 5.57 to 8.36 [149]. Lower aspect ratio
wings mean lower wing inertia and the wings are easier to ap.
In the Darrieus context, the ability of the blade to ap is related to c=D ratio, AR
ratio, and number of blades (N). At a specic chord length, the diameter determines
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distance that the blade has to move to complete the stroke (Fig. 4.14). Too small
c=D ratio then means the blade will not be eective in generating unsteady force
and this small force is also not sucient to bring the blade back to the region that it
can generate force again, particularly if the blade has a high AR ratio. Multi-bladed
rotors decrease the distance that the blade has to move to begin a new stroke and
eectively increase the number of apping per revolution.
This is particularly true during take-o. In order to take o successfully, birds
typically spread their wings as much as possible to increase eective c=D and ap
their wings as fast as possible (increasing !, it is noted that birds having smaller
aspect ratio wings can ap their wings at a faster rate). All of these lead to an
increase in reduced frequency.
Figure 4.14: A comparison between Darrieus blade and bird's wings.
One implication from these is that the rotor geometry strongly aects the turbine
ability to self-start and it should be in a suitable range in order that the unsteadiness
can be exploited.
The next section examines thrust development over the startup period and ap-
plies this knowledge to understand the turbine's ability to self-start.
4.4 Thrust-producing state
The examination using the widely adopted steady-state approximation is rst pre-
sented; followed by the addition of unsteadiness in order to investigate how the
additional, unsteady force contributes to the thrust development and to determine
thrust-producing state.
Figures 4.15 presents a qualitative analysis of the driving force generated by
the blade when it is in quadrant 1. The driving force generated when the aerofoil
operates within other quadrants can be obtained in a similar way.
It can be seen that the force that drives the turbine in a counterclockwise di-
rection is generated by the drag force at low rotational speed (the angle of attack
perceived by the blade is `larger' than 90). This angle of attack will continuously
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Figure 4.15: Driving force generated by the blade at dierent tip speed ratios.
decrease with increasing tip speed ratio until at a suciently high tip speed ratio
the angle of attack will be smaller than 90. Here, the turbine changes its state from
a `drag-driven' to `lift-driven' machine.
It appears from this qualitative analysis that, although the Darrieus turbine is
categorised as lift-driven machine, it operates as a `combined lift- and drag-driven'
machine at low tip speed ratios and it will shift to `full' lift-driven only if it spins at
a suciently high tip speed ratio (  1).
Under unsteady conditions, the magnitudes of lift and drag are altered. The
eect of unsteadiness is in the form of leading-edge and trailing-edge vortex forma-
tions and these formations induce greater negative pressure on the suction side and
extra force is generated. This extra force is dicult to evaluate as it is strongly
related to complex ow phenomena and the best way of getting this information is
to conduct experimental testing. However, it is possible to estimate how this extra
force contributes to the torque development.
As noted earlier, the Darrieus rotor has two operating modes in the starting
period: combined lift- and drag-driven and fully lift-driven. In the rst mode, both
forces are equally important in driving the machine, but as soon as the tip speed
ratio is larger than one and the turbine is fully driven by the lift force, the drag
will always act against the rotor movement (Fig. 4.15). Since, it is not dicult to
reach the tip speed ratio of one, the analysis described below is specic to the full
lift driven state. With reference to Figure 4.16, the lift and drag force due to this
extra force and their contributions to thrust can be expressed as
Figure 4.16: Increment of normal force due to unsteadiness.
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CL = CT sinA and CD = CT cosA (4.6)
PCL = sinA and PCD = cosA (4.7)
where CT is the extra force due to unsteadiness and A is an angle formed by
lift and drag coecients which is dened as A = arctanCl=Cd.
It is noted that the angle A depends on the magnitude of lift and drag which is
in turn a function of incidence angle. Calculations of this angle using experimental
data of four aerofoils show that this angle varies inversely with incidence angle [150]
(Fig. 4.17). All of them are roughly in the form of A  90   D.
Figure 4.17: Contribution to lift and drag forces.
With this information, the percent contributions of the extra force to lift and
drag components become
PCL = cosD and PCD = sinD (4.8)
The equations indicate that the extra lift and drag forces depend on the incidence
angle that the blade experiences at a particular time. The unsteady eects will
contribute to lift increment and, hence, driving torque when the incidence angle is
less than 45.
Figure 4.18 shows incidence angle variations that the blade experiences at dier-
ent tip speed ratios. The shaded area represents a region where the incidence angle
is larger than 45 and the presence of the unsteadiness will not eectively drive the
rotor. It can be seen from Figures 4.18a and 4.18b that the shaded area covers
nearly half of the circle. Torque then increases very slowly at these tip speed ratios.
The shaded area reduces with increasing tip speed ratio (4.18c and d).
The shaded area will disappear completely at a tip speed ratio of 1.5 as the
incidence angle that the blade perceives at any azimuth angle is lower than 45. It
is noted however that the area in quadrant 4 is still shaded since the blade is in the
recovery region. It is also noted that, although there is a shaded area in quadrant 1
at tip speed ratio of 1.4, it covers only a small region and the rotor should produce
a signicant amount of thrust force at this tip speed ratio and begin accelerating.
At a tip speed ratio of 1.5, the quadrant 1 becomes fully eective in creating thrust,
leading to a continuous generation of thrust for nearly the entire Darrieus path.
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Figure 4.18: Contributions of unsteadiness.
The contribution of quadrant 1 to thrust generation is comparable to the way
that birds change their ying strategies from low to high speeds. This also coincides
with the rotor behaviour tested by Chua [8] and Hill et al [10] (Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 2.2).
Both rotors change their acceleration rates and nally take-o to their nal speeds
when they reach this tip speed ratio. This characteristic clearly suggests that the full
lift-driven state can be subdivided into `discrete' and `continuous' thrust-producing
modes and the shift takes place when the rotor reaches a tip speed ratio of 1.5
(Fig. 4.19).
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Figure 4.19: Thrust-producing state over the starting process.
The total torque that the blade generates at any tip speed ratio can be obtained
by integrating Ct over the azimuth angle (Cq =
R
Ct Rd). Figure 4.20 compares
quasi-steady Cq with that was deduced from Hill's experiment. It is seen that they
are in good agreement up to  of around 0.5. Calculation of reduced frequency indi-
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cates that the reduced frequency is high and the quasi-steady assumption becomes
invalid. While the Cq becomes negative in quasi-steady prediction, the experimen-
tal Cq is positive but comparatively small in the deadband due to the fact that
thrust is discrete. The discrepancy conrms that the unsteadiness can be exploited
to produce `positive' Cq in the deadband region. This positive Cq can be obtained
by increasing c=D ratio (Fig. 4.5), just like birds that spread their wings during
downstroke to maximise the thrust production.
In order to get through the deadband, the rotor must be able to accelerate to the
continuous thrust-producing region with this comparatively small Cq (for a specic
material, this can be obtained by reducing AR). It is then clear that the means to
escape from the deadband is to promote unsteady thrust and to reduce rotor inertia.
This can be achieved by `properly' sizing the rotor conguration.
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Figure 4.20: Eect of unsteadiness on torque coecient.
4.5 Conclusions
A physical description of Darrieus turbine starting capability has been investigated
in this paper through a simple pitch-heave concept. The investigation and observa-
tions of apping animals lead to the following conclusions:
1. The aerofoil in Darrieus motion is analogous to a apping wing mechanism; a
mechanism that involves the exploitation of unsteadiness to generate lift and
thrust.
2. The Darrieus turbine operates with two distinct modes during start-up: `com-
bined' lift- and drag-driven and `full' lift-driven. The shift to full lift-driven
state takes place when the tip speed ratio is higher than one.
3. There are two modes of thrust generation in the full lift-driven state: discrete
and continuous thrust-producing. In the discrete mode, thrust is generated
mainly during downstroke. The continuous thrust production occurs when the
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incidence angle in the upstroke part becomes lower that 45. The shift of the
modes takes place when the turbine reaches a tip speed ratio of 1.5.
4. The shift from combined to full lift-driven state is not a guarantee of further
acceleration and it is possible the rotor will be locked in the deadband due to a
large area of high incidence angle and discrete thrust production (1    1:5).
5. The ability to escape from the deadband is directly related to rotor congura-
tions: number of blades, chord-to-diameter ratio, and blade aspect ratio. Ex-
ploitation of the unsteadiness to promote self-starting can be achieved through
a proper combination of these parameters.
However, detailed investigation of this starting behaviour requires aerofoil perfor-
mance data - both steady and unsteady. They are presented in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 5
Selection of Aerofoil Proles
Due to the myriad of available aerofoil proles, wind-tunnel testing of even a small
set of seemingly appropriate aerofoils for wind turbine applications is prohibitive
and impractical. The CFD approach oers another solution to the problem as it
can be used to study the ow over an aerofoil and to obtain its aerodynamic perfor-
mance for a wide range of conditions with relative ease and reasonable computing
expense. CFD modelling and simulation-based selection of aerofoils is described in
this chapter so as to select promising aerofoils for further wind-tunnel testing.
5.1 Low-Reynolds-number aerofoils
Aerofoils at low Reynolds numbers do not behave like aerofoils at high Reynolds
numbers. At high Reynolds number (typically above one million), transition to
turbulence occurs very quickly and the laminar and transitional zones normally
cover only a very small region of the aerofoil surface. That rapid transition does not
have a profound eect on aerofoil performance. In eect, the ow separation process
starts near the trailing edge and progresses upstream as incidence is increased.
In contrast, the ow at low Reynolds numbers is prone to separate even when
the adverse pressure gradient is not severe due to its low kinetic energy [151]. The
ow normally separates and forms a transition in the free air before reattaching
to the aerofoil surface as a turbulent layer, forming a laminar separation bubble
(the main distinguishing feature of low-Re ow over an aerofoil). The length of the
bubble depends on many factors such as Reynolds number, angle of attack, and
aerofoil shape. The eects of the bubble can be mild if it is suciently small. In
the worst case, the ow will not reattach and the ow fully separates, leading to a
severe degradation in aerofoil performance (Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Laminar separation bubbles [152].
It is critical that low-Re aerofoils should be designed in such a way that the
presence of the bubble can be identied and minimised. A `transition ramp' concept
is often adopted to accomplish the task (eg. [42,113]) (Fig. 5.2). The transition ramp
is basically a small region of a shallow, adverse pressure gradient intended to stabilise
and promote an eective transition from laminar to turbulent ow. This will lead to
a smaller bubble and softer stall since the ow has become turbulent and normally
can better withstand an adverse pressure gradient at the back of the aerofoil. A
separation ramp is also used to further control trailing edge separation [42].
Figure 5.2: Transition ramp concept [113] and pressure recovery types.
Apart from that, how the pressure recoveries aft of that ramp is also of impor-
tance. Generally, the recovery can be classied into three types: linear, concave, and
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convex types, each leading to dierent separation and stalling behaviour (Fig. 5.2).
For the concave type, as the name implies, the Cp of the aerofoil with this
recovery type curves inwards. One of the well-known concave pressure recovery type
is the stratford-type which is usually used on high-lift sections [153]. The underlying
concept of this pressure recovery is to apply a suitable pressure distribution that
promotes negative pressure without separating the boundary layer. It is evident
that, by applying this pressure recovery type in which the boundary layer is just
on the verge of separation, high lift can be obtained. One example of this is the
Liebeck high-lift aerofoil (Fig. 5.2).
Although this kind of aerofoil can generate high lift, they exhibit abrupt trailing-
edge stall [154]. They also suer severe performance degradation when operating at
low Reynolds numbers [44] (see Fig. 2.4). This aerofoil characteristic does not seem
to be well-suited for small wind turbine blade during start-up that operates with
low Reynolds numbers for a wide range of incidence angle.
Conversely, the aerofoil with convex pressure recovery exhibits milder stall than
the others and most low-Re aerofoils are designed to be of this type in order to
avoid large separation and bubbles. The FX63-137 aerofoil is a good example for
this recovery type (it is well-known for its gradual progress of trailing-edge separation
to the leading edge and soft stall characteristics). Characteristics of aerofoils with
a linear pressure recovery fall between those explained above.
With these characteristics in mind, aerofoil choices can be narrowed down. Aero-
foils having the convex pressure-recovery type seems to be suitable for small turbine
blades during start-up as they exhibit gradual stall and have good aerodynamic
characteristics for a wide range of operation, particularly at low Reynolds numbers
and high angles of attack.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that, although existing aerofoils are generally
well-designed, they are almost all intended for use up to around stall point and
at higher Reynolds numbers than those relevant to small wind turbines. Their
performance at lower Reynolds numbers and higher incidence angles is generally
not known and needs further investigations.
5.2 Aerofoils for Darrieus turbines
Aerodynamically, aerofoils for Darrieus turbines experience extreme conditions which
do not occur in horizontal-axis types. The ow experienced by the the prole is al-
ways transient even when the turbine operates with steady wind due to the cyclic
change of incidence angle as the turbine rotates. In addition, it also experiences a re-
peated reversal of the suction and pressure sides as it rotates upwind and downwind.
The optimum aerofoil shape for this type of turbine seems to be complex.
Until now, there have been very few aerofoils designed specically for Darrieus-
type turbines [16,31,33,34] and the NACA sections such as NACA0012, NACA0015,
and NACA0018 are still the most popular choices, though they were designed ex-
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clusively for aircraft applications.
5.2.1 The SAND00xx
The rst dedicated VAWT aerofoils were developed by Klimas of the Sandia Labora-
tory [31]. NACA sections having a thickness from 15% to 21% had been modied to
promote more laminar ow at the leading edge by gradually applying a favourable
pressure gradient. They were designated as SAND0015/47, SAND0018/50, and
SAND0021/50 (modied from the NACA0015, NACA0018, and NACA0021, re-
spectively). The numbers after the slash indicate percent of chord that supports
laminar ow. They were designed for a Reynolds number range from 1 to 3 million
and are therefore appropriate only for large machines.
5.2.2 The S824
Another aerofoil intended for vertical-axis turbine application is the S824 aerofoil
designed by Somers [16,33]. This aerofoil is proprietary and very little useful infor-
mation is available in the open literature although it is known to be a laminar and
symmetrical aerofoil.
5.2.3 The DU06-W-200
The most recent aerofoil section for Darrieus turbines is the DU06-W-200 [34]. It
was intended specically for small-scale Darrieus turbines (the 2.5kW Turby [155]
was used as a design case). Contrary to the previous sections, this is a cambered
aerofoil. The NACA0018 section was used as a reference for the design. It is a
laminar aerofoil with a thickness of 20% and a camber of 0.8% and it is intended
for an operational Reynolds number range from 150,000 to 700,000.
In the absence of any better alternative aerofoil sections, the `NACA0012' and
the `DU06-W-200' proles were selected for further investigation during the course
of the current work.
5.3 Aerofoils for small horizontal-axis turbines
Unlike VAWTs, a large number of aerofoils have been designed for horizontal-axis
machines. The rst wind turbine-dedicated aerofoils were the aerofoil families de-
veloped by the joint cooperation of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) and Airfoils Incorporated. [25]. A number of dedicated aerofoils were also
developed at Delft University [37] and by Riso [36]. Most of them were intended for
large-scale machines.
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5.3.1 The S8xx
Aerofoils that are of interest here are the S823 and the S822 (for root and tip,
respectively) which were designed for small stall-regulated wind turbines ranging
from 2 to 20 kW. Their design Reynolds numbers are 400,000 and 600,000 for root
and tip sections, respectively. To comply with the stall-regulated type, they were
designed to produce restrained lift to limit excessive torque. Their thicknesses are
0.21c and 0.16c. They were experimentally investigated by Selig and McGranahan
[13] over a Reynolds number range from 100,000 to 500,000 up to the stall angle.
5.3.2 The SG604x
This aerofoil series was developed specically for small variable-speed wind turbines
sized from 1- to 50 kW [29]. For this type of operation, the turbine blade is controlled
to operate within a smaller incidence angle range than that of stall-regulated type.
The design, therefore, focussed primarily on a narrower incidence range than those of
stall-regulated types. The series consists of four aerofoils: SG6040, SG6041, SG6042,
and SG6043 with a design Reynolds number of 300,000. Two aerofoils are selected
here to be representative for root and tip sections: the SG6040 and the SG6043.
5.3.3 The FX63-137
Apart from the specically tailored sections, some alternative low-Re aerofoils ex-
hibit good characteristics and are attractive for small wind turbine applications.
One of them is the FX63-137 aerofoil section which was designed by Wortman for
human-powered aircraft [13]. It is well-known for its good performance and soft-stall
characteristics.
5.3.4 The SD7062
Another aerofoil that is of interest here is the SD7062 which started its life as an
aerofoil for model gliders. It was reported to possess high lift and low drag at low
Reynolds number. It has a thickness ratio and a camber of 14% and 4%, respectively.
The aerofoils discussed above are depicted in Figure 5.3 and their design condi-
tions are summarised in Table 5.1.
5.4 CFD- and simulation-based selection
5.4.1 CFD modelling
In order to compare aerofoil performance, 2D CFD modelling was carried out using
FLUENT 6.3.26. The computational domain used in this modelling is shown in
Figure 5.4. The domain is extended 10 chords upstream, above, and below the
aerofoil. It is also extended 20 chords downstream in order to make the pressure
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Figure 5.3: Aerofoils subjected to numerical investigation.
Table 5.1: Prole parameters.
Prole Thickness (%) Camber (%) Design Re
NACA0012 12.0 0.0  1,000,000
DU06-W-200 20.0 0.8 150,000 - 700,000
S822 16.0 1.89 600,000
S823 21.0 n/a 400,000
SG6040 16.0 2.5 200,000
SG6043 10.0 5.5 300,000
FX63-137 13.7 6.0 n/a
SD7062 14.0 4.0 n/a
outlet as close to a uniform atmospheric pressure as possible. Unstructured meshes
are used because of their simplicity. Pressure far eld boundary conditions were set
at the upper, lower, and downstream boundaries. At the upstream boundary of the
inlet, a uniform velocity was prescribed.
Flow models used are the laminar model and realizable k model with enhanced
wall treatment, which were appropriate according to the Reynolds number regime
of the simulation. Parameters for the simulation are summarised in Table 5.2. An
investigation of y+ value shows that this modelling gives the maximum value of y+
less than 10 all over the aerofoil surface, providing condence that the ow near the
wall region is properly captured (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Computational domain and close-up.
Table 5.2: Simulation parameters.
Number of cells  60,000
Model solvers steady (0 - 15) and unsteady (20 - 90)
Flow model: Re > 200; 000 Realizable k    model with enhanced wall treatment
: Re  200; 000 laminar model
Figure 5.5: Distribution of y+ values over the aerofoil surface.
Convergence treatments
As a general rule, residuals are monitored and the simulation is said to be convergent
when the maximum residual is less than specied tolerance (105 in this thesis).
However, at high incidence, the ow around the aerofoil becomes unstable as a
result of vortex shedding in its wake leading to uctuating results. In order to
obtain the result from this situation, the unsteady model is used and Cl and Cd
are monitored. The simulations are said to be convergent when they reach certain
values and if some uctuation is still seen, an average is taken to represent average
properties. Figure 5.6 and 5.7 present examples of the monitoring.
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Figure 5.6: Residual monitoring.
Figure 5.7: Force monitoring.
Validation
Very little rigorous experimental data are available to validate these CFD predictions
as most of the tests have been conducted at relatively high Reynolds numbers up
to incidence angle of around the stall angle. The most useful experimental data are
the tests conducted by Crone [59] and Rainbird [58] at Durham University. Their
tests on NACA0018 and NACA4412 aerofoils cover an incidence range from 0 to
180 at Reynolds numbers of 194,000 and 208,000, respectively. Figure 5.8 presents
comparisons of lift and drag coecients up to 90. The lift coecient at a Reynolds
number of 150,000 conducted by Heey and Van Treuren [156] is also plotted.
Overall, good agreement is seen from the comparison. Excellent agreement is
found in the NACA0018 case except in post-stall regime where the CFD over-
predicts lift coecients.
For the NACA4412, a comparison between Cl and Cd shows a good agreement in
the pre-stall region. It should be noted that Rainbird's data is not in good agreement
even in this ow regime due to inaccuracies of the manufacturing process used for his
blades [58]. However, his data is still qualitatively benecial as it shows that general
trends of the Cl and Cd are well captured. An over-prediction of Cl in post-stall
regime is also observed from this comparison.
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Figure 5.8: Cl and Cd comparisons: (a) NACA0018 at a Reynolds number of 194,000
(b) NACA4412 at a Reynolds number of 208,000.
The discrepancies between measured and predicted lifts in the post-stall region
are further investigated by comparisons of surface pressure coecients at incidence
angles from 10 to 17 (Fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Pressure coecient comparisons [58].
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The comparisons show that there is a signicant error between measured and
predicted pressure coecients for all incidences, especially on the suction surface of
the aerofoil. The integration of the measured CP over the aerofoil surface shows that
lift coecient from the integration is signicantly lower than that of force readings,
indicating that there might be an error associated with his pressure measurements.
Despite that, the results are still revealing as they show how the CP qualitatively
changes and what causes the over-prediction when the incidence angle is increased.
The gures clearly show that stall behaviour is not properly captured by the
CFD.While the CFD always predicts a gradual stall that is caused by the progression
of the trailing to the leading edge, experiment shows a sudden stall behaviour which
seems to be related to the presence of laminar separation bubble [150].
To sum up, it can be said that lift and drag coecients are well predicted by the
CFD in pre- and deep-stall regimes. The shortcoming of the CFD exists in the near
post-stall regime at which separation occurs. Despite this, the CFD result is still
useful for comparison as the over-prediction of lift in post-stall regime is present for
all simulated cases.
5.4.2 General requirements
The key requirement of this simulation study is:-
The aerofoil should exhibit high Cl=Cd ratio with respect to its cross-sectional
area at low Reynolds numbers so that it can be used on the rotor blade to enhance
starting performance.
An additional requirement is that one thick and one thin aerofoil should be
selected for the inboard and outboard sections of mixed-aerofoil HAWT blades.
Aerofoil performance predictions
A Reynolds number of 90,000 was chosen as representative in this simulation. Since
this lies within the Reynolds number range of 50,000 to 200,000 in which the ow
is reported to be extensively laminar [157]. A laminar model is adopted for all
simulations. Predicted lift and drag coecients of all of the investigated aerofoils
are plotted in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: CFD prediction of lift and drag coecients at a Reynolds number of
90,000 at an incidence range from 0 to 90.
To facilitate the comparison, the aerofoil lift-to-drag ratios with respect to their
cross-sectional areas are plotted in Figure 5.11. Main emphasis is given on the
post-stall region.
In general, it can be seen from Figure 5.11a that the Cl=Cd
A
values increase ex-
ponentially with decreasing angle of attack, at dierent rate though. The aerofoils
that exhibit fast increasing rate are the SG6043, the SD7062, and the FX63-137
aerofoils. Most of them exhibit a reduction in Cl=Cd
A
when the aerofoil enters the
pre-stall region. This ratio reduced to around zero for the DU06-W-200 and the
NACA0012.
In light of this, the SG604x series, the FX63-137, and the SD7062 seem to operate
well for a wide incidence range.
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Figure 5.11: Predicted lift-to-drag ratios per the aerofoil cross-sectional area.
5.4.3 Rotor performance simulation
In order to take the eect of rotor inertia into consideration, a numerical turbine
performance simulation was made using a MATLAB/SIMULINK model by creating
a 1kW horizontal axis turbine blade to investigate their performance during start-
up [109, 158] using the method described in Chapter 3. Three-dimensional eects
such as dynamic stall, tip and hub losses were switched o so that the dierence in
rotor performance can be established solely as a result of the dierent 2D aerofoil
sections. All blades were assumed to be made of the same material. Rotor inertias
are presented in Table 5.3. Figure 5.12 presents simulation results in terms of time
history of the rotational speed during startup.
Table 5.3: Inertia of rotors made of dierent aerofoils.
NACA0012 DU06-W-200 S822 S823 SG6040 SG6043 FX63-137 SD7062
2.3767 3.5799 3.1610 3.7209 2.9302 1.9939 2.4187 2.5568
Figure 5.12: Start-up sequences of rotors made of dierent aerofoils.
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It is observed that blades that can accelerate swiftly from standstill are the
blades based upon the SG6043, the FX63-137 and the SD7062 proles. It is fur-
ther seen that these three blades reach dierent, steady-state rotational speeds. Of
these three blade sections, the lowest rotational speed is produced by the FX63-137-
based rotor. One of the reasons for this is that this aerofoil is highly cambered and
exhibits a larger drag at low incidences and it is low incidence performance that
dominates once the rotor has accelerated to its steady-state TSR. It appears that
the aerofoils performing best during start-up are `the SG6043' and `the SD7062'.
They also satisfy the requirement that one thin and one thick aerofoil should be
selected as the SD7062 is thick enough to be used on the root section. It is noted
that, although the NACA0012 and the DU06-W-200 sections did not perform well
in this simulation, they are still selected for wind-tunnel testing as they had been
specically recommended for use in VAWTs.
5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has outlined the reasons behind the selection of aerofoils for experi-
mental testing. It basically consists of two steps:-
 CFD calculations of lift and drag coecients of candidate aerofoils at low
Reynolds numbers and high incidences.
 MATLAB simulations of rotor start-up characteristics by using the CFD-
derived lift and drag coecients.
Based upon simulations, two promising aerofoils for HAWTs emerge; the SD7062
and the SG6043. These and two other aerofoils that were intentionally selected for
VAWT applications (the NACA0012 and the DU06-W-200) are subjected to further
experimental investigations.
The next chapter details wind-tunnel conguration used in this work.
Chapter 6
Experimental Conguration
Although the CFD approach can be used to compare aerofoil aerodynamic perfor-
mance, wind-tunnel testing remains essential to understand the ow physics and to
get real aerodynamic characteristics. This chapter provides a detailed description
of the wind tunnel conguration used during this study. It details the eects of wall
proximity and the concept of employing a \half-open" test section. It also explains
how the tests were conducted. All test conditions are summarised at the end of the
chapter.
6.1 Eects of wall proximity
Previous research by Rainbird [58] has shown that the presence of wall has a signi-
cant inuence on aerofoil performance when tested at high incidences. He suggested
that, in order to avoid any possible wall eects, an open test section must be used.
In order to clearly demonstrate the eect of the test section conguration when
testing at high angles of incidence and to conrm Rainbird's nding [58], CFD
calculations of ow around a NACA0012 aerofoil in closed and half-open test sections
at dierent height-to-chord ratios were performed.
The CFD modelling was performed using FLUENT 6.3.26. Two computational
domains were created to simulate the wind tunnel test section having dierent
height-to-chord ratio (Fig. 6.1). Both domains were extended 7.5 chord upstream
and downstream. Dierent height-to-chord ratios were obtained by extending the
domain above and below the aerofoil in such a way that the aerofoil was located at
the centre of the airstream. This conguration resulted in the computational do-
main extending 2.5 and 7.5 chords above and below the aerofoil for height-to-chord
ratios of 5 and 15, respectively, which led to 2-D, unstructured mesh size of 0.0011
m2 for both domains. The resulting number of cells were approximately 27,000 and
73,000, respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Computational domains for dierent height-to-chord ratios.
The eects of wall proximity were investigated by changing boundary conditions
at the upper and lower domain boundaries which were dened as walls and pressure
outlets for the closed and half-open test section. A laminar ow model was adopted
for all simulations since it has been reported that the ow with a Reynolds number
lower than 200,000 is extensively laminar [157].
Static pressure distributions and velocity distributions for a NACA0012 section
in a closed test section are presented with dierent height-to-chord ratios (Fig. 6.2
and 6.3).
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Figure 6.2: Flow around a NACA section at H=C = 5 and AoA of 70 (closed).
Figure 6.3: Flow around a NACA section at H=C = 15 and AoA of 70 (closed).
Comparisons between the two test cases clearly demonstrates the eect of chang-
ing the test section height-to-chord ratio from H=C = 5 (Fig. 6.1) to H=C = 15
(Fig 6.2) where, in particular, the development of the blade's wake structure is
inhibited at the lower H=C ratio by the proximity of the upper and lower walls.
For most wind tunnels, signicant changes of their working section aspect ratio to
accommodate high incidence aerofoil testing are not a viable option.
Similar improvement can be achieved by removing the top and the bottom walls
and results for this \half-open" conguration for the same jet aspect ratios are shown
in Figures 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Flow around a NACA section at H=C = 5 and AoA of 70 (open).
Figure 6.5: Flow around a NACA section at H=C = 15 and AoA of 70 (open).
For the larger jet area the results are almost identical to those of the closed
section but for the smaller jet the ow is dramatically improved by the adoption of
the half-open conguration. CFD derived surface static pressure coecients around
the aerofoil inclined at 70 for both the closed and half-open test sections at the
dierent height-to-chord ratios are presented in Figure 6.6 together with pressure
coecients in an innite jet (H=C = 1).
It is clear that at this high angle of attack there is very little dierence on
either surface of the aerofoil between the high H=C closed test section and the
corresponding half-open section. However, at the lower H=C ratio very substantial
errors are observed in the closed section pressures, particularly on the downstream
suction side of the blade. On the pressure surface all three cases demonstrate an
almost constant static pressure over most of the surface but the magnitude of this
negative pressure coecient is almost doubled as a consequence of wall interaction
in the closed section, low H=C case. The clear implication of these results is that
wind tunnel testing must be performed either in half-open test sections or in closed
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Figure 6.6: Pressure coecients.
sections with very high H=C ratio. For the study described here a half-open test
section was adopted.
6.2 Experimental set-up and measurements
6.2.1 Wind tunnel and test section
The wind tunnel used for the experiments presented here was the 0.5m Plint wind
tunnel at Durham University; an open circuit design which discharges directly to the
atmosphere. For this investigation the wind tunnel working section was congured
to have a square cross-section (457mm x 457mm) with solid sides but open top and
bottom (Fig. 6.7) as recommended by Rainbird [58].
Figure 6.7: Test section.
6.2.2 Oscillating system
Although the unsteady data required for Darrieus start-up analysis is the combined
pitch and plunge motion, the motion considered in this preliminary investigation
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is a harmonically sinusoidal motion. This is mainly because the pitch motion is
the main component and is relatively easy to perform in wind tunnel environments.
It is noted the pure pitch motion is less eective in generating vortex formation
than the combined motion and it generally requires a higher reduced frequency to
produce a vortex of comparable size. Despite that, the data obtained from this
testing should be sucient to allow an investigation of how the unsteadiness aects
thrust generation during start-up process.
The motion is generated by the use of crank mechanism which is powered by a
250W DC. motor (Fig. 6.8). The crank mechanism consists of a controller, a motor,
a spinning disc, a crank, a connector, and a linear potentiometer.
Figure 6.8: Photograph of the pitch oscillating system.
The spinning disc has four connecting points for oscillation amplitude adjust-
ment. The connector is connected directly to the aerofoil pitching axis. The poten-
tiometer is connected to the end of the shaft to track incidence angle. The oscillation
frequency is controlled through the control system.
6.2.3 Aerofoil models
To suit the test section, the aerofoils were designed to have a span of 0.450 m and
a chord of 0.11 m resulting in both section H=C ratio and the aerofoil aspect ratio
having a value of 4.1 (Fig. 6.9). Initial CFD evaluation conrmed that this test
conguration resulted in 2D ow over much of the aerofoil's span whilst retaining
a large enough cross section to contain the required internal instrumentation. The
aerofoils were produced by rapid prototyping from Fullcure 720 material giving a
high surface precision ( 0.1mm). Two sets of aerofoil models were manufactured
for steady and unsteady tests.
Pressure tappings were located at midspan to measure the nominally two dimen-
sional pressure coecient. Each aerofoil had dierent pressure tapping locations
depending on the shape and local thickness of the aerofoil. The number of pressure
tappings were 24, 22, 30 and 32 for NACA0012, SG6043, SD7062, and DU06-W-
200, respectively. Aerofoils for unsteady tests are physically the same as those of the
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Figure 6.9: Tested aerofoil models.
steady tests except that the pitching axis that was located at quarter chord. Pres-
sure tapping coordinates are provided in Appendix A. All tappings were connected
to a 48-channel Scanivalve. The models were cantilevered from a Plint electronic
force balance that was mounted on one side of the test section and which had been
modied to provide an analogue output signal for each force component.
6.2.4 Data acquisition system
A computer-based system was used to record all pressure and force signals via an NI
USB-6218 ADC consisting of 16 channels with a resolution of 16 bits. This device
has a sample rate of up to 250 kS/s.
6.2.5 Calibration
Steady cases: The calibration of the force balance was made by applying known
mass (or forces) to the balance for each component and recording the load cell
output. From these data, a calibration matrix for the balance was created.
Unsteady cases: In addition to the steady-state calibration of the pressure trans-
ducers, the system dynamic response is needed for unsteady tests due to damping
eect of the system. The system frequency response is taken into consideration
using transfer function correction [159].
The measuring system (consisting of part of an aerofoil section, tubing, the
scannivalve, and a transducer) was connected to an unsteady calibration apparatus
(Fig. 6.10). The apparatus consists of a signal generator, a loud speaker, and a
reference pressure transducer.
In the calibration process, the loud speaker, which is sinusoidally activated by
a signal generator, inputs a uctuating pressure to the system. Pressures from the
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of unsteady calibration.
reference transducer and from the output of the measurement system are logged
simultaneously over the sweep frequency. The relation between both pressures is
then processed to obtain a pressure-frequency curve.
The potentiometer was calibrated by varying the aerofoil incidence and recording
the voltages produced. The calibration produces a linear angle-voltage curve which
can the be used to track the change in angle of attack.
6.2.6 Data acquisition methods
Force and pressure data of both static and dynamic tests were recorded using the
Durham software suite.
Steady cases: Both forces and pressures are measured for steady tests. The
models were cantilevered from a Plint electronic force balance that was mounted on
one side of the test section and which had been modied to provide an analogue
output signal for each force component. All pressure tappings were connected to a
48-channel scanivalve.
All forces were measured at a rate of 800Hz and averaged over a period of 2.5
seconds. Forces were measured for the full 360 incidence range in 2 increments
(except for the symmetric NACA0012 which was measured over 180). The static
pressure measurements on each aerofoil were obtained through the computer con-
trolled Scanivalve using the same sampling rate and frequency. Measurements on
the aerofoils were obtained at three Reynolds numbers (nominally 65,000, 90,000,
and 150,000).
Unsteady tests: Unsteady surface pressures were also measured using a scani-
valve at a same sampling rate used in the steady tests. The measurement is carried
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out port by port. The tests were conducted at the same nominal Reynolds numbers,
namely 65,000, 90,000, and 150,000.
Unsteady data recorded was in the form of instantaneous pressure and aerofoil
incidence angle. In all cases, 2048 data were sampled at an even time interval at
a sample frequency of 800Hz. This sample frequency was selected in order that a
sucient amount of data is collected for the highest frequency tests (50Hz). The
mean incidence angle and oscillation amplitude were set manually prior to the start
of the tests.
6.2.7 Data reduction
In order to obtain unsteady surface pressure at specic incidence angles, time-series
measurement of pressure and incidence angle at each port are combined and divided
into up- and down-strokes. The data in each stroke is then binned and averaged.
An example of this data (at two ports on suction and pressure side) is presented in
Fig 6.11.
Figure 6.11: An example of representative surface pressure coecients.
Port-by-port data reduction leads to a contour of pressure coecients with re-
spect to chordwise position and incidence angle.
It is noticeable that, the pressure on the suction side is signicantly changed
by the unsteadiness as it involves a vortex formation (Fig. 6.11a). The pressure
variation on the pressure side is less complicated and mainly involves the movement
of the stagnation point (Fig. 6.11c and 6.11d). The process is repeated for all ports to
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produce unsteady surface pressure as a function of chordwise position and incidence
angle during each stroke.
The CP variations are then integrated to obtain normal and axial force coe-
cients by using the following equation.
Cn =
Z 1
0
(CLP   CUP ) cos d(s) (6.1)
Cc =
Z 1
0
(CLP   CUP ) sin d(s) (6.2)
where s is distance along the aerofoil surface and  is the angle on the aerofoil
surface.
Unsteady lift and drag are computed from the following equations.
Cl = Cn cos  Cc sin (6.3)
Cd = Cn sin+ Cc cos + Cd0 (6.4)
6.2.8 Measurement error
Multiple measurements had been taken to estimate error and repeatability of the
results. In steady tests, force and pressure measurements were conducted three and
four times, respectively. The results were then averaged to obtain representative
values. All measurements were found to be repeatable with standard deviation of
0:014, 0:011, and 0:017, for lift, drag, and pressure coecients, respectively.
In unsteady tests, the setting of mean incidence angle was found to be the largest
source of error and was within 2:5. The incidence angle measurements using the
potentiometer were found to be 1. Unsteady pressure measurements were con-
ducted for 2048 data points which led to a certain number of cycles, depending on
the aerofoil oscillation frequency (6 to 16 cycles for the lowest and highest oscilla-
tion frequencies, respectively). Repeatability of results was found to be good with
standard deviation of 0:16. Figure 6.12 shows an example of error bars associated
with unsteady pressure measurement.
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Figure 6.12: An example of pressure coecient and error bars.
6.3 Test matrix
The testing is extensive. It includes steady and unsteady testing of six aerofoils
(four from the previous chapter and other two which will be presented later). In
steady tests, pressure and force measurements were conducted at three Reynolds
numbers through 360 (2 increment).
Unsteady testing of the aerofoils were conducted in terms of unsteady pressure
coecients at three Reynolds numbers, four reduced frequencies, and over a wide
range of mean incidence angles. All of these results in almost 950 tests in total.
Table 6.1 summarises all test conditions conducted.
6.4 Conclusions
Eects of wall proximity and the reason for using an `half-open' test section had
been presented in this chapter together with experimental techniques. A series of
numerical modelling on dierent test sections had clearly shown that the size (or
height) of the wind-tunnel test section is critical for high incidence testing. The sim-
ulation results had been used to determine an aerofoil size for high incidence testing.
In order to measure the aerofoil transient performance, a transfer function technique
to account damping eect of the measuring system had also been presented.
Experimental results of the four aerofoils under static and dynamic conditions
are presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Results
This large chapter presents and discusses general performance characteristics of the
four aerofoils. Steady and unsteady results are discussed separately.
7.1 Static performance
A series of lift, drag, and pressure coecients are presented in this section. The mea-
sured pressure coecients are presented alongside numerical predictions generated
by FLUENT 6.3.26.
7.1.1 NACA0012 aerofoil
Figure 7.1 and 7.2 show the lift and drag coecient curves for the NACA0012 section
at three tested Reynolds numbers and, as expected, it can be seen that the lift curves
in pre-stall are not signicantly aected by Reynolds number. The maximum lift
coecients occur at 12 angle of attack for all Reynolds numbers but the peak lift
coecient is seen to increase with Reynolds number to maxima of 0.778, 0.781, and
0.816 for the three tested Reynolds numbers. This maximum lift is comparable to
the value of 0.853 measured by Shedahl and Klimas [51] at the higher Reynolds
number of 160,000.
With a further small incidence increase, the ow separates over the entire aerofoil
surface and the lift drops rapidly to a value of approximately 0.64 at 14 before
gradually increasing again to 0.8 at around 45. There is a further sudden drop
in lift at 54 followed by further gradual reduction to zero at 90. Static pressure
measurements either side of 54 degrees reveal that the fall in lift corresponds to a
sudden change of ow behaviour, particularly on the suction side. Figure 7.3 shows
the variation of pressure coecient with distance from the leading edge.
As expected in this stalled ow the suction side pressure remains almost constant
over the entire surface but there is a very signicant change in the magnitude of
that pressure coecient between 50 and 60 incidence. When the AoA is lower
than 54 the ow remains attached over the rst few millimeters of the leading edge
83
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Figure 7.1: Lift and drag coecients: NACA0012.
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Figure 7.2: Lift and drag coecients: NACA0012 (close-up).
Figure 7.3: Surface static pressure coecients and ow schematic.
which is sucient to cause substantial turning of the ow before separation occurs.
Above 54 incidence the ow separates immediately as though over a at plate,
resulting in deection of the opposite sign (shown schematically in Fig. 7.3). The
latter ow regime induces lower air movement (lower velocity) on the suction surface
and, hence, higher (or less negative) pressure coecient.
These trends, including the pressure coecient discontinuities, are reversed as
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the AoA passes 90 and the aerofoil is, in eect, travelling backwards.
In terms of drag, the usual pre-stall trend is followed as the angle of attack
increases (Fig. 7.1 and 7.2). It is also seen that drag coecients decrease from
0.0242 to 0.0136 with Reynolds number increases from 62,000 to 148,000. Drag
then increases sharply at the stall point, corresponding to the observed reduction
in lift, and continues to increase rapidly to a peak at approximately 54. Further
incidence increase results in a rapid fall in drag, again corresponding to an observed
discontinuity in the lift curve at that incidence. Although the peak drag magnitude
appears to be Reynolds number sensitive, all three tests show a fall to about the
same value of drag coecient (0.8). The drag then increases again reaching a second
peak at 90. Above 90, the trend is reversed.
Figure 7.4 presents CFD-derived and experimental pressure coecients for the
NACA0012 and it is seen that at modest incidences (e.g. 5) the CFD captures the
experimental results well as might be expected.
Figure 7.4: Pressure coecients: NACA0012.
However, as stall is approached, the wind tunnel data revealed a suction surface
separation bubble in the diusing zone immediately downstream from the suction
peak which is not captured by the CFD (AoA 10 and 12). At 14 incidence, the
aerofoil is completely stalled. Reynolds number does not have a profound eect on
the CP characteristics except in the formation of the laminar separation bubbles. In
each case, the laminar separation occurs in the rapidly diusing ow at around 5-
percent chord, moving slightly upstream with increasing angle of attack. Turbulent
reattachment occurs at around 20% chord. By 14 incidence, full stall has occurred
which is thought to be caused when the ow that is separated by the bubble can no
longer sustain turbulent reattachment due to low energy in the ow; a process known
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as bubble bursting [151]. This results in a sudden stall with relatively sharp lift peak
(as can be seen from the force measurements (Fig. 7.2)). This is not captured by
the CFD prediction in which formation of the bubble is not predicted and stalling
is a result of a gradual separation that is initiated at the trailing edge. In this
experiments, the stalling angle of attack is 14 for all three of the tested Reynolds
numbers. A summary of the positions of separation, reattachment, and bubble size
for the NACA0012 is presented in Figure 7.5. There is no signicant dierence in
the laminar separation point for dierent Reynolds numbers but the reattachment
process takes place more rapidly at higher Reynolds number.
Figure 7.5: Separation and reattachment: NACA0012 suction surface.
In addition to the gures presented, pressure coecients measured up to the
incidence of 90 are also provided on the CD-ROM which accompanies this thesis.
7.1.2 SG6043 aerofoil
The SG6043 aerofoil exhibits both a higher peak lift and a slightly more progressive
and delayed stall relative to the NACA0012 (Fig. 7.6).
Figure 7.6: Lift and drag coecients: SG6043.
In this case the stall characteristic is a combination of trailing-edge stall and
leading-edge stall. A trailing-edge separation advances progressively upstream with
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increasing incidence as can be seen from the static pressure distributions (Fig. 7.7).
It should be noted that although measurements were not possible very close to the
trailing edge because of insucient blade thickness to accommodate the instrumen-
tation, the agreement between the measurements and CFD over the blade surfaces
approaching the trailing edge give condence in the use of CFD predictions in this
zone. In addition to the trailing edge separation a separation bubble is also seen
which moves towards the leading edge with increasing AoA. The surface static pres-
sure distribution at 16 incidence angle shows that trailing-edge separation covers
around 30% of the blade's suction surface when the bubble reaches the leading edge.
Further incidence increase leads to bubble bursting. The consequence of these two
dierent simultaneous stall mechanisms is an initially progressive stall as the trailing
edge stall develops, followed by an abrupt loss of lift when the leading edge bubble
bursts. The maximum values of lift for this aerofoil at the three increasing test
Reynolds numbers are 1.358, 1.403, and 1.431 at respective incidence angles of 16,
16, and 18. After the stall point, the lift drops to a value of around 0.97. A com-
parison of the surface static pressure distributions of the NACA0012 and the SG6043
(Fig. 7.4 and 7.7) shows that the SG6043 produces a consistently larger pressure dif-
ference between the suction and pressure surfaces even when fully stalled. This is
mostly due to the eect of camber that leads to an increased lift contribution from
the pressure surface.
Figure 7.7: Pressure coecients: SG6043.
Like the NACA0012, the lift coecient remains relatively constant with further
increase in angle of attack up to approximately 50, where a second rapid fall in
lift occurs followed by a further, almost linear fall to zero lift at the 90 incidence
point. A similar but reversed characteristic is mirrored beyond 90, but it should
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be noted that unlike the symmetrical NACA0012, the lift characteristic on either
side of 90 incidence is no longer perfectly symmetrical. The drag characteristic is
almost identical to that of the previously described NACA0012.
Further analysis of the static surface pressure distributions for this aerofoil show
that relative to the NACA section, the bubble is rst detected at a higher angle of
attack (12). Trailing edge separation is rst seen at 14 incidence as indicated by a
nearly constant pressure and full stall is observed at an angle of attack of 18 when
the bubble reaches the leading edge and bursts.
7.1.3 SD7062 aerofoil
The lift characteristics of the SD7062 aerofoil are shown in Figure 7.8 and it can be
seen that it closely resembles that of the SG6043 prole. As the Reynolds number
is increased, the maximum lift coecients of 1.163, 1.354, and 1.397 occur at the
respective angle of attack of 14, 16, and 18. The post-stall values of lift coecient
for this aerofoil are around 0.8 which is a little bit lower than for the SG6043. The
drag coecients are again similar to both of the previously presented cases.
Figure 7.8: Lift and drag coecients: SD7062.
The SD7062 aerofoil section also demonstrates the presence of a laminar sep-
aration bubble which is rst seen at 12 angle of attack (Fig. 7.9). However, the
separation bubble diers from the previous two cases in that it occurs further down-
stream at about 20% chord and that the length of the bubble seems to be much
more sensitive to Reynolds number. At the highest tested Reynolds number the
layer reattaches almost immediately but for the lowest Reynolds number, reattach-
ment does not occur until around 40% chord. The bubble's separation point moves
forward to the leading edge with further increase in AoA. Full stall is rst observed
at 16 incidence at the lowest Reynolds number (68,000), whereas at the highest
Reynolds number stall is delayed to 20 incidence.
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Figure 7.9: Pressure coecients: SD7062.
7.1.4 DU06-W-200 aerofoil
Figure 7.10 presents the lift characteristics of the DU06-W-200. The maximum
pre-stalled lift coecients with progressively increasing Reynolds number are 0.804,
1.067, and 1.136, but it can be seen that the lift production of this aerofoil is more
sensitive to the Reynolds number than the previous three aerofoils. For instance,
when the Reynolds number is reduced from 151,000 to 68,000, a lift coecient
reduction of almost 0.33 is seen. Lift generation at higher angles of attack is similar
to that of the NACA0012.
Figure 7.10: Lift and drag coecients: DU06-W-200.
The surface pressure distributions (Fig. 7.11) again reveal the formation of sepa-
ration bubble which is observed to form at moderate AoA and which moves forward
towards the leading edge and reduces in length as the angle of attack increases. At
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the lowest Reynolds number, the aerofoil stalls at 14.
Figure 7.11: Pressure coecients: DU06-W-200.
7.1.5 Performance comparison
In the light of these experimental results, it can be seen that the SG6043 and the
SD7062 exhibit relatively higher pre-stall lift coecient peaks (around 1.4) and
outperform the others at all incidence angles from 0 to 90. Signicantly, for
wind turbine applications their higher lift characteristics in the post-stall region
make them well suited for horizontal-axis applications for which incidence angles
experienced by the turbine blades are frequently in this range.
Performance comparisons between the NACA0012 and the DU06-W-200 show
that the latter can produce a higher lift peak at the highest tested Reynolds number
but suers from performance degradation with decreasing Reynolds number. This,
combined with its comparatively high thickness ratio which contributes to a higher
moment of inertia, suggests that the DU06-W-200 is less suitable for a turbine
operating predominantly in a relatively low-wind environment in which the self-
starting problem is of concern.
It is also observed that, although the SG6043 and the SD7062 lose their perfor-
mance advantage at very high incidence (180 to 360), their degraded performances
remain comparable to those of the NACA0012 and the DU06-W-200 (Fig. 7.12), sug-
gesting that these high camber aerofoils might be used with vertical-axis applications
to improve rotor performance.
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Figure 7.12: Performance comparison.
7.1.6 Comparison with previous work: The NACA0012 case
Probably, the most well-documented and widely adopted data for high incidence
wind turbine applications is that of Sheldahl and Klimas [51]. In this section, the
measured lift and drag coecients from this study at the highest tested Reynolds
number (148 000) are compared to their data at the relatively similar Reynolds
number of 160 000. Despite the widespread use of this particular set, it must be
noted that Sheldahl and Klimas conducted measurements at only three Reynolds
numbers (360 000, 500 000, and 700 000) and consequently the results that they
published for other Reynolds numbers were obtained through extrapolations. It is
also noted that their tests were conducted in a closed test section wind tunnel with
height-to-chord ratio of 14. Figure 7.13 and 7.14 show the comparison.
Figure 7.13: Lift and drag comparisons.
In terms of lift coecient, relatively good agreement is seen between the two
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Figure 7.14: Lift comparison (close-up).
sets of data in the pre-stall regime. Both give almost identical lift coecient peak
values, although the Sheldahl and Klimas data show a very slightly earlier stall.
Immediately after the stall, the lift coecient from the current study falls to a value
of around 0.6, maintaining and gradually increasing that value with increasing AoA
to 54. The Sheldahl lift curve shows a quite dierent post-stall characteristic in
which the lift coecient suddenly drops to almost zero before sharply rising to the
second peak of around 1.1 Cl. It is not clear what physical ow mechanism could
result in such a dramatic lift loss and recovery in the immediate poststall zone
and this feature was not discussed by Sheldahl and Klimas in their original work.
Examination of static pressure coecients of this present work at the stall angle
(Fig. 7.4) reveals that when the AoA changes from 12 to 14, although there is a
loss of pressure on the suction side, the static pressure coecients on the pressure
side do not change dramatically and there still exists a pressure dierence. It seems
improbable that such a low value of lift (0.1) will occur at the stall angle.
Lift from both tests then gradually reduces to around zero at 90 AoA, although
the Sheldahl data does not exhibit the discontinuity at 54 that has been observed
in this study.
In terms of drag, good agreement is again seen in the pre-stall region and, perhaps
surprisingly, the drag results are similar too in the post-stall zone up to almost 60,
despite the signicant dierences in the observed lift characteristics.
Another important dierence between the two data-sets is the second lift peak
behaviour (i.e. the peak of lift coecient that occurs close to 45 incidence). Here,
the results of Sheldahl and Klimas [51] show a very clear peak that even exceeds the
measured maximum pre-stall lift, while only a slight increase in lift is seen in this
work.
A similar discrepancy was rst examined by Rainbird [58] who undertook a
broad review of published aerofoil performance data and found it to be inconsistent,
especially post-stall. The data can be categorized into two clear groups: those that
display a distinct, high second lift peak and those that do not. He hypothesized that
it might be an eect of the test section conguration used in the experiments and
by conducting his own tests using both closed and open test sections, he found that
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he could replicate both of the alternative lift characteristics simply by changing the
test section conguration. Figure 7.15 illustrates his results.
Figure 7.15: Closed and open test section aerodynamic data of a NACA0015 (from
Rainbird [58]).
It can be seen from the results that the test with a closed, high blockage test
section managed to replicate the Sheldahl trend for both lift and drag coecients.
While the lift coecient of the open test section is nearly constant in the post-stall
region, the lift coecient from the closed test section rises to the second peak. For
drag coecient, it appears that drag from the closed test section is higher than that
of an open test section in the post-stall region. The dierence is more pronounced
with increasing AoA and at 90 where the drag coecient from the closed test
section is nearly double that of the open test result. Generally, the percent of
deviation increases with increasing angle of attack and can be as high as 100%
(Fig. 7.16). In light of this information, the data of Sheldahl and Klimas and others
who performed their high-incidence measurements at low H=C ratio must be viewed
with some caution.
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Figure 7.16: Percent deviation in lift and drag coecients.
Rainbird's [58] force measurements are consistent with the CFD simulation re-
sults that were presented in Fig. 7.3, which show that there is a substantial reduction
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of pressure on the suction side of the aerofoil at high incidence which leads to a sig-
nicant increase in the pressure dierence contributing to higher lift and drag. It
appears that the closed test section connes and signicantly alters the ow around
the aerofoil leading to increased acceleration and high velocity in the vicinity of the
leading and trailing edges. This leads to lower pressure on the suction side and,
hence, to the second lift peak characteristics.
It is worth noting that the observed change in lift and drag at around 50 angle of
attack that has been reported in this study was not seen in Rainbird's tests which is
thought to be a consequence of the higher Reynolds numbers that were investigated
by Rainbird (Re  200,000).
7.1.7 Post-stall comparison with the AERODAS model
Post-stall comparisons between this wind tunnel data and the lift and drag pre-
diction from the most recent stall model developed by Spera [63] (it was named
AERODAS and a summary of the model is provided in Appendix C) have been
made to check the ability of that model to predict aerodynamic data under these
conditions. The comparisons are made for one Reynolds number (90,000). Since
aerodynamic coecients in the pre-stall region are almost linear and normally well
predicted, only post-stall data (from 20 to 90) are presented here (Fig. 7.17).
Figure 7.17: Post-stall comparisons between measurements and the AERODAS
model.
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The comparisons demonstrate signicant dierences between predictions by the
AERODAS model and experimental results. Lift predicted by the model always
increases to a second peak at around 40 (note that the rst peak is not seen on this
incidence scale) and then gradually reduces to around zero at 90, while post-stall
measured lifts behave dierently (nearly constant post-stall lift up to 50 before
falling to zero at 90). Discrepancies between predicted and measured drag coe-
cients are seen for all angles of attack and they are more pronounced with increasing
incidence angle. The maximum predicted drag is about two at 90.
The discrepancies are mainly due to the source of high-incidence-angle aerofoil
data used in the AERODAS correlation that were obtained from Ostowari and
Naik [53, 54]. Their measurements were made in a closed test section wind tunnel
having a height-to-chord ratio of only 10; a ratio that is inadequate according to
Rainbird's hypothesis.
7.2 Dynamic performance
The dynamic performance characteristics of the aerofoils are discussed in terms of
unsteady chordwise pressure distributions (CP ) and unsteady normal force coe-
cients (CN).
Discussion of the CP distributions over a series of incidence ranges will be rst
presented to show how unsteady ow phenomena such as vortex formation and
shedding aect the CP variations. The overall eect of these ows on aerodynamic
loadings is illustrated in the form of unsteady CN (obtained by integrating the
unsteady CP over the aerofoil chord) over the incidence range.
Initial observations of the CP have shown that the eect of Reynolds number was
less signicant than dynamic parameters such as reduced frequency and incidence
range. The change in Reynolds number generally alters the magnitude of the air-
loads while the behaviour of surface pressure variations along the aerofoil chord are
qualitatively the same. The detailed discussion of the results is therefore restricted
to one Reynolds number of 90,000.
It is also noted that the CP s at specic angles of attack are obtained by varying
mean incidence angle (m) (Fig. 7.18). For example, with an oscillation amplitude
of 15, setting the mean angle of attack of  15 and 15 will give CP variation over
the incidence range of  30 to 30. Almost all of the CP s presented this chapter
were obtained from this setting as it is the range that the transient eects is most
signicant. The negative mean incidence is also referred to as `reversed camber'
mode of operation in this work as the suction surface has now operated as a pressure
side and the formation of vortex will take place on its pressure side (Fig. 7.19).
Since each motion is associated with dierent ow phenomena, the presentation
of unsteady surface pressure distributions are divided into four cases (Fig. 7.19):-
(a) Normal mode with increasing incidence angle The incidence angle is pos-
itive and increasing in this motion. Flow characteristics associated with this
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Figure 7.18: Mean incidence angle and oscillation amplitude.
Figure 7.19: Normal and reversed cambered modes of operation.
motion are vortex formation and convection which can be observed by higher-
than-normal suction peak at the leading edge and a wave-like pressure variation
along the aerofoil chord, respectively.
(b) Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle In this motion, the inci-
dence range is still positive but decreasing (pitch-down motion). The primary
ow feature associated with this motion is ow reattachment. The reattach-
ment typically occurs at the leading edge and can be observed from the CP
variation that begins to follow the aerofoil nose shape.
(c) Reversed cambered mode with decreasing incidence angle In this mode,
the incidence is negative and decreasing. This motion is mirrored of the rst
mode and the formation and convection of dynamic-stall vortex take place on
the pressure side.
(d) Reversed cambered mode with increasing incidence angle The incidence
angle increases back to the neutral position in this motion. The ow will reat-
tach and regain its suction peak as the aerofoil returns to the normal mode.
The presentation that follows will be presented aerofoil by aerofoil (NACA0012,
SG6043, SD7062, and DU06-W-200) and mode by mode. Two reduced frequencies
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are shown in each mode to show how the ow is changed by the level of unsteadiness
(Fig. 7.20).
Figure 7.20: Order of presentation.
Each plot consists of unsteady CP at some selected incidences (normally at six
incidences, Fig. 7.21). The instantaneous incidence can be ascending or descending,
depending on mode of operation (compare Fig. 7.21 and Fig. 7.22). The CP on the
suction and pressure sides are represented by solid line with triangles and circles,
respectively. Under reversed camber operation the formation of vortex will be ob-
served by the solid line with circles (Fig. 7.22). At the end, the overall transient
eect will be presented in the form of unsteady normal load (CN) together with its
static counterpart. Figure 7.23 is an example of the presentation.
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Figure 7.21: Example of presentation: Normal mode with increasing incidence angle.
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Figure 7.22: Example of presentation: Reversed camber mode with decreasing inci-
dence angle.
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Figure 7.23: Example of presentation: Normal force coecient.
As seen from the Figure, dierent lines are used to present dierent modes. They
are:-
 Static CN curve - dotted line.
 Unsteady CN during normal mode with increasing incidence angle -
solid line with triangles.
 Unsteady CN during normal mode with decreasing incidence angle -
solid line with points.
 Unsteady CN during reversed cambered mode with decreasing inci-
dence angle - solid line with upside down triangles.
 Unsteady CN during reversed cambered mode with increasing inci-
dence angle - solid line with open circles.
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7.2.1 NACA0012 aerofoil
Normal mode with increasing incidence angle
Figure 7.24 presents unsteady surface pressure coecients for the NACA0012 at
ascending incidence angles of 10 to 20 with a 2 increment (7.24a to 7.24f). This
incidence change is associated with a vortex formation process. Figure 7.25 presents
basically the same information except at a higher reduced frequency of 0.20.
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Figure 7.24: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: NACA0012 - normal-up.
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Figure 7.25: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: NACA0012 - normal-up.
It can be observed that the CP s are dierent from those was found statically
where the suction peak is always around the leading edge of the aerofoil (compare
Fig. 7.4 and 7.24). The peak suction, under dynamic conditions, the peak pressure
(or dynamic-stall vortex) will transverse along the aerofoil, causing a wave-like CP
curves.
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It is seen from Figure 7.24a that dynamic-stall vortex has formed and, not long
after the formation, the vortex convects along the aerofoil surface as incidence in-
creases (Fig. 7.24b) and is nally shed into the wake (Fig. 7.24c), causing full stall at
an incidence angle of 14 at a reduced frequency of 0.07 (not signicantly dierent
from that of static case).
The strength of the vortex increases with increasing reduced frequency (Fig. 7.25).
The higher strength results in a lower rate of convection (compare Fig. 7.24b and
Fig. 7.25b) and the stall is postponed to a higher incidence angle. The state of full
stall occurs at 14 and 24 at reduced frequencies of 0.07 and 0.20, respectively.
The presence of the vortex creates a suction peak CP of around -4 at the reduced
frequency of 0.20 (double of that was found statically). It is worth noting that,
although the presence of dynamic stall vortex can delay stall to a higher incidence,
its movement to the trailing edge causes a change of centre of pressure (from 0.25c
to 0.41c, Fig. 7.26), leading to a more negative (nose-down) pitching moment (tor-
sional damping) on the rotor structure. This unsteady eect is insignicant when
the aerofoil is fully stalled (Fig. 7.27).
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Figure 7.26: Movement of vortex and a change in centre of pressure.
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Figure 7.27: Unsteady CP at high incidence angles: NACA0012.
Presentation of unsteady CP s after this point is then limited within 30.
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Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle
In this normal mode where the incidence decreases (pitch-down motion), the ow
is typically stalled and will try to reattach from the leading edge when the inci-
dence angle is suciently low. Figures 7.28 and 7.29 show unsteady CP s at selected
incidences of 30, 28, 26, 20, 10, and 5 (a to f).
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Figure 7.28: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: NACA0012 - normal-
down.
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Figure 7.29: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: NACA0012 - normal-up.
It can be seen that the ow separation (as indicated by the at CP curve
(Fig. 7.28a to 7.28d)) persists until the incidence angle is around 10. This delay
in ow reattachment, together with the delay of stall during the pitch-up motion,
causing a hysteresis in dynamic loads over the incidence range (will be presented
later).
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Reversed camber mode with decreasing incidence angle
In this reversed camber operation, the suction and pressure sides are reversed. The
suction peak and formation of dynamic-stall vortex will take place on the pressure
side (solid line with circles). Figures 7.30 and 7.31 present unsteady CP s at selected
incidence angles of  10 to  30 with a 2 decrement at reduced frequencies of 0.07
and 0.20, respectively.
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Figure 7.30: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: NACA0012 - reversed-
down.
It is observed that the maximum suction peak is approximate -3 at a reduced
frequency of 0.07, taking place at an incidence angle of  18 (Fig. 7.30e). Not
long after that, the vortex transverses over the aerofoil chord before detaching at an
incidence angle of  26 (Fig. 7.30i). It is noted that, although the maximum suction
peak is comparable to that was found in the normal mode, the vortex stays attached
longer and convects along the chord at a slower rate. This eect is more pronounced
with increasing reduced frequency (Fig. 7.31). At the reduced frequency of 0.2, the
maximum suction peak is increased to around -5 (Fig. 7.31f) and the vortex convects
along the aerofoil at a signicantly slower rate (Fig. 7.31f to 7.31k), causing the full
stall to occur at  30. This slower rate of convection suggests that the vortex
experiences ow conditions that are dierent from that of the normal mode.
The dierence between these two modes is though to be a result of the incoming
ow. In the normal mode, the vortex seems to be more diuse and can be swept
away by the incoming ow (Fig. 7.32). In the reversed cambered mode the vortex is
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Figure 7.31: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: NACA0012 - reversed-
down.
Figure 7.32: Flow schematics of normal and reversed modes of operation.
not signicantly aected by the ow and the vortex strength is nearly constant when
travelling along the aerofoil chord. Moreover, the incoming ow over the trailing
edge seems to force the vortex to convect at a slower rate, resulting in an imbalance
ow behaviour on this symmetrical section.
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Reversed mode with increasing incidence angle
During pitch-up motion of the reversed camber mode, the ow recovers and the
suction and pressure sides will return to their normal mode of operation. Figures 7.33
and 7.34 shows CP variations at selected incidence angles from  20 to  10.
The ow on the pressure side, as expected, is fully stalled at the beginning of
the pitch-up motion. The regain of suction peak on the suction side increase with
increasing reduced frequency (compare Fig. 7.33c and 7.34c).
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Figure 7.33: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: NACA0012 - reversed-up.
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Figure 7.34: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: NACA0012 - reversed-up.
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Normal force coecient
The transient ow behaviour in the four dierent modes leads to an hysteresis in
aerodynamic airload. Figures 7.35 and 7.36 present unsteady normal force coe-
cients of the NACA0012 section together with its static counterpart (dotted line).
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Figure 7.35: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.07: NACA0012.
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Figure 7.36: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.20: NACA0012.
It is apparent that, in the normal mode, dynamic-stall formation generated by
the aerofoil motion overshoots the CN to around 2 (solid line with triangles). After
the vortex shedding, the CN drops to around its static value which continuously
decreases during pitch-down motion (solid line with points). The hysteresis loop
widens with increasing reduced frequency as the transient eect is more pronounced
(Fig. 7.35 and 7.36).
In reversed camber operation, the imbalance ow feature promotes an overshoot
of the CN to around -2.5 at an incidence angle of 28
 and 30 at reduced frequencies
of 0.07 and 0.20, respectively. It is noted that the asymmetry in the airload is also
subjected to an error due to incidence accuracy (2:5).
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7.2.2 SG6043 aerofoil
Normal mode with increasing incidence angle
Figures 7.37 and 7.38 show unsteady CP variations of the SG6043 aerofoil at selected
incidences from 10 to 20.
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Figure 7.37: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SG6043 - normal-up.
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Figure 7.38: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SG6043 - normal-up.
It is seen that the presence of dynamic-stall vortex has increased the suction
peak to around -4 at a reduced frequency of 0.07 (Fig. 7.37b). Not long after
the formation, the vortex transverses along the aerofoil chord and eventually shed
(Fig. 7.37c to 7.37e). Again, the vortex grows in strength with increasing reduced
frequency (Fig. 7.38a). However, the stall angle is not signicantly change for this
aerofoil section and is comparable to that was found statically (approximate 18).
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Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 7.39 and 7.40 show unsteady CP at discrete incidences from 30
 to 5. The
measurement results indicate that the reattachment process, as expected, will not
take place until the incidence angle becomes low (approximate 10 as the pressure
curve begins to follow the aerofoil nose shape (Fig. 7.39e and 7.40e). It is also
observed that the reattachment process is faster with increasing reduced frequency.
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Figure 7.39: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SG6043 - normal-down.
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Figure 7.40: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.18: SG6043 - normal-down.
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Reversed camber mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 7.41 and 7.42 present unsteady CP variations for the SG6043 section and it
can be seen that the vortex formation is comparatively low in strength. The peak
is around -2 at the reduced frequency of 0.07. Higher reduced frequency results
in higher dynamic-stall vortex and, hence, higher pressure peak (Fig. 7.41e and
Fig. 7.42e). One clear implication from these results is that high cambered section
tend to be less eective in promoting unsteady suction peak than that of symmetrical
section.
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Figure 7.41: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SG6043 - reversed-down.
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Figure 7.42: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SG6043 - reversed-down.
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Reversed camber mode with increasing incidence angle
Figures 7.43 and 7.44 show unsteady CP variation of the SG6043 aerofoil when it
turns back to its normal mode of operation. It can be seen that the pressure on
suction side (solid line with triangles) regains its suction peak at a comparatively
higher rate than the symmetrical section (see Fig. 7.43d).
A comparison of the CP shows that the return rate increases with increasing
reduced frequency (see Fig. 7.43d and Fig. 7.44d, for example)
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Figure 7.43: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SG6043 - reversed-up.
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Figure 7.44: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SG6043 - reversed-up.
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Normal force coecient
The transient eects on aerodynamic airload are presented in Figures 7.45 and 7.46.
Generally, it can be seen that the change of airload is comparable to that of the
NACA0012.
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Figure 7.45: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SG6043.
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Figure 7.46: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SG6043.
It is apparent that the CN is increased beyond its static value as found in the
NACA case in the normal mode of operation. The hysteresis loop is relatively wide
as ow reattachment process is slow for this thin aerofoil section. The overshoot
of normal force is less pronounced in the reversed camber operation and is strongly
aected by reduced frequency which is a direct result of the leading edge shape of
this section. The overshoot however does occur when the aerofoil pitches down at a
higher rate (k = 0.2).
Performance comparison between the SG6043 and the NACA0012 indicates that
the addition of camber might lead to a performance degradation in the reversed
mode, particularly if the aerofoil is thin.
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7.2.3 SD7062 aerofoil
Normal mode with increasing incidence angle
Figure 7.47 and 7.48 present unsteady CP variations of the SD7062 aerofoil at re-
duced frequencies of 0.08 and 0.20, respectively. Figure 7.47 contains incidence
angles from 10 to 28 (Fig. 7.47a to 7.47h).
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Figure 7.47: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SD7062 - normal-up.
It can be seen that the CP continues to develop as the incidence increases beyond
static stall angle (18) (Fig. 7.47e). Although the development is similar to that was
found statically, it is observed that the dynamic CP is smaller than that of static
case (For example, Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.47b), indicating there exists a delay in ow
development.
At the incidence angle beyond 18, the suction peak continues to develop as a
vortical ow structure (dynamic-stall vortex) has developed and grown in strength.
Consideration of the CP curve also indicates that trailing-edge separation which is
expected to occur has been suppressed by the dynamic-stall formation, as indicated
by the CP curve that is not at at the trailing edge. The maximum suction C

P is
-4 in comparison to -3 in the static case (compare Figures 7.47g and 7.9).
It is also observed that there exists the presence of laminar separation bubble
that moves progressively upstream (this is not seen in the previous sections). The
stall is initiated by the bubble as in the static case but the stall angle is postponed
up to a higher incidence angle of 30.
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Figure 7.48: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SD7062 - normal-up.
Surface pressure variations at a higher reduced frequency of 0.20 are shown in
Figure 7.48. It can be seen that, at this higher reduced frequency, the maximum
suction peak is increased to approximate -6 (Fig. 7.48i), the bubble size is smaller,
and the stall is delayed up to 30.
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Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 7.49 and 7.50 show unsteady CP of this section at discrete incidence an-
gles of 30, 28, 26, 20, 10, and 5 which are intended to show the process of
reattachment.
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Figure 7.49: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SD7062 - normal-down.
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Figure 7.50: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SD7062 - normal-down.
It is observed that the aerofoil is completely stalled at the low reduced frequency
of 0.08. This state of stall persists with decreasing incidence angle. Flow reattach-
ment is not clearly seen from the measurements.
At the higher reduced frequency of 0.20, it is seen that the aerofoil is not stalled
yet and the suction peak seems to continuously develop at the end of pitch-up mo-
tion. Convection and detachment process is therefore present at the beginning of the
motion, implying that the stall is postponed beyond 30. Again, ow reattachment
is not clearly seen from the measurements.
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Reversed camber mode with decreasing incidence angle
Dynamic performance characteristics of the SD7062 aerofoil section when operating
in reversed camber operation are presented in Figures 7.51 and 7.52.
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Figure 7.51: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SD7062 - reversed-down.
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Figure 7.52: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SD7062 - reversed-down.
It is apparent that, a dynamic-stall vortex has formed on the pressure side (solid
lines with circles). The presence of the vortex increases the pressure peak to -2 and
-4 at reduced frequencies of 0.08 and 0.20, respectively. It is also observed that the
vortex grows in strength and stays attached on the surface longer when reduced
frequency is increased (compare Fig. 7.51e with Fig. 7.52e). Dynamic-stall angles
are  22 and  26 at reduced frequencies of 0.08 and 0.20, respectively.
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Reversed camber mode with increasing incidence angle
Figures 7.53 and 7.54 are plots of unsteady CP variations of this aerofoil section when
operating in reversed camber mode and the incidence angle is increasing. The plots
again present CP s at some selected angles of  20 to  10 and they are expected
to show the regain of suction pressure on the suction side.
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Figure 7.53: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SD7062 - reversed-up.
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Figure 7.54: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SD7062 - reversed-up.
The CP on the pressure side is typically at as the vortex formed has been
shed (solid line with circle in Fig. 7.53a). The CP on suction side (solid line with
triangles) continuously regains its suction pressure which occurs at around  10 at
the reduced frequency of 0.08 (Fig. 7.53f). With increasing reduced frequency, the
rate of regain in suction peak increases (7.54d).
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Normal force coecient
Based upon the CP variations, dynamic airload generated by this aerofoil section
can be obtained. CN - curves of the SD7062 aerofoil at the two reduced frequencies
are presented in Figures 7.55 and 7.56, respectively.
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Figure 7.55: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.08: SD7062.
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Figure 7.56: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.20: SD7062.
It can be seen that, although the hysteresis in CN is comparable to the two
previous cases, this aerofoil section exhibits a dierent behaviour and there exists a
delay in ow development (lower CN value) below stall angles. It is also observed
that the hysteresis shape is signicantly narrower in the normal mode. CN variations
of this aerofoil during the reversed camber mode closely resemble that of the SG6043
aerofoil section (see Fig. 7.45 and 7.46).
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7.2.4 DU06-W-200 aerofoil
Normal mode with increasing incidence angle
Again, unsteady CP distributions of the DU06-W-200 aerofoil at dierent incidence
angles during its normal mode with pitch-up motion are presented in Figures 7.57
and 7.58.
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Figure 7.57: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: DU06-W-200 - normal-up.
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Figure 7.58: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.20: DU06-W-200 - normal-up.
It is observed that, at the reduced frequency of 0.07, the unsteadiness does not
have a profound eect on the CP development (Fig. 7.57a to 7.57d). The dynamic
stall angle is 18 and is not signicantly dierent from that was found under static
conditions (Fig. 7.11). This transient eect is more pronounced with increasing
reduced frequency. At the reduced frequency of 0.20, the maximum suction peak is
increased to around -4 (Fig. 7.58d).
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Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 7.59 and 7.60 show unsteady CP s at descending incidence angles, showing
reattachment process of the DU06-W-200 aerofoil. As expected, the reattachment
process will not take place until the incidence angle is suciently low (Fig. 7.59e
and 7.60e).
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Figure 7.59: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: DU06-W-200 - normal-
down.
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(a) DU06−W−200: α = 30°, k = 0.19
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Figure 7.60: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.19: DU06-W-200 - normal-
down.
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Reversed camber mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 7.61 and 7.62 present unsteady pressure coecients of the DU06-W-200
section at selected, descending incidence angles at reduced frequencies of 0.07 and
0.19, respectively. It is observed that the transient eect is relatively small at the
reduced frequency of 0.07, similar to that found in the normal mode (Fig. 7.57).
The eect increases with increasing reduced frequency and the suction peak is
increased to around -4 when the reduced frequency is increased to 0.19 (Fig. 7.61e
and 7.62e). Comparison between the NACA0012 and the DU06-W-200 suggests that
a thick aerofoil typically requires a higher reduced frequency to generate transient
eects.
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Figure 7.61: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: DU06-W-200 - reversed-
down.
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(a) DU06−W−200: α = −10°, k = 0.19
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Figure 7.62: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.19: DU06-W-200 - reversed-
down.
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Reversed camber mode with increasing incidence angle
Figures 7.63 and 7.64 show CP variations in this mode with increasing incidence
angle which can be seen that the unsteady eect is small at the reduced frequency
of 0.07. The regain of suction peak of the suction surface increases with increasing
reduced frequency (see Fig. 7.63e and 7.64e, for example)
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Figure 7.63: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.07: DU06-W-200 - reversed-
up.
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(a) DU06−W−200: α = −20°, k = 0.19
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Figure 7.64: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.19: DU06-W-200 - reversed-
up.
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Normal force coecient
Corresponding CN curves of the DU06-W-200 aerofoil at the two reduced frequencies
are presented in Figures 7.65 and 7.66, respectively. One characteristic that can be
observed is that the eect of unsteadiness is relatively small on this section at the
reduced frequency of 0.08 and the CN curve is not signicantly dierent from the
static case. This performance characteristic strongly suggests that, in order to easily
promote the unsteady thrust, the aerofoil should have a moderate thickness as it
poses less inertia (for the same rotor conguration and material) and requires a
smaller value of reduced frequency for the transient eect to be eective.
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Figure 7.65: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.08: DU06-W-200.
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Figure 7.66: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.20: DU06-W-200.
7.3 Conclusions
Static and dynamic performance characteristics of NACA0012, SG6043, SD7062,
and DU06-W-200 aerofoils had been presented in this chapter. At these Reynolds
numbers (nominal 65,000 to 150,000), all four aerofoils demonstrate the formation
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of a leading-edge separation bubble that ultimately bursts, leading to sudden stall.
The most highly cambered aerofoil exhibits a simultaneous trailing-edge separation
that advances upstream with increasing incidence, resulting in a more progressive
stall characteristic, but it is always the bursting of the upstream bubble that leads
to a fully stalled ow. After stall, the lift drops to a sustained but lower value, the
magnitude of which is dependent upon aerofoil geometry. For the symmetrical and
low camber aerofoils, the lift then rises gradually to a second peak at about 50
incidence, but this increase is less apparent for the higher camber sections.
The benets of increased lift and more progressive stall from the cambered aero-
foils are partly negated by a loss of performance arising from their reversed camber
when they operate in an incidence angle of 180 to 360. The drag characteristics
of all four geometries are comparable.
A comparison between these new data and the widely used Sheldahl and Klimas
data [141] for the NACA section shows good agreement for the pre-stall region but
discrepancies are observed in the deep-stall region that are consistent with Rainbirds
hypothesis [58] regarding the inuence of wind tunnel test section geometry; a result
that is conrmed by CFD modelling. In light of this, previous test data obtained
from closed test sections should be viewed with caution, especially at high incidence
angles. Comparisons of post-stall characteristics demonstrate discrepancies between
wind tunnel data and AERODAS predictions. The discrepancies conrm the need
for more high-quality, low-Reynolds number, and high-angle-of-attack data and the
need for model improvements.
The unsteady surface pressure measurements have clearly shown that the eects
of unsteadiness cannot be neglected. Experimental results presented in this chapter
indicate that the unsteady eects are strongly inuenced by incidence range, reduced
frequency, and the aerofoil shape itself.
Under normal mode of operation (positive incidence angle), all aerofoils exhibit
an increase in pressure on the suction peak, producing signicant increments in
airloads. The eect of aerofoil shape on dynamic-stall formation is clearly seen when
the aerofoils operate with negative mean incidence angles at which their pressure
sides play a role as suction sides. High cambered aerofoils such as SG6043 aerofoil
is less eective in promoting dynamic-stall formation under these conditions. The
eect of unsteadiness is more pronounced with increasing reduced frequency.
Although the dynamic stall process was found to be similar in all cases, the
magnitude of aerodynamic loadings are dierent and this is directly related its static
performance which is governed by the aerofoil shape. The aerofoil's static lift and
stall characteristics are, to some extent, carried over into dynamic stall regime.
In summary, it is experimentally evident that, under the same incidence range
and reduced frequency, the eects of unsteadiness on airloads are signicantly in-
uenced by the aerofoil shape. This suggests that the exploitation of the energetic,
unsteady ow can be made through a suitable selection of an aerofoil prole.
Chapter 8
Aerodynamic Characteristics of
Bird-like Aerofoils
The analogy between an aerofoil in Darrieus motion and the apping-wing mech-
anism drawn in Chapter 4 suggests that the use of special aerofoils might lead to
a signicant performance improvement, particularly aerofoils that are similar to
avian wings. An additional wind-tunnel test of a seagull-like aerofoil was therefore
conducted, together with its blunt trailing edge version, under static and dynamic
conditions. Their performance characteristics are presented in this chapter.
8.1 Aerofoils
Avian wing measurements by Liu et al [160] have revealed that the seagull wing
prole is very similar to the S1223 aerofoil (Fig. 8.1) and this prole was therefore
selected to represent the gull's wing. It is worth noting, however, that bird wing
proles are not constant over their wing spans and the seagull prole measured by
Liu et al is an average prole over the wing span from 0.166 to 0.772 (where zero
represents the wing root and one represents the tip). In addition, their wings are
also exible and can be adapted over wing-beat cycles to maximise force production.
Despite that, the work described in this chapter gives fundamental insight into how
bird's wings work.
Figure 8.1: Seagull wing prole, the S1223 and the S1223B.
The S1223 is a high-lift low-Reynolds-number section. It is thin and highly cam-
bered (its maximum thickness and camber are 12.1% and 8.7%, respectively). Previ-
ous wind-tunnel measurements have shown that this aerofoil exhibits 30% higher lift
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coecient than the FX63-137 aerofoil and its high lift property is in part achieved
through an exploitation of concave pressure recovery [154].
However, as is evident from previous investigations [44], aerofoils with this type
of pressure recovery exhibit more severe adverse pressure gradient than the others
and their aerodynamic performance is expected to degrade when operating at lower
Reynolds numbers.
In order to explore an opportunity to improve its aerodynamic performance at
lower Reynolds numbers and to increase its strength at the same time (it has a sharp
and thin trailing edge (Fig. 8.1), the blunt trailing-edge modication, proposed by
Standish and Van Dam [161], is adopted. Experimental measurements by Baker et
al [162] had shown that the blunt trailing-edge modication can increase maximum
lift coecient of the aerofoil (In their work, the modication was made on a atback
aerofoil (called FB series) which was generated by combining a suction side of the
thick, high lift inboard NREL aerofoils, and a structurally ecient high-pressure
side drawn from the LS-1 series aerofoils [162]). However, one of the disadvantages
of this modication is the increment in base drag which is caused by vortex shedding
at the blunt trailing edge. So, the thickness of the blunt trailing edge (dened in
terms of chord as thickness-to-chord ratio (t=c)) should not be too large.
Experimental investigations on an aerofoil having dierent thickness-to-chord
ratios of 0.5%, 8.75%, and 17.5% have shown that the 8.75% oers highest lift-to-
drag ratio at tested Reynolds numbers of 333,000 and 666,000 [162]. For this work,
the ratio was decided to be 5% chord as Reynolds number range is lower (from 65,000
to 150,000, compared to 333,000 to 666,000). Coordinates of this blunt trailing edge
aerofoil were generated by the method described by Baker et al [162] (to be found
in appendix B). It is denoted as S1223B (Fig. 8.1).
8.2 Static performance
8.2.1 S1223 aerofoil
Figure 8.2 shows the lift and drag coecient curves for the S1223 aerofoil at three
tested Reynolds numbers. It is seen that this aerofoil exhibited high-lift properties
and achieved a maximum lift coecient of 1.644 at the highest Reynolds number of
133,000. However, as expected, it suered performance degradation at the lowest
Reynolds number at which the peak lift is reduced to 1.2 and the stall occurs at a
much lower incidence angle (12). The maximum values of lift are 1.23, 1.579, and
1.644 at respective incidence angles of 12, 20, and 22.
With further small incidence increase, the ow separates and the aerofoil stalls.
Here, the lift drops to a sustained value of around 0.97 at all Reynolds numbers. This
post-stall lift is relatively high and this is due to the eect of camber which produces
a large pressure dierence between the suction and pressure surfaces even when fully
stalled. The lift remains relatively constant with further incidence increase up to
about 50. After this, the lift decreases rapidly to around zero at 90 incidence angle.
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A similar but reversed characteristic is mirrored beyond 90. It was also observed
that its lift characteristic does not produce a clear lift peak at the incidence angle
of around 350 (or  10). This characteristic is often seen for aerofoils with a high
percent of camber [13].
In terms of drag, although the drag curve is comparable to those of other aerofoils,
this aerofoil exhibits a relatively high drag at a zero incidence angle (approximately
0.07).
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Figure 8.2: Lift and drag coecients: S1223.
Surface pressure measurements reveal that this aerofoil demonstrates the pres-
ence of the laminar separation bubble (Fig. 8.3). It should be noted that although
measurements were not possible close to the trailing edge because of insucient blade
thickness to accommodate the instrumentation, the trend of the pressure change on
both sides gives condence that the variation is well-captured. The bubble pro-
gresses upstream with increasing incidence angle and the stall is caused by bubble
bursting, leading to an abrupt stall and a sharp lift peak (Fig. 8.2).
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Figure 8.3: Pressure coecients: S1223.
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8.2.2 S1223B aerofoil
The lift and drag characteristics of the S1223B are presented in Figure 8.4 and it can
be seen that the maximum lift is less sensitive to Reynolds number change. This
property is a result of its thickness at the trailing edge which eectively reduces
adverse pressure gradient along the suction surface. The maximum values of lift are
1.663, 1.755, 1.756 at respective incidence angles of 20, 22, 22
With further incidence increase, the aerofoil suddenly stalls and the lift coecient
drops to a sustained value of approximately one. This remains relatively constant
up to around 50 before rapidly decreasing to zero at a 90 incidence angle. Above
90, the trend is reversed. Force measurements show that the datum drag coecient
is increased to around 0.1, compared to 0.07 of the S1223 section.
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Figure 8.4: Lift and drag coecients: S1223B.
Surface pressure measurements on this aerofoil section reveal that this modica-
tion alters the ow on both suction and pressure surfaces (Fig. 8.5). The underlying
ow physics of this blunt modication is anticipated to be similar to that which is
observed for a Gurney ap and on an inverted strip (Fig. 8.6). The Gurney ap is
a short at plate attached to the trailing edge on the pressure side of the aerofoil.
The inverted strip is basically the Gurney ap that is attached on the suction side.
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of pressure coecients.
Figure 8.6: Flow over a Gurney ap [163].
Basically, the addition of the Gurney ap will induce the ow to accelerate over
the suction surface and to decelerate on the pressure surface, causing an downward
deection (ow turning) at the trailing edge (it is also viewed as an eective camber
as it shifts wake decit to lie downward) (Fig. 8.6). The addition of an inverted
strip on the suction side will result in an opposite eect and will produce an upward
deection.
The blunt trailing edge modication which adds thickness symmetrically to the
camber line can then be viewed as an addition of both the Gurney ap and the strip
on both surfaces and this eectively decelerates the ow on both sides (as indicated
by the reduction of pressure peak on the both surfaces (at around 0.1c, Fig. 8.5a)).
The addition of the thickness also reduces the adverse pressure gradient that
the ow has to overcome on the suction side. The ow then separates further
downstream (0.3c in comparison to 0.2c for the S1223 case at the incidence angle of
12, Fig. 8.5a). This modication also produces a larger pressure dierence between
suction and pressure surfaces near the trailing edge (from 0.5c to 1c). The presence of
a separation bubble and its movement towards the leading edge when the incidence
is increased indicates that the stall is caused by bubble bursting.
8.3 Dynamic performance
Presentation of dynamic performance is made in terms of unsteady CP and CN .
Discussion of this performance is made aerofoil by aerofoil and case by case (Fig. 8.7).
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Figure 8.7: Order of presentation.
8.3.1 S1223 aerofoil
It is unfortunate that the potentiometer used for tracking incidence angle was broken
during the tests of this section and dynamic performance is available only at the
highest Reynolds number (150,000) which was tested up to a reduced frequency of
around 0.1. Despite that, the data should be sucient to give some insights on how
this aerofoil behaves dynamically.
Normal mode with increasing incidence angle
Dynamic CP variations of the S1223 aerofoil at reduced frequencies of 0.05 and 0.10
are presented in Figure 8.8 and 8.9, respectively. Both gures show unsteady CP at
selected, ascending angles of attack from 12 to 28 with a 2 increment (pitch-up
motion).
It can be observed that, although the development of surface pressure is similar
to that of static case, there exists a delay in ow development. For example, at
an incidence angle of 12 (Fig. 8.8a), the suction peak under dynamic conditions
is lower than that of static case (compare Fig. 8.8a and Fig. 8.3). Development of
dynamic-stall vortex occurs at a comparatively high incidence angle (20), compared
to the conventional section like NACA0012 (10) (see Fig. 7.24).
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Figure 8.8: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.05: S1223 - normal-up.
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Figure 8.9: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.09: S1223 - normal-up.
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This delay of ow development is thought to be a result of its camber line that has
a high maximum camber located near the leading edge. This camber line eectively
makes the leading edge to \droop" downward. This conguration will cause the
ow to stay attached at the leading edge up to a higher incidence. Formation of
dynamic-stall vortex then takes place at a higher incidence angle [164].
Formation of a laminar separation bubble is also observed under this dynamic
condition (at around 0.25c at 0.30c at the reduced frequencies of 0.05 and 0.10,
respectively) (Fig. 8.8a and 8.9a). The bubble progresses upstream with increasing
incidence angle as found in static cases. As soon as it reaches the leading edge, it
bursts and the aerofoil is fully stalled.
This sudden stalling behaviour is signicantly dierent from that was found in
the SD7062 case in which the progress of bubble to the leading edge will initiate
the vortex to traverse over the aerofoil surface and the aerofoil will be fully stalled
when the vortex is shed into the wake. This behaviour is due to its concave pressure
recovery type that exhibits more severe adverse pressure gradient. With this severe
pressure gradient, the separated ow cannot form transition in the free air and
reattach the aerofoil as a turbulent boundary layer, leading to an abrupt stall.
Due to this sudden stall, the vortex convection is less visible and the nose-
down pitching moment is smaller. As previously presented in Chapter 7, this nose-
down pitching moment is of signicance as it causes torsional damping on the rotor
structure. In the helicopter application, the idea of drooped leading edge has been
applied to helicopter rotor blade to alleviate torsional damping during retreating
phase [165]. Birds seem to use this technique naturally to reduce torsional force on
their wings.
The dynamic eect is more pronounced when the aerofoil pitches up at a higher
reduced frequency of 0.09 (Fig. 8.9). At this reduced frequency, the vortex grows
in strength and the suction peak is increased to around -5.4. The stall angle is
postponed up to 30.
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Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 8.10 and 8.11 present unsteady CP with descending incidence angles of
30, 28, 26, 20, 10, and 5 at reduced frequencies of 0.05 and 0.09 respectively,
showing reattachment process.
It is seen that, at the reduced frequency of 0.05, the CP variation is constant
over the incidence range (Fig. 8.10a to Fig. 8.10d) and ow reattachment process
seems to occur at an incidence angle of 10 at both reduced frequencies (Fig. 8.10e
and 8.11e). Convection of a small vortex is observed at the reduced frequency of
0.09, suggesting that the aerofoil has not stall yet and the convection is initiated by
the aerofoil movement.
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Figure 8.10: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.05: S1223 - normal-down.
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Figure 8.11: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.09: S1223 - normal-down.
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Reversed camber mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figures 8.12 and 8.13 present unsteady pressure coecients at selected incidence
angles from  10 to  20. With this movement, the formation of dynamic-stall
vortex takes place on the pressure side (solid line with circles).
However, pressure measurements had shown that the ow separates all over the
pressure surface and there is no vortex formation at the tested reduced frequencies.
This is thought to be a result of the leading edge shape that does not support ow
attachment at the beginning of the reversed camber mode.
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Figure 8.12: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.05: S1223 - reversed-down.
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Figure 8.13: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.09: S1223 - reversed-down.
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Reversed camber mode with increasing incidence angle
Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show unsteady CP variations from incidence angle of  20 to
 10 which represents the return of the aerofoil to the normal mode of operation.
It can be seen that suction pressure continues to develop. This regain of suction
peak is closely related to the aerofoil leading edge shape. The leading edge shape of
this aerofoil seems to cause the airow to stay attached faster, resulting in a com-
paratively fast turning rate. The returning rate increases with increasing reduced
frequency (compare Fig. 8.14d and 8.15d, for example).
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Figure 8.14: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.05: S1223 - reversed-up.
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Figure 8.15: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.09: S1223 - reversed-up.
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Unsteady normal force coecient
Corresponding CN curves of this S1223 aerofoil section are presented in Figures 8.16
and 8.17 together with its static normal force.
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Figure 8.16: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.05: S1223.
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Figure 8.17: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.10: S1223.
It is observed that, in the normal mode, the normal force is continuously increas-
ing with increasing incidence angle due to the formation of a dynamic-stall vortex.
After that, the CN will drop to around its static value and continues with this value
until the ow reattaches, causing a hysteresis loop. The presence of unsteadiness
overshoots the maximum CN to around 2.2 at both reduced frequencies.
In contrast, in the reversed camber operation, the hysteresis loop is compara-
tively small at the reduced frequency of 0.05. The CN behaviour is largely quasi-
steady and roughly follows the static curve. Dynamic eects become more signicant
at a reduced frequency of 0.10 where there is a clear peak in normal force at around
 10 incidence angle. The hysteresis loop widens with increasing reduced frequency.
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8.3.2 S1223B aerofoil
Normal mode with increasing incidence angle
Again, Figure 8.18 and 8.19 present unsteady surface pressure variations of the
S1223B aerofoil at reduced frequencies of 0.08 and 0.22, respectively.
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Figure 8.18: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: S1223B - normal-up.
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(a) S1223B: α = 20°, k = 0.22
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Figure 8.19: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.22: S1223B - normal-up.
It can be seen that the pressure variations are comparable to that of the S1223
case except the formation of bubble was found to take place further downstream (at
around 0.2 at a reduced frequency of 0.08 (Fig. 8.18a). The maximum suction peak is
approximate -5 and -7 at the reduced frequency of 0.08 and 0.22, respectively (double
of that was found statically) (see Fig. 8.18d and 8.19f ). The stall is postponed to
higher 30 at the highest reduced frequency.
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Normal mode with decreasing incidence angle
Figure 8.20 presents again unsteady CP distributions during this pitch-down motion
at a reduced frequency of 0.08 and it is seen that they are nearly constant over the
incidence range (Fig. 8.20a to e). The ow reattachment is observed at an incidence
angle of around 5 (g. 8.21f). At the reduced frequency of 0.22, it is apparent that
the aerofoil does not stall yet at the incidence angle of 30 and it is the pitch-down
motion that forces the vortex to transverse along the aerofoil chord (Fig. 8.21a to
8.21d).
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Figure 8.20: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: S1223B - normal-down.
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(a) S1223B: α = 30°, k = 0.22
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Figure 8.21: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.22: S1223B - normal-down.
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Reversed camber mode with decreasing incidence angle
Pressure measurements during this mode of operation reveal that the formation of
dynamic-stall vortex is greatly inuenced by reduced frequency (Fig. 8.22 and 8.23).
At the reduced frequency of 0.16, the formation and convection of dynamic-stall vor-
tex is clearly seen. This characteristic eectively postpones stall angle and promotes
more continuous production of lift and thrust. The generation of lift force continues
up to an incidence angle of around  28 before the vortex is shed into the wake.
The aerofoil is fully stalled at about  30.
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Figure 8.22: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: S1223B - reversed-down.
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Figure 8.23: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.16: S1223B - reversed-down.
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Reversed camber mode with increasing incidence angle
Unsteady CP distributions of pitch-up motion during reversed camber mode are
presented in Figures 8.24 and 8.25. It is seen that pressure coecients on both sides
are nearly the same at the incidence ranges from  20 to  16 and the dierence
only occurs near the leading edge, leading to a small negative thrust force. The
regain of suction peak and its return to the normal mode of operation seems to
occur at an incidence angle of  14 at both reduced frequencies.
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Figure 8.24: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.08: S1223B - reversed-up.
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Figure 8.25: Unsteady CP at a reduced frequency of 0.16: S1223B - reversed-up.
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Normal force coecient
Corresponding CN curves under these conditions are presented in Figures 8.26
and 8.27 together with its static CN curves. In general, its overall behaviour was
found to be similar to that of the S1223 aerofoil. The performance characteristics of
this aerofoil at a high reduced frequency of 0.16 have clearly shown that an overshoot
of CN in the reversed camber operation will occur only if the reduced frequency is
suciently high.
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Figure 8.26: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.08: S1223B.
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Figure 8.27: Unsteady CN at a reduced frequency of 0.16: S1223B.
8.4 Conclusions
Performance characteristics of two bird-like aerofoils have been presented in this
Chapter. Static wind-tunnel measurements of forces and surface pressure distribu-
tions revealed that both aerofoils exhibit high-lift properties. For the S1223, the
highest lift coecient is approximately 1.6 at the highest tested Reynolds number.
The maximum lift decreases with reducing Reynolds number. The S1223B exhibits
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better performance at low Reynolds numbers and the maximum lift produced is
approximately 1.7 for all Reynolds numbers tested.
Both aerofoils exhibit abrupt stalling behaviour. Surface pressure measurements
revealed that a laminar separation bubble exists on both aerofoils (the formation
of bubble was found to occur further downstream for the S1223B). The bubble
progresses upstream with increasing incidence angle and as soon as it reaches the
leading edge, the aerofoils stall. The stalling mechanism was then caused by the
process of bubble bursting.
Dynamic measurements have shown that the surface pressure is signicantly al-
tered by the unsteadiness. It was found that the suction pressure peak was increased
when the aerofoils operate within the positive range (normal mode of operation).
The suction peak CP can be as high as -7 (approximately double of that was found
statically). The formation of a separation bubble is also observed under dynamic
conditions. With incidence increase, the bubble progresses upstream and the stall
is initiated by the bubble, just like those found statically. The dynamic stall angle
was found to be higher than 30 at the highest reduced frequency of 0.22.
By way of contrast, the eects of unsteadiness such as the increment in suction
peak and the formation of the dynamic-stall vortex are less pronounced when the
aerofoils operate with reversed camber operation (negative incidence range). During
this mode, the suction and pressure sides are reversed and the pressure side which is
not intended to promote attached ow is then not so eective in generating a suction
peak. This causes the ow to separate, resulting in ineectiveness in promoting
unsteady force. The formation of the dynamic-stall vortex will be seen only if the
reduced frequency is suciently high.
This high reduced frequency requirement during reversed camber operation is
consistent with the strategy that birds employ to generate lift and thrust during the
downstroke. They typically ap their wings at a faster rate and spread their wings
as much as possible (increasing chord length and reducing wing's eective camber)
to increase the level of unsteadiness.
In summary, the bird-like aerofoil sections which are highly cambered provide
two aerodynamic characteristics for ying: high forward thrust during the upstroke
and high lift force for normal crusing ight. The high percent of camber, which is
needed to generate lift force to support their bodies, makes their wings ineective
in generating forward thrust during the downstroke (critical during take-o). This
drawback is tackled by other techniques such as wing spreading to maximise thrust
production during take-o.
This performance characteristic will be compared with those of other sections to
get an idea of how the aerofoil for the Darrieus rotor can be improved. This com-
parison is presented in the next chapter together with Darrieus turbine performance
modelling.
Chapter 9
H-Darrieus Turbine Self-starting
Behaviour
This chapter models and investigates H-Darriues turbine self-starting behaviour. It
rst discusses the aerofoil in Darrieus motion and its expected performance when
moving along the ight path with the assistance of aerofoil wind-tunnel data and
consideration of bird ying. Performance modelling and investigations are presented
at the end of the chapter.
9.1 The aerofoil in Darrieus motion
9.1.1 Bird ying
In apping ight, birds perform a specic technique to generate lift and thrust.
Studies on bird locomotion have shown that birds generate dierent wake structures
when ying at low and high speeds [136]. The wakes are caused by dierent wingbeat
patterns: gure-of-eight and elliptical (Fig. 9.1).
Figure 9.1: Wingbeat patterns at low- and high-ying speeds (adapted from [166]).
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One of the main dierences between these two patterns is the driving force
generated throughout the stroke. While lift and thrust are continuously generated in
the elliptical pattern, the forces are `discrete' in the gure-of-eight pattern and only
produced during downstroke. In general, the gure-of-eight pattern has a longer
downstroke (about two thirds of the total cycle [167, 168]). The relative timing
and the pattern change with increasing ying speed. If the speed is suciently
high, wings during upstroke will become eective in producing lift and thrust. The
wingbeat then becomes an elliptical pattern in which each stroke lasts approximately
the same (Fig. 9.1b).
The gure-of-eight pattern is used at low ying speeds, in particular during take-
o. In order to maximise the driving force during the downstroke, birds typically
ap their wings very fast (increasing reduced frequency), spread their wings as much
as possible (increasing eective chord length), and sweep their wings forward (in-
creasing the duration of force production). They also fold and retract their wings
during the upstroke to reduce air resistance and shorten recovery period.
This apping technique suggests that, in order to improve the turbine's ability
to self-start, the Darrieus blade should:-
1. be eective in generating thrust during downstroke
2. produce less drag (or less negative thrust) during upstroke
3. have a short recovery period in order to promote more continuous thrust gen-
eration
4. exhibit a long downstroke phase at low tip speed ratios in order that a signif-
icant amount of thrust can be generated
It is interesting to note that the aerofoil in Darrieus motion exhibits an asymme-
try of the relative timing of the upstroke and the downstroke and inherently provides
a longer downstroke phase at low tip speed ratios (the peak of Darrieus incidence
angle occurs before the azimuth angle of 90 and the negative peak occurs after the
azimuth angle of 270 (see Fig. 4.2 in chapter 4)). The fourth requirement is then
automatically satised.
Since the Darrieus blade is xed and can not be adapted over the cycle, the rst
three requirements can be satised by suitably selecting an aerofoil prole and by
properly sizing rotor geometry.
9.1.2 Aerofoil performance comparisons
It is noted that the aerofoils tested in this course of study can be broadly divided into
three groups: symmetrical (NACA0012 and DU06-W-200), moderately cambered
(SD7062 and SG6043), and highly cambered (S1223 and S1223B). Three aerofoils
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are then selected to be representatives in this discussion and they are the NACA0012,
the SD7062, and the S1223B.
Unsteady thrust (Ct) of the three aerofoils at a reduced frequency of 0.2 are
presented in Figure 9.2. The Ct behaviour is also marked as state 1 to 4 to represent
dierent motions during the wing-beat cycle (Fig. 9.2 and 9.3).
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Figure 9.2: Thrust coecients.
Figure 9.3: The shift of midstroke due to cambered aerofoil section.
The motions in the Darrieus ight path are:-
1. The second half of the up-stroke (from 1 to 2), represented by a solid line with
a triangle marking.
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2. The rst half of the down-stroke (from 2 to 3), represented by a solid line.
3. The second half of the down-stroke (from 3 to 4), represented by a solid line
with upside down triangles.
4. The rst half of the up-stroke or recovery region (from 4 to 1), represented by
a solid line with open circles.
It can be seen that the use of cambered sections (having an asymmetric property)
will shift the zero-lift angle of attack to the negative range, leading to a shift of the
neutral point (or midstroke (states 1 and 3)) to the lower half circle. This eectively
shortens the recovery region (the third requirement).
In terms of unsteady thrust, it is observed that the three aerofoil generate dif-
ferent Ct characteristics. The symmetrical section can generate a positive thrust
coecient of around 0.15 in both modes of operation. Dynamic-stall angles of at-
tack are about 20 and  30 for normal and reversed mode, respectively.
Superior performance of the cambered sections is observed during stage 1 to 2
(Fig. 9.2). The positive thrust coecient is signicantly higher (about 0.3 and 0.45
for the SD7062 and the S1223B, respectively) and the stall angles are postponed
to approximate 30 for both sections. In addition, the use of these cambered sec-
tions, which exhibit higher post-stall lift, also leads to less negative thrust during
state 2 to 3 (the second requirement). This, together with the shorten recovery pe-
riod (Fig. 9.3), makes the use of cambered aerofoils benecial over the symmetrical
aerofoil during the upstroke.
However, the cambered sections do not exhibit a clear positive thrust during
state 3 to 4 (downstroke) which is the main thrust contributor at low tip speed
ratios. A close examination of pressure distribution has revealed that its leading
edge shape has lost its `propulsive eect' during this mode of operation (Fig. 9.4).
Figure 9.4: Example of pressure distribution over the aerofoil surface: SD7062.
The propulsive eect is greatly inuenced by the leading edge shape of the aerofoil
and can be easily generated in normal operation (propulsive eect is caused by
the suction peak that has a forward thrust component) (Fig. 9.4). This forward
component is lost when operating with reversed camber mode since the leading
edge shape is comparatively at (for the SD7062 section). This can be worse on the
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high cambered section as the pressure surface is `concave' and any pressure dierence
caused by the vortex formation will not promote propulsion.
It is worth noting that this eect is further amplied by vortex formation under
dynamic conditions. The presence of the dynamic-stall vortex induces higher suc-
tion peak which results in an additional forward thrust component. Additionally,
its presence also delays stall up to a higher incidence angle, eectively increasing the
range that the propulsive eect is present. This characteristic is one of the reasons
why an additional propulsive force is created when operating under dynamic condi-
tions. This unsteady propulsive force will be continuously generated if the aerofoil
oscillates within the dynamic-stall angle range.
It is apparent from this performance comparison that the leading edge shape
of the aerofoil is critical. In order to promote unsteady thrust in both modes of
operation, the aerofoil should be able to generate suction peaks in both modes of
operation.
The requirement of being able to generate a forward thrust component during
both modes of operation makes the symmetrical aerofoil sections (i.e. the NACA0015
and NACA0018) a simple and attractive choice for Darrieus rotors. However, there is
still room for improvement. It is likely that a small percent of camber can be added to
improve the aerofoil performance during upstroke but the maximum camber should
be located further down to the trailing edge in order that the leading edge shape is
still active in generating the forward thrust component when operating with reversed
cambered operation.
To sum up, based upon the aerodynamic data presented, the performance com-
parison has indicated that:-
 The leading edge shape of the aerofoil is critical and must be in the shape that
it can produce propulsive eects when operating in both modes of operation.
 A small percent of camber can be added to increase performance during up-
stroke.
 The pressure recovery type is also of importance. A well-designed recovery
type can lead to an ecient production of propulsion and an decrease in vortex
convection that poses extra load to the rotor structure.
Performance modelling presented in this work is restricted to the conventional
NACA section.
9.2 Performance modelling
9.2.1 Mathematical models
A numerical model was developed under assumptions that:-
 wind speed is steady and uniform across the rotor swept area.
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 the turbine spins slowly during start-up and the eect of induced velocity is
negligible.
 there is no blade/wake interaction within the turbine and each blade is aero-
dynamically independent.
 eects of unsteadiness caused by a combined pitch and plunge motion can be
represented by those caused by pure pitch motion.
Based upon these assumptions, the calculation of ow conditions that the blade
experiences can be obtained through velocity triangle analysis. The sign convention
used in this analysis has been already presented in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.1).
Flow conditions (resultant wind speed, incidence angle, and reduced frequency)
that the blade experiences depends upon the blade azimuth angle and its speed
relative to the wind (Fig. 9.5).
Figure 9.5: Vectorial description of aerofoil position and velocities.
As seen from Figure 9.5, the aerofoil position can be determined by two unit
vectors; namely unit normal and tangential vectors ( ~An and ~At) which can be written
in cartesian coordinate as
~An = (cos )^{+ (sin )|^ (9.1)
~At = (sin )^{  (cos )|^ (9.2)
Similarly, free-stream velocity and headwind velocity caused by the blade move-
ment can be written in vector forms as
~V = V |^ (9.3)
~U = (U sin )^{  (U cos )|^ (9.4)
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Resultant velocity perceived by the blade is simply a summation of free-stream
wind speed and headwind speed
~W = (U sin )^{+ (V   U cos )|^ (9.5)
Resultant wind speed in normal and tangential components are obtained by
projecting this wind speed into normal and tangential directions, respectively.
~Wn = ~W  ~An = (U sin )(cos ) + (V   U cos )(sin ) (9.6)
~Wt = ~W  ~At = (U sin )(sin )  (V   U cos )(cos ) (9.7)
The arctangent of ~Wn= ~Wt is the Darrieus incidence angle that the blade experi-
ences
D = arctan
"
~Wn
~Wt
#
= arctan
"
(U sin )(cos ) + (V   U cos )(sin )
(U sin )(sin )  (V   U cos )(cos )
#
(9.8)
Dividing the numerator and denominator at the right hand side by V, the fol-
lowing expression is obtained:
D = arctan
"
( sin )(cos ) + (1   cos )(sin )
( sin )(sin )  (1   cos )(cos )
#
(9.9)
Rearranging,
D = arctan

sin 
  cos 

(9.10)
The magnitude of the resultant wind speed and Reynolds number are
W 2 = (U sin )2 + (V   U cos )2 = U2 + V 2   2UV cos  (9.11)
Re =
Wc

(9.12)
Or in terms of tip speed ratio as
W = V p  2 cos  + 1 (9.13)
Re =

V c


p  2 cos  + 1 (9.14)
The level of unsteadiness is typically expressed in terms of reduced frequency
which is dened as
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k =
!c
2W
(9.15)
where ! is rotational speed, c is aerofoil chord, and W is relative speed. It can
be expressed in terms of tip speed ratio as
k =
h c
D
i

h p
2   2 cos  + 1
i
(9.16)
Knowing the incidence angle, Reynolds number, and reduced frequency, lift and
drag coecients can be calculated. Thrust coecient is found by resolving the forces
into a circumferential direction.
Ct = Cl(D; Re; k) sinD   Cd(D; Re; k) cosD (9.17)
A tangential force and driving torque generated by each blade is then
Fi = (
1
2
cSW 2) Ct (9.18)
Ti = Fi()R (9.19)
Net driving torque produced by the rotor is a summation of all torques and
torque coecient are
T =
nX
i=1
Ti (9.20)
Cq =
T
1=2cSW 2R
(9.21)
9.2.2 Time stepping
Modelling of the starting behaviour is based upon the approach of Dominy et al [24]
which is carried out by stepping the time and tracking the blades over the ight
path (Fig. 9.6). A computational sequence is summarised in Figure 9.7.
Figure 9.6: Time stepping.
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Figure 9.7: Computational sequence.
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From a predened rotor conguration, blade starting position, and free-stream
wind speed, ow conditions that each blade experiences are calculated.
The ow conditions determine lift and drag forces at each time step. The forces
are resolved in a circumferential direction to obtain thrust coecient which will be
used to calculate torque. Knowing torque and rotor inertia, the new rotational speed
at the next time step is
!n+1 = !n +
PB
i=1 Ti
J

t (9.22)
The new headwind velocity that the blade experiences is then
Un+1 = !n+1 R (9.23)
The circular path that the blade travels is calculated from an average headwind
velocity over the segment.
S =
(Un+1 + Un)
2
t (9.24)
The new blade position is then
n+1 = n +
S
R
(9.25)
This angle change is updated over the Darrieus circle and, whenever the blade
completes the full circle (azimuth angle is larger than 360), it will be reset to comply
with the sign convention (Fig. 4.1).
The calculation of torque at each time step depends on the reduced frequency
that the blade experiences. As long as the reduced frequency is lower than 0.02, Cl
and Cd are interpolated from look-up tables which contain static wind-tunnel data
at nominal Reynolds numbers of 65000, 90000, and 150,000 through 360. If the
Reynolds number is out of the range, the low (or high) end values are used instead
of extrapolation.
If the reduced frequency is higher than 0.02 and the magnitude of the incidence
angle is lower than 60 (experimental results from the previous chapters have shown
that the eect of unsteadiness is negligible when the ow is fully separated (a quasi-
steady assumption is assumed if jj  60)), unsteady eects are incorporated into
the model by the use of the Leishman-Beddoes dynamic-stall model (Fig. 9.7).
A general LB module is used to calculate Cl and Cd for both normal and reversed
camber modes of operation. The model basically provides transient forces which
are obtained from the integration of unsteady pressure coecients presented in the
previous chapters. The mode change is detected by checking the product of present
and previous incidence angles (the incidence angle is in the range of  180 and
180):
(new   0) (old   0) (9.26)
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where 0 is zero-lift incidence angle.
If the product is negative, the mode of operation has changed and a ag is set.
The ag will be used to reset time-history calculation and local vortex time. The
vortex time is allowed to increase as long as the product (new   0)  (old   0)
is positive to track vortex movement in each mode of operation. Calculations of the
three submodules are made sequentially to get dynamic lift and drag. The resultant
Cl and Cd are resolved into circumferential direction to obtain Ct and torque. A
summary of the dynamic-stall model and parameters used in simulations can be
found in Appendix D.
Three dimensional eects such as blade tip loss have also been taken into account
[22]. In this modelling, the circulation loss near the tip are taken into consideration
by applying Prandtl' tip loss function to both ends of the blades (Fig. 9.8). The
following equations are applied:-
Feff = F1  F2 (9.27)
F1 =
2

arccos(e f ) and f =
B
2
r  R1
R sinD
(9.28)
F2 =
2

arccos(e f ) and f =
B
2
R2   r
R sinD
(9.29)
where B is number of blade and D is the incidence angle.
Figure 9.8: Tip eect modelling.
It is important to note however that, although the application of this tip function
is sensible, the validity of this approach to Darrieus blades is of question. Further
experimental research and verication is needed in this area.
The corrected torque is then used to calculate new rotational speed and blade
position from which the same process is repeated.
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9.3 Validation
Validation of the model was performed by simulating the turbines tested by Hill
et al [10], Rainbird [58], and Chua [8]. A time increment of 0.001s was used in
all simulations. Table 9.1 summarises turbine geometric parameters. Figures 9.9
and 9.10 show validation results. It is noted that the prediction of Chua's result was
made using static lift and drag coecients of a NACA0015, provided by Rainbird
[58]. Dynamic parameters such as dynamic-stall angle were kept unchanged in all
predictions.
Table 9.1: Turbine congurations.
Conguration Hill et al and Rainbird Chua
Number of blades 3 3
Aerofoil NACA0018 NACA0015
Chord (m) 0.083 0.070
Span (m) 0.6 0.5
Radius (m) 0.375 0.25
Inertia (kg  m2) 0.018 0.015
Solidity (r) (-) 0.664 0.84
Chord-to-diameter ratio (-) 0.11 0.14
Blade aspect ratio (-) 7.229 7.143
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Figure 9.9: Starting behaviour validation: Hill et al and Rainbird cases.
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Figure 9.10: Starting behaviour validation: Chua case.
Overall, the experimental and predicted results are is qualitative agreement and
the overall behaviour of the starting is well-captured. In the rst validation, dis-
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crepancies are observed in two areas: the plateau (between 40s to 140s) and the
nal, operating tip speed ratio that the rotor reaches (between 160s to 200s). The
discrepancy in the plateau area is comparatively large and the model predicts that
the rotor accelerates to a tip speed ratio of around 0.7 before decelerating, causing
a TSR plateau. This dierence is less seen in the second validation. The plateau
is less evident in the Rainbird test and the rotor seems to accelerate continuously,
though with a decreasing acceleration rate between 50s and 100s before reaching the
second acceleration zone.
Over-prediction of the nal, operating tip speed ratio is seen in both validation
cases. The over-prediction is anticipated to be a result of bearing friction of the real
machine and windage of the blade support arms which are assumed to be zero in
the predictions. Another might be the eect of blade/wake interaction. The wake
generated by the upstream blade might alter the ow that the downstream blade
experiences and the assumption that each blade is aerodynamically independent
might be invalid under this condition.
In Chua's case, it can be seen that the result is in good agreement for the entire
starting process, particulary in the second zone; a region where the tip speed ratio
increases with a decreasing acceleration rate (referred to as a plateau in Hill et al
experiment). It is noted that over-prediction of the steady, operating region is small
in this prediction and this is expected to be a result of wind-tunnel data provided
by Rainbird in which drag is relatively high (around 0.03 for the NACA0015 in
comparison to 0.0228 for the NACA0018 at a comparable Reynolds number). This
is anticipated to be a result of manufacturing process [58]. Since the NACA0015
section is expected to exhibit lower drag than that of the NACA0018, an over-
prediction will be present if other wind tunnel data is used.
All in all, the model developed can predict the Darrieus rotor starting behaviour
reasonably well and can be used to understand ow conditions and its fundamental
starting behaviour. Discrepancies between the experiments and the model prediction
also suggests that extensive wind tunnel testing of the turbine at various conditions
is required.
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9.4 Results
9.4.1 Rotor performance
Figure 9.11 presents Darrieus turbine starting behaviour together with variations of
ow conditions that the blade experiences during the starting process.
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Figure 9.11: Darrieus turbine starting behaviour and ow conditions that the blade
experiences.
During the rst acceleration, the Reynolds number that the blade experiences is
around 33,000 when stationary before varying over the ight path when the rotor
rotates; minimum and maximum values occur at azimuth angles of 0 and 180,
respectively (see Fig. 4.2a). Since the tip speed ratio is lower than one, incidence
angle variation in this region is still large and the blade experiences all possible angles
of attack (180) (Fig. 9.11b). The rate of incidence change gradually increases with
increasing tip speed ratio. It is worth noting that the driving thrust generated by
the blade is alternately driven by drag and lift (drag-driven state occurs in quadrant
4 and 1 due to an extremely large incidence angle. The lift-driven state occurs in
quadrant 2 and 3). Quasi-steady and transient predictions are in good agreement
up to a tip speed ratio of around 0.3.
Beyond the tip speed ratio of 0.3, the transient eect is present and plays a role
in driving the rotor. As discussed in the previous chapters, this transient eect is
signicant when the aerofoil is not fully stalled (normally in the incidence range of
45). Consideration of incidence variation indicates that this occurs in quadrant
3 (see Fig. 4.2b) and it is, therefore, the blade in quadrant 3 that provides an
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additional thrust to drive the rotor in this region. It is also observed that the
Reynolds number variation is getting large with increasing tip speed ratio and will
be periodically approaching zero at the unity tip speed ratio (taking place at the
azimuth angle of 0 and the low Reynolds number will cover a signicant part in
quadrant 4 and 1). The blade in these two quadrants is therefore less eective in
producing thrust, causing the tip speed ratio to increase with a reducing acceleration
rate (Fig. 9.11a).
The rotor will enter full lift-driven state (apping-wing analogy) at the unity tip
speed ratio. The driving force in quadrants 1 and 4 which was previously generated
by drag has now reversed to be generated by lift. With an incidence range that is
still large (for example, 64 at  = 1.1) and low Reynolds number in quadrants
4 and 1, the blade in these quadrants is still not eective in driving the rotor and
it is the blade in quadrant 3 that provides most of the drive, leading to a `discrete'
thrust generation and a comparatively low driving force. With the slowly increasing
tip speed ratio, the incidence range slowly reduces and the Reynolds number range
slowly increases (Fig. 9.11b and c).
The discrete thrust-producing state continues until the rotor reaches a signi-
cantly higher tip speed ratio (around 1.5 to 2). At this tip speed ratio, the lowest
Reynolds number at the azimuth angle of 0 is increased to around 33,000 and the
incidence range becomes small (30). The blade in quadrant 1 becomes active again
in generating thrust. The rotor then takes o to a steady, operating tip speed ratio
of around 3.4 where Reynolds number variation has jumped to lie in the range from
66,000 to 131,000 and the incidence angle variation is between 20.
Torque characteristic of the Darrieus rotor is predicted and presented in Fig-
ure 9.12. It can be seen that the torque generated by the rotor is comparatively
high when stationary before decreasing with increasing tip speed ratio. The Cq re-
duces with increasing tip speed ratio and will be very low at the tip speed ratio of
one. With further TSR increase, Cq gradually increases until it reaches its peak of
about 0.3 at a tip speed ratio of 2.5 before decreasing again.
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Figure 9.12: Torque coecient.
A complete summary of the rotor behaviour is presented in Figure 9.13.
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Figure 9.13: A summary of Darrieus turbine starting behaviour.
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Rotor morphology
As suggested by the analogy that rotor geometry such as chord-to-diameter ratio
(c=D) and blade aspect ratio (AR) seems to have an inuence on the turbine ability
to start, a parametric study was conducted in this section to explore this in detail.
The investigation was made by dening rotors to have diameters of 0.5, 0.75,
and 1.0m and spans of 0.3 to 1.2 (Fig. 9.14). The blade chord length (c) will be
changed to obtain c=D ratios of 0.05, 0.10, 0.12, and 0.14. It is noted that, for a
specic diameter and span, the c=D and AR are connected and a modication of
one parameter will aect the value of another. For example, for a diameter of 0.5
and a span of 1.0, a chord length of 0.025 gives a c=D ratio of 0.05 and a AR of 40.
If the chord length is modied to be 0.05, the c=D ratio will be increased to 0.10
and the AR will be decreased to 20. Dierent span lengths were simulated to cover
a wider range of blade aspect ratio (between 4.29 to 40).
Figure 9.14: Rotor geometry.
All simulations were performed at a wind speed of 6 m/s. Blade material is
assumed to be the same as that of Hill et al rotor [10]. Table 9.2 lists c=D and AR
ratios from the predened rotor geometry. It also presents calculated rotor inertia
(J), steady tip speed ratios that the rotors reach (), and time that the rotors take
(TS). The maximum simulation time is 200 second and any rotor that can accelerate
out of the plateau within this simulation time is marked as self-starting.
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Table 9.2: Eects of rotor geometry on self-starting capability.
Case c (m) D (m) S (m) c=D AR S=D J  TS (s) Self-starting
1 0.025 0.50 0.30 0.05 12.0 0.60 0.0024 0.00  200 
2 0.050 0.50 0.30 0.10 6.00 0.60 0.0024 0.50  200 
3 0.060 0.50 0.30 0.12 5.00 0.60 0.0029 0.00  200 
4 0.070 0.50 0.30 0.14 4.29 0.60 0.0034 0.00  200 
5 0.025 0.50 0.40 0.05 16.0 0.80 0.0024 0.00  200 
6 0.050 0.50 0.40 0.10 8.00 0.80 0.0032 0.50  200 
7 0.060 0.50 0.40 0.12 6.67 0.80 0.0039 3.22 100 X
8 0.070 0.50 0.40 0.14 5.71 0.80 0.0045 3.47 50 X
9 0.025 0.50 0.50 0.05 20.0 1.00 0.0024 0.00  200 
10 0.050 0.50 0.50 0.10 10.0 1.00 0.0040 0.50  200 
11 0.060 0.50 0.50 0.12 8.33 1.00 0.0048 3.27 95 X
12 0.070 0.50 0.50 0.14 7.14 1.00 0.0056 3.46 50 X
13 0.025 0.50 0.80 0.05 32.0 1.60 0.0032 0.00  200 
14 0.050 0.50 0.80 0.10 16.0 1.60 0.0064 0.52  200 
15 0.060 0.50 0.80 0.12 13.3 1.60 0.0077 3.35 80 X
16 0.070 0.50 0.80 0.14 11.4 1.60 0.0090 3.60 40 X
17 0.025 0.50 1.00 0.05 40.0 2.00 0.0040 0.00  200 
18 0.050 0.50 1.00 0.10 20.0 2.00 0.0080 0.52  200 
19 0.060 0.50 1.00 0.12 16.7 2.00 0.0096 3.35 80 X
20 0.070 0.50 1.00 0.14 14.3 2.00 0.0112 3.50 40 X
21 0.025 0.75 0.50 0.05 20.0 0.67 0.0045 0.00  200 
22 0.075 0.75 0.50 0.10 6.67 0.67 0.0136 0.57  200 
23 0.090 0.75 0.50 0.12 5.56 0.67 0.0163 0.00  200 
24 0.105 0.75 0.50 0.14 4.76 0.67 0.0902 0.00  200 
25 0.025 0.75 0.60 0.05 24.0 0.80 0.0054 0.00  200 
26 0.075 0.75 0.60 0.10 8.00 0.80 0.0163 0.57  200 
27 0.090 0.75 0.60 0.12 6.67 0.80 0.0195 3.28 85 X
28 0.105 0.75 0.60 0.14 5.71 0.80 0.0228 1.86 60 X
29 0.025 0.75 0.75 0.05 30.0 1.00 0.0068 0.00  200 
30 0.075 0.75 0.75 0.10 10.0 1.00 0.0203 0.57  200 
31 0.090 0.75 0.75 0.12 8.33 1.00 0.0244 3.28 85 X
32 0.105 0.75 0.75 0.14 7.14 1.00 0.0285 1.86 80 X
33 0.025 0.75 0.90 0.05 36.0 1.20 0.0081 0.00  200 
34 0.075 0.75 0.90 0.10 12.0 1.20 0.0244 0.57  200 
35 0.090 0.75 0.90 0.12 10.0 1.20 0.0293 3.28 85 X
36 0.105 0.75 0.90 0.14 8.57 1.20 0.0342 1.87 70 X
37 0.050 1.00 0.60 0.05 12.0 0.60 0.0193 0.00  200 
38 0.100 1.00 0.60 0.10 6.00 0.60 0.0386 0.45  200 
39 0.120 1.00 0.60 0.12 5.00 0.60 0.0463 0.00  200 
40 0.140 1.00 0.60 0.14 4.29 0.60 0.0540 0.00  200 
41 0.050 1.00 0.80 0.05 16.0 0.80 0.0257 0.00  200 
42 0.100 1.00 0.80 0.10 8.00 0.80 0.0514 0.45  200 
43 0.120 1.00 0.80 0.12 6.67 0.80 0.0617 1.11  200 
44 0.140 1.00 0.80 0.14 5.71 0.80 0.0720 0.81  200 
45 0.050 1.00 1.00 0.05 20.0 1.00 0.0321 0.00  200 
46 0.100 1.00 1.00 0.10 10.0 1.00 0.0643 0.43  200 
47 0.120 1.00 1.00 0.12 8.33 1.00 0.0771 1.11  200 
48 0.140 1.00 1.00 0.14 7.14 1.00 0.0900 0.81  200 
49 0.050 1.00 1.20 0.05 24.0 1.20 0.0386 0.00  200 
50 0.100 1.00 1.20 0.10 12.0 1.20 0.0771 0.43  200 
51 0.120 1.00 1.20 0.12 10.0 1.20 0.0925 1.11  200 
52 0.140 1.00 1.20 0.14 8.57 1.20 0.1080 0.81  200 
It can be seen from the Table that the rotor geometry has an impact on the rotor
ability to start. In general, any rotor that has a small c=D ratio of 0.05 will not
start whatever the value of blade aspect ratio is; a direct result of the small chord
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length that leads to a small Reynolds number when stationary. With an increment
of the c=D ratio from 0.05 to 0.10, the Reynolds number is suciently high and the
rotor will be able to generate an amount of torque and manages to start spinning.
This suciently high Reynolds is critical since if the Reynolds number is too low,
the aerofoil will suer performance degradation (for example, lift curve slope will
be signicantly reduced in comparison to a high Reynolds number [44], leading to
a very small amount of torque). The rotor, however, cannot take o to its nal tip
speed ratio (see case 2, for example) as the level of unsteadiness created by this c=D
ratio is still low (around 0.033) and the additional, unsteady thrust is not eectively
generated.
With a suciently high c=D ratio of 0.12, the reduced frequency increases and
unsteady thrust is generated. This unsteady thrust drives the rotor through the
startup period and the rotor manages to take o to its steady, operating tip speed
ratio of around 3. A further increase of c=D ratios to 0.14 shortens the blade aspect
ratio and the time that the rotor takes to take o is decreased (compare cases 11
and 12, for example). It is also observed that rotors that have too small span length
will not start although the c=D ratio is high (cases 3 and 4).
With increasing diameter, the rotor tends to have a diculty to start. This
increase poses two eects to the rotor. Firstly, it increases the rotor inertia (recall
that J = mD
2
4
) and, at a certain value of diameter, rotors will fail to start (cases 37
to 52). Secondly, in the view of apping, the large diameter causes a large stroke
amplitude which leads to a slow rate of apping.
The distance that the blade has to travel to begin a new stroke can be calculated
from
Df =
D
B
  c (9.30)
where D is diameter, B is number of blade, and c is the aerofoil chord.
Rotors in cases 7 and 39, which have the same c=D ratio of 0.12, have Df values
of 0.473m and 0.927m, respectively. This indicates that the blade in the latter case
has to travel at a longer distance to enter the area where thrust is generated.
Based upon the simulation results, self-starting rotors are in the following ranges:-
0:5  D  0:75 (9.31)
0:12  c=D  0:14 (9.32)
5:71  AR  16:7 (9.33)
It is worth noting however that all of the simulated rotors have a comparatively
low inertia and this undoubtedly promotes the ability to start. For a given amount
of thrust, a rotor with the low inertia can be easier sped up (a faster increase in the
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rotational speed and reduced frequency (!c=2V )), leading to a further generation of
unsteady thrust. With the diverse use of material, the rotor conguration that has
the ability to start can be signicantly changed.
9.4.2 System performance
The starting performance of the entire system (or the eect of the generator and
the load on the turbine starting capability) can be easily observed by plotting the
Darrieus torque characteristic together with resistive torque posed by the generator
and the load. (Fig. 9.15). As seen, if the cogging torque is high, the net torque
can be negative in the rst two regions (rst acceleration and plateau) and the
turbine will be locked. Reduction of this cogging torque will undoubtedly promote
the turbine ability to start. Development of a special generator is extremely useful,
particulary the generator that has no cogging torque [4].
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Figure 9.15: Cogging and resistive torques.
In addition to the cogging torque, the resistive torque created by the load is
also of importance. As already seen in Chapter 3, dierent loads pose dierent
resistive torque characteristics and if the resistive torque is increased too quickly
(this resistive torque is often found in resistive heating; the magnitude depends on
its resistive value) the net torque will be negative. Careful matching between the
turbine and the load undoubtedly helps to promote the turbine's ability to self-start.
9.5 Self-starting denition
The investigations conducted so far also raises a question of how the self-starting
should be dened. Previous researchers had dened that the turbine is self-starting
when it can accelerate from rest to the point that a signicant power has been
produced [6,170]. This denition is load-dependent and the term `signicant power'
is imprecise.
There exist circumstances that power can be generated while the machine has
not reached its `real' operation yet. One of the clearest case is resistive heating cases
in which heat will be generated as soon as the machine spins. With the resistive
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torque that increases continuously with increasing tip speed ratio, it is likely that
the net torque will be small or even negative at the tip speed ratio of around 1 and
the turbine will not further accelerate (Fig. 9.15). Under this condition, the turbine
has not reached its real operation but can produce some power. As a consequence,
the self-starting should not be dened in terms of power.
Another specic denition had been proposed in terms of tip speed ratio. Lunt
[171] dened that the machine is deemed to have started if it has accelerated from
rest to a condition where the blade operates at a steady speed that exceeds the wind
speed (tip speed ratio of 1) as he believed that the machine will further accelerate
once the machine has been driven by lift. However, this present investigation has
shown that, although the blade operation has shifted from the combined lift- and
drag-driven to fully lift-driven at this tip speed ratio, the torque coecient is the
`lowest' and the machine is prone to be locked in the deadband. The change from
combined to full lift-driven state is then not a guarantee that the machine will
continue to accelerate.
One of the possible denitions is to cover the whole process and the turbine is
said to be self-starting when it can accelerate from the rest to its nal operating tip
speed ratio. The nal operating tip speed ratio, however, depends on a number of
parameters such as free-stream wind speed, rotor conguration, aerofoil employed,
and the load that the machine is connected to. Wind tunnel investigations by
Reynolds [172] has shown that, for a specic rotor conguration (the rotor tested is
the same as that tested by Hill et al [10]), the nal tip speed ratio increases with
increasing free-stream wind speed (increased aerodynamic torque). It also decreases
with increasing resistive load as it poses more resistive torque for the turbine to
overcome and the new equilibrium occurs at a lower tip speed ratio. In essence, the
resistive load will make the turbine reach a lower tip speed ratio where the incidence
range is higher (Fig. 9.16). With increasing resistive torque, the operating tip speed
ratio decreases and, if the resistive torque is too high, the machine will fall into the
deadband; the region where thrust is discrete and is not the real operation of the
turbine.
Figure 9.16: Eect of resistive load on the steady-state, operating tip speed ratio.
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In the light of this information, an H-Darrieus turbine is said be self-starting if:-
\The turbine can accelerate from rest to the tip speed ratio that thrust is con-
tinuously generated over the Darrieus ight path. Its nal operating tip speed ratio
will be an equilibrium point where aerodynamic and resistive torques match."
9.6 Conclusions
Self-staring behaviour of the H-Darrieus turbine had been investigated in this chap-
ter through the simple pitch-heave concept. A consideration of bird ight has also
made to identify required performance of the Darrieus blade over the Darrieus ight
path. The consideration suggests that the aerofoil blade must be able to produce
thrust during downstroke operation (or reversed camber operation). It should also
exhibits less negative thrust during upstroke in order to promote more continuous
generation of thrust.
Performance comparison of dierent aerofoils has been made and it was found
that the aerofoil shape is vitally important, particularly the leading edge shape. It
was also found that aerofoils with high percent of camber will lose its eectiveness in
producing forward thrust when operating in the reversed camber operation and the
conventional, symmetrical aerofoil sections such as the NACA0015 and NACA0018
are still a simple and attractive choice.
Incorporation of dynamic performance into the performance modelling has im-
proved the prediction of Darrieus turbine self-starting behaviour, stressing the im-
portance of transient behaviour which cannot be neglected. The dierence between
the predictions using quasi-steady and transient approximations has also indicated
that the unsteadiness associated with the rotor can be exploited to promote the
turbine ability to self-start. The analogy suggests that the level of unsteadiness is
governed by the rotor geometry.
The investigations presented here strongly indicate that the H-Darrieus turbine
has a potential to self-start. However, it depends upon a number of issues including
the understanding of rotor aerodynamics, the development of strong and lightweight
materials, the development of generator technology, and the suitable matching be-
tween the rotor and the load. It is therefore understandable why it is commonly
believed that this type of turbine cannot self-start.
Chapter 10
Conclusions and
Recommendations
The ultimate aim of this thesis is to get insight into how small wind turbines (both
horizontal- and vertical-axis) behave during start-up and what benets that can
be obtained from the improved starting. In order to achieve this, a series of mea-
surements and simulations have been carried out. This chapter concludes the main
ndings and give recommendations for future work.
10.1 Conclusions
10.1.1 Eects of Improved starting capability on energy yield
A complete study on the entire horizontal-axis wind turbine generation system has
been undertaken to estimate potential benets of improved starting. Comparisons
of three dierent blade congurations reveal that the use of mixed-aerofoil blades
leads to a signicant increase in starting capability. Generally, the improved starting
capability reduces the time that the turbine takes to reach its power-extraction
period and, hence, an increase in overall energy yield. The increase can be as high
as 40%.
10.1.2 Starting behaviour of small horizontal-axis wind tur-
bines
The starting behaviour of the horizontal axis wind turbine consists of two processes:
idling and rapid acceleration. The rotational speed slowly increases in the rst
region as the blade experiences low Reynolds number and high incidence angle. This
process continues until the Reynolds number is suciently high and the incidence
angle is low. Here, the turbine accelerates rapidly to a steady, operating tip speed
ratio.
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10.1.3 Starting behaviour of small H-Darrieus wind tur-
bines
Careful consideration of ow conditions that the Darrieus blade experiences when
moving along its axis has shown that there is analogy between the aerofoil in Darrieus
motion and apping-wing mechanism. This analogy, together with a consideration of
apping creatures, suggests that the unsteadiness (or transient behaviour) associated
with the blade motion is the key to resolve discrepancy between experiments and
quasi-steady based theory. This present work has shown that the accurate prediction
of the starting behaviour can be made only if the transient aerofoil behaviour is
incorporated into the model.
Darrieus turbine starting behaviour consists of three processes: rst acceleration,
plateau, and second acceleration.
In the rst acceleration period, the rotor is alternately driven by lift and drag;
drag-driven is generated when the blade is in quadrant 4 and 1. This period can also
be divided into quasi-steady approximation and transient states. The discrepancy
between quasi-steady and transient predictions also suggests that the unsteadiness
associated with the rotor can be exploited to generate additional thrust.
In the last two periods (apping-wing analogy), the rotor is solely driven by lift.
However, at the beginning of this period, the driving force is mainly generated by
the blade in quadrant 3 where Reynolds number is comparatively high and incidence
angle is small. The blade in quadrant 4 and 1 is ineective in generating the driving
force as it perceives very low Reynolds number and a large area of high incidence
angle. This process continues until the Reynolds number is suciently high and the
incidence angle is suciently low. Here, the rotor accelerates rapidly to a steady,
operating tip speed ratio.
A parametric study on the eects of rotor geometry on the self-starting behaviour
revealed that the chord-to-diameter ratio, and blade aspect ratio is an important
factor to promote the generation of unsteady thrust. This ratio should be suciently
high. Rotor diameter and number of blade are important as they determine how
frequent that the unsteady thrust will be generated. The study also shows that the
blade aspect ratio and rotor inertia is also of importance.
10.1.4 Aerofoil performance characteristics at low Reynolds
numbers and high angles of attack
All of the investigations of turbine starting behaviour are based upon a new set of
aerofoil performance data which were obtained at specic conditions. One of the
main concerns in obtaining this kind of data is the eect of wall proximity which
had been numerically investigated in this present work. The investigation conrms
the existence of wall proximity.
Six aerofoils have been tested in this course of study at low Reynolds numbers
(nominal 65,000, 90,000, and 150,000) through 360. It was found that all aero-
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foils demonstrate the formation of a leading-edge separation bubble that ultimately
bursts leading to sudden stall. After stall, the lift drops to a sustained but lower
value, the magnitude of which is dependent upon aerofoil geometry. For the sym-
metrical and low camber aerofoils, the lift then rises gradually to a second peak at
about 50 incidence, but this increase is less apparent for the higher camber sections.
The benets of increased lift and more progressive stall from the cambered aerofoils
are partly negated by a loss of performance arising from their reversed camber when
they operate in an incidence angle of 180 to 360. The drag characteristics of all
geometries are comparable.
A comparison between these new data and the widely used Sheldahl and Klimas
data [141] for the NACA section shows good agreement for the pre-stall region but
discrepancies are observed in the deep-stall region that are consistent with Rainbirds
hypothesis regarding the inuence of wind tunnel test section geometry.
10.1.5 Unsteady aerofoil performance characteristics
Aerofoil performance characteristics were found to be signicantly changed under
dynamic conditions. The change depends on a number of parameters including
aerofoil shape, mode of operation, incidence change, and reduced frequency. This
change in transient ow characteristics is signicant near stall and is negligible at
very high incidence angles when the aerofoil is fully stalled.
A comparison of unsteady thrust of dierent aerofoils indicated that the increase
in suction peak (and unsteady thrust) is greatly dependent on the leading edge
shape of the aerofoil. The bird-like aerofoils which are highly cambered will lose
this property when operating in the reversed mode of operation. It therefore cannot
be used directly on Darrieus blades to improve the turbine starting capability.
10.1.6 Signicant and original contributions
All in all, this thesis has furthered our understanding of wind turbine starting be-
haviour. This thesis has shown that starting capability is important and has a
signicant impact on the turbine performance and the overall energy output. This
capability is normally ignored in wind turbine design and the benets of improved
starting performance has never been quantied.
This thesis proposes a new perspective on the analysis of Darrieus turbine self-
starting capability by raising the idea of analogy between the aerofoil in Darrieus
motion and apping-wing mechanism. The idea had been applied to understand the
complex starting behaviour of Darrieus turbines and has shed light on how the rotor
conguration aects the turbine ability to start and how the aerofoil for Darrieus
rotors can be improved. This information has never presented by previous research
work.
All of the above contributions are supported by a great amount of aerofoil aerody-
namic performance data which was tested at low Reynolds numbers, high incidence
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angles, and high reduced frequencies. This kind of data is scarce in the literature.
10.2 Recommendations
10.2.1 Model improvement
Although the model developed can predict the H-Darrieus turbine starting behaviour
reasonably well, there is still room for further improvement. One of the key assump-
tions of this present model is that each blade is aerodynamically independent. In
reality, there exists an interaction between the wake generated by the blade up-
stream on the blade downstream. Incorporation of this eect will further improve
the accuracy of the model.
10.2.2 Optimisation of aerofoil prole for Darrieus rotors
Optimisation of aerofoil geometry for the Darrieus rotor is also worth investigation.
This optimisation is challenging as the aerofoil has to operate well for a wide range of
ow conditions. Optimisation of an aerofoil for dierent ow conditions is complex
in itself and normally made through a conformal-mapping method [173]. This is
further complicated by unsteady ows as the aerofoil shape should be eective in
exploiting the unsteadiness. CFD-based optimisation seems to be ideal for this
complex task.
10.2.3 Experiments on tip eects
Further work can be conducted to investigate the eect of blade aspect ratio. Al-
though the tip correction method used in this work gives reasonable results, it is
likely that there might be a signicant dierence in tip loss, particularly when the
blade aspect ratio becomes small. The incorporation of this aspect into the model
will allow a more complete of parametric studies. The tip loss caused by dier-
ent blade tips and the addition of aerodynamic devices such as ap are also worth
investigation.
10.2.4 Rotor morphology
Since the Darrieus rotor conguration has an inuence on the turbine ability to
start and the nal tip speed ratio that the turbine can reach, it would be useful to
examine a rotor conguration that provide a good compromise between self-starting
and energy-production performance.
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10.2.5 Eects of atmospheric turbulence on H-Darrieus tur-
bine performance
Wind tunnel and CFD investigations could be made to further explore the starting
behaviour under real, turbulent environments.
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Appendix A
Pressure tapping coordinates
Pressure tapping coordinates of all aerofoils for steady and unsteady tests are tab-
ulated in table A.1 to A.10, respectively.
Table A.1: NACA0012 pressure tap coordinates for steady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0272 0.0000 0.0818 -0.0200
0.0636 0.0181 0.1272 -0.0254
0.1090 0.0254 0.1818 -0.0300
0.1545 0.0281 0.2363 -0.0318
0.2090 0.0318 0.2909 -0.0336
0.2636 0.0363 0.3454 -0.0318
0.3181 0.0354 0.4000 -0.0300
0.3727 0.0318 0.5727 -0.0209
0.4272 0.0300 0.6272 -0.0163
0.5909 0.0227 0.6909 -0.0109
0.6545 0.0172 0.7909 0.0000
0.7363 0.0100
0.8545 0.0000
Table A.2: NACA0012 pressure tap coordinates for unsteady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0273 0.0000 0.0568 -0.0127
0.0591 0.0164 0.1000 -0.0218
0.0955 0.0236 0.1409 -0.0264
0.1364 0.0282 0.1818 -0.0291
0.1773 0.0309 0.3182 -0.0327
0.3091 0.0345 0.3636 -0.0309
0.3545 0.0336 0.4091 -0.0291
0.4000 0.0318 0.4545 -0.0291
0.4455 0.0309 0.5000 -0.0255
0.4909 0.0282 0.5455 -0.0236
0.5364 0.0255 0.5909 -0.0173
0.5818 0.0218 0.6545 -0.0136
0.6273 0.0155
0.6727 0.0127
0.7273 0.0045
0.7818 0.0000
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Table A.3: SG6043 pressure tap coordinates for steady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0272 0.0090 0.1000 0.0090
0.0727 0.0318 0.1545 0.0118
0.1272 0.0490 0.2090 0.0145
0.1818 0.0613 0.2636 0.0209
0.2363 0.0700 0.3181 0.0245
0.2909 0.0763 0.3727 0.0254
0.3454 0.0781 0.4272 0.0309
0.4000 0.0790 0.6090 0.0345
0.5818 0.0709 0.6636 0.0381
0.6363 0.0627 0.7272 0.0454
0.6909 0.0563
0.7636 0.0409
Table A.4: SG6043 pressure tap coordinates for unsteady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0273 0.0091 0.0864 0.0068
0.0591 0.0255 0.1273 0.0091
0.0955 0.0382 0.1727 0.0136
0.1364 0.0491 0.3182 0.0236
0.1818 0.0609 0.3636 0.0255
0.3045 0.0755 0.4182 0.0300
0.3500 0.0782 0.4636 0.0336
0.4000 0.0791 0.5091 0.0355
0.4409 0.0791 0.5636 0.0391
0.4909 0.0782 0.6136 0.0400
0.5455 0.0750 0.7273 0.0455
0.5909 0.0691
0.6364 0.0636
0.6818 0.0573
0.7727 0.0400
0.8182 0.0345
Table A.5: SD7062 pressure tap coordinates for steady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0273 0.0091 0.0727 -0.0064
0.0545 0.0391 0.1182 -0.0100
0.0855 0.0545 0.1636 -0.0109
0.1218 0.0664 0.2273 -0.0109
0.1627 0.0773 0.2818 -0.0109
0.2073 0.0827 0.3545 -0.0045
0.2500 0.0855 0.4727 0.0000
0.2955 0.0882 0.5273 0.0045
0.3409 0.0882 0.5727 0.0055
0.3864 0.0864 0.6182 0.0073
0.4545 0.0791 0.7000 0.0155
0.5000 0.0750
0.5455 0.0664
0.5909 0.0609
0.6364 0.0518
0.6818 0.0418
0.7273 0.0355
0.7727 0.0236
0.8273 0.0182
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Table A.6: SD7062 pressure tap coordinates for unsteady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0273 0.0091 0.0727 -0.0064
0.0545 0.0391 0.1182 -0.0100
0.0855 0.0545 0.1636 -0.0109
0.1218 0.0664 0.2000 -0.0100
0.1627 0.0773 0.3000 -0.0073
0.2073 0.0818 0.3545 -0.0045
0.2955 0.0845 0.4091 0.0000
0.3409 0.0845 0.4545 0.0000
0.3864 0.0836 0.5000 0.0045
0.4364 0.0782 0.5455 0.0064
0.4864 0.0745 0.6000 0.0073
0.5318 0.0673 0.6455 0.0100
0.5773 0.0591
0.6227 0.0536
0.6682 0.0427
0.7136 0.0355
0.7545 0.0245
0.7955 0.0209
Table A.7: DU06-W-200 pressure tap coordinates for steady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0227 0.0000 0.0527 -0.0255
0.0455 0.0291 0.1000 -0.0409
0.0818 0.0491 0.1455 -0.0500
0.1182 0.0618 0.1909 -0.0591
0.1545 0.0709 0.2364 -0.0618
0.1909 0.0764 0.2818 -0.0636
0.2273 0.0800 0.3273 -0.0645
0.2636 0.0818 0.3818 -0.0636
0.3091 0.0809 0.4364 -0.0591
0.3545 0.0791 0.4909 -0.0536
0.4000 0.0727 0.5545 -0.0455
0.4455 0.0664 0.6091 -0.0336
0.4909 0.0600 0.6545 -0.0227
0.5364 0.0518 0.7091 -0.0145
0.5818 0.0436
0.6273 0.0355
0.6727 0.0273
0.7182 0.0209
0.7636 0.0127
0.8182 0.0045
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Table A.8: DU06-W-200 pressure tap coordinates for unsteady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0227 0.0000 0.0527 -0.0255
0.0455 0.0291 0.1000 -0.0409
0.0818 0.0491 0.1455 -0.0500
0.1182 0.0618 0.1909 -0.0591
0.1545 0.0709 0.2364 -0.0618
0.1909 0.0764 0.2818 -0.0636
0.2273 0.0800 0.3273 -0.0645
0.2636 0.0818 0.3818 -0.0636
0.3091 0.0809 0.4364 -0.0591
0.3545 0.0791 0.4909 -0.0536
0.4000 0.0727 0.5545 -0.0455
0.4455 0.0664 0.6091 -0.0336
0.4909 0.0600 0.6545 -0.0227
0.5364 0.0518 0.7091 -0.0145
0.5818 0.0436
0.6273 0.0355
0.6727 0.0273
0.7182 0.0209
0.7636 0.0127
0.8182 0.0045
Table A.9: S1223 pressure tap coordinates for steady and unsteady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0273 0.0145 0.0764 0.0145
0.0545 0.0436 0.1218 0.0191
0.0864 0.0600 0.1636 0.0273
0.1227 0.0727 0.2000 0.0345
0.1636 0.0864 0.3273 0.0582
0.1982 0.0955 0.3727 0.0636
0.3091 0.1045 0.4182 0.0682
0.3509 0.1036 0.4818 0.0891
0.3945 0.1000
0.4400 0.0964
0.5273 0.0891
0.5682 0.0855
0.6136 0.0818
0.6545 0.0805
Table A.10: S1223B pressure tap coordinates for steady and unsteady tests.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0273 0.0145 0.0764 0.0145
0.0545 0.0436 0.1218 0.0200
0.0864 0.0600 0.1636 0.0273
0.1227 0.0727 0.2000 0.0345
0.1636 0.0864 0.3273 0.0564
0.1982 0.0955 0.3727 0.0600
0.3091 0.1045 0.4182 0.0682
0.3509 0.1036 0.4636 0.0709
0.3945 0.1091 0.5773 0.0773
0.4400 0.1073 0.6636 0.0745
0.4909 0.1000 0.7545 0.0700
0.5364 0.0973 0.8455 0.0573
0.6182 0.0909
0.7091 0.0773
0.8000 0.0673
Appendix B
Aerofoil coordinates: S1223B
aerofoil
Table B.1: S1223B coordinates.
Suction surface Pressure surface
x/c y/c x/c y/c
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0002 0.0029 0.0001 -0.0014
0.0008 0.0075 0.0008 -0.0059
0.0022 0.0137 0.0014 -0.0069
0.0048 0.0210 0.0031 -0.0087
0.0071 0.0259 0.0079 -0.0107
0.0108 0.0326 0.0145 -0.0115
0.0150 0.0388 0.0214 -0.0119
0.0199 0.0449 0.0333 -0.0120
0.0285 0.0537 0.0463 -0.0115
0.0357 0.0600 0.0639 -0.0104
0.0490 0.0700 0.0812 -0.0089
0.0680 0.0820 0.1035 -0.0066
0.0802 0.0886 0.1295 -0.0037
0.0955 0.0961 0.1640 0.0013
0.1101 0.1025 0.2010 0.0078
0.1250 0.1082 0.2512 0.0159
0.1403 0.1135 0.2961 0.0228
0.1573 0.1187 0.3339 0.0281
0.1747 0.1234 0.3816 0.0342
0.1956 0.1280 0.4301 0.0393
0.2128 0.1313 0.4794 0.0435
0.2326 0.1345 0.5265 0.0465
0.2636 0.1381 0.5768 0.0482
0.2965 0.1399 0.6317 0.0484
0.3285 0.1404 0.6765 0.0474
0.3596 0.1401 0.7156 0.0455
0.3875 0.1392 0.7368 0.0440
0.4161 0.1379 0.7633 0.0416
0.4464 0.1360 0.7894 0.0387
0.4786 0.1337 0.8095 0.0360
0.5058 0.1314 0.8303 0.0327
0.5354 0.1288 0.8699 0.0250
0.5641 0.1261 0.8992 0.0177
0.5907 0.1234 0.9215 0.0112
0.6107 0.1212 0.9448 0.0031
0.6504 0.1164 0.9571 -0.0019
0.6815 0.1123 0.9718 -0.0088
0.7187 0.1071 0.9890 -0.0188
0.7480 0.1026 0.9923 -0.0210
0.7833 0.0967 0.9980 -0.0250
0.8174 0.0905 1.0000 -0.0250
0.8450 0.0848
0.8718 0.0788
0.8897 0.0742
0.9105 0.0684
0.9255 0.0638
0.9418 0.0582
0.9537 0.0537
0.9629 0.0499
0.9734 0.0451
0.9808 0.0411
0.9869 0.0370
0.9919 0.0330
0.9972 0.0282
1.0000 0.0250
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Appendix C
The AERODAS model
The AERODAS is a correlated model developed by Spera [63] to predict lift and
drag coecients at high incidence angles. It consists of two curves intended to cover
unstalled and stalled regimes (Fig. C.1). As seen from the gure, the model requires
a number of parameters to dene aerodynamic coecient variations in both regimes
(referred to as 1 and 2, respectively).
Figure C.1: AERODAS modelling.
C.1 Variations in unstalled regime
Parameters required in the unstalled regime are: zero-lift angle of attack (A0), linear
curve slope (S1), maximum lift coecient (CL1max), angle of attack that maximum
lift occurs (ACL1). Similarly, drag calculation requires minimum drag coecient
(CD0), angle of attack that minimum drag occurs (A0), maximum drag coecient
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(or stalled drag coecient) (CD1max), and angle of attack that maximum drag
occurs (ACD1)
The following equations are applied to calculate lift and drag coecients in pre-
stall regime.
CL1 = S1  (  A0) RCL1
   A0
ACL1  A0
N1
(C.1.1)
CD1 = CD0 + (CD1max  CD0)((  A0)=(90   ACD1) 90)2 (C.1.2)
where
RCL1 = S1 (ACL1  A0)  CL1max (C.1.3)
N1 = 1 + CL1MAX=RCL1 (C.1.4)
C.2 Variations in stalled regime
Since experiential data from dierent tests indicated that lift and drag coecients
are strongly aected by blade aspect ratio and aerofoil thickness, a superposition
technique has been applied to calculate maximum values which are needed to dene
the variations. The maximum lift and drag in this regime are expressed as:
CL2max = F1[t=c] F2[AR] (C.2.5)
CD2max = G1[t=c]G2[AR] (C.2.6)
where F1, F2, G1, and G2 are empirical functions for thickness and aspect ratio
(F and G are for lift and drag calculations, respectively). The following equations
are applied to calculate the functions:
F1 = 1:190 [1:0  (t=c)2] (C.2.7)
F2 = 0:65 + 0:35 exp[ (9:0=AR)2:3] (C.2.8)
G1 = 2:300 exp( [0:65(t=c)]0:90) (C.2.9)
G2 = 0:52 + 0:48 exp[ (6:5=AR)1:1] (C.2.10)
Finally, variations of lift and drag coecients in the post-stall regime are calcu-
lated from
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CL2 =  0:032 (  92) RCL2
92   
51
N2
(C.2.11)
CD2 = CD1MAX + (CD2MAX   CD1MAX) sin
 90   
  ACD1  90


(C.2.12)
where
RCL2 =  0:032 (41   92)  CL2max = 1:632  CL2max (C.2.13)
N2 = 1 + CL2max=RCL2 (C.2.14)
Appendix D
The Leishman-Beddoes model
D.1 An overview
The LB model is a semi-empirical model. It consists of linear and non-linear equa-
tions which are based on both classical unsteady thin-aerofoil theory and parame-
ters deduced from wind-tunnel measurements. It divides important ow phenomena
into three modules: attached-ow, separated-ow, and vortex-induced ow modules
(Fig. D.1). A very brief overview is presented here and more details will follow in
subsequent sections.
D.1.1 Input
A time history of incidence angle is input to the model together with variables that
dene ow conditions.
D.1.2 The attached ow
This module comprises of circulatory and impulsive submodules. The incidence
angle history is input to this module to calculate normal force due to attached ow
(CPN) which is a superposition of circulatory normal force (C
C
N) and impulsive normal
force (CIN). If the maximum incidence angle is lower than the static stall angle, this
value will be directly used to calculate lift and drag coecients. If not, the CPN is
sent to the separated ow module for further calculations. Empirical parameters
(A1, A2, b1, and b2) which determine aerofoil response are needed.
D.1.3 The separated ow
This module consists of two submodules accounting for pressure and boundary-layer
lags. The normal and chordwise force due to separated ow (CfN) is computed by
sequentially taking account of these two lags into the normal force due to attached
ow (CPN). In order to implement this module, static separation point (f) and time
parameters that determine lagging eects (TP and Tf ) have to be known.
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Figure D.1: The Leishman-Beddoes model submodules.
D.1.4 The vortex-induced ow
If the normal force coecient due to separated ow (C 0N) is higher than a critical
normal force coecient (CN1), the so-called dynamic-stall vortex forms, leading to
the normal force coecient due to vortex formation (CvN). This value is then com-
bined with CfN to obtain total normal force coecient (C
T
N). Empirical parameters
needed for the calculations are the critical normal force coecient (CN1) and time
parameter (Tv).
D.1.5 Output
Since the LB model was originally derived based on normal and chord coecients
(Fig. D.2), the following equations are used to calculate lift and drag coecients:
Cl = CN cos  CC sin (D.1.1)
Cd = CN sin + CC cos+ Cd0 (D.1.2)
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where Cd0 is drag coecient at zero angle of attack.
Figure D.2: Frame of reference.
D.2 The attached ow
According to Beddoes [175], the response of an aerofoil due to a step change of
incidence angle can be broken into two parts: impulsive and circulatory responses.
The former represents the response to an instantaneous load (impulse) which is large
at rst and then rapidly reduces with time. The latter represents a response to the
impulsive load as the ow needs some time to establish itself to the new state caused
by the load. This is small at rst and then gradually increases to the equilibrium.
The total response is a superposition of these two.
The two responses are modelled using two indicial functions. Leishman states
that: \By denition, an indicial function is the response to a disturbance that is ap-
plied instantaneously at time zero and held constant thereafter, that is, a disturbance
given by a step function." [15]. Circulatory and impulsive responses due to a step
change in angle of attack are denoted as c and 
I
, respectively.
With the two responsive functions, the resulting normal force due to a step
change in incidence angle is
CN = (CN
C
 +
4
M
I) (D.2.3)
where CN is the linear slope of normal force coecient, M is a Mach number,
and  is a step change in incidence angle.
Integration of this small step change gives a cumulative eect of a time history
of incidence angle (only the circulatory is presented as an example here).
CcN =
Z t
t0
CN
C
d (D.2.4)
The circulatory indicial function can be approximated using an exponential func-
tion as [15]
C = 1:0  A1 exp( b1S)  A2 exp( b2S) (D.2.5)
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where A1, A2, b1, and b2 are parameters determine the aerofoil response.
Eq. D.2.4 then becomes:
CcN = CN 
h
(t) 
Z t
t0
A1 exp( b1S) d 
Z t
t0
A2 exp( b2S) d
i
(D.2.6)
The second and third terms in the bracket are dened as deciency functions.
The circulatory normal force can then be written in a recursive form as
CCN;n = CN [n  X1n   Y 1n ] (D.2.7)
In conclusion, the circulatory normal force at a time step n is a combined eect
and depends on the angle of attack at this present time and accumulating eects
from the previous time steps.
The impulsive normal force can be derived in a similar way. A summary of
equations used for both calculations are given below.
D.2.1 Circulatory load due to a step change in incidence
angle
As seen from the previous discussion, this is equivalent to the static case in that its
is proportional to lift slope CN but an equivalent angle of attack which includes
time lags is used (represented by deciency functions (Xn and Yn)).
CCN;n = CN eq;n = CN [n  X1n   Y 1n ] (D.2.8)
The deciency functions at a time depends on many factors such as the value of
previous step (Xn 1 and Yn 1), a change in angle of attack at present time (n),
and aerofoil characteristics (A1, A2, b1, b1). These expressions are used to calculate
the deciency functions at time step n:
X1n = X
1
n 1 exp( b12Sn) + A1n exp
 b12Sn
2

(D.2.9)
Y 1n = Y
1
n 1 exp( b22Sn) + A2n exp
 b22Sn
2

(D.2.10)
where V is the velocity , c is the aerofoil chord,  is the Prandtl-Glauert com-
pressibility factor ( =
p
1 Ma2), and Sn is the dimensionless time step at time
n.
D.2.2 Impulsive load due to a step change in incidence angle
The impulsive load caused by instantaneous change in angle of attack is
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CIN;n =
4KTI
M
n
tn
 Dn

(D.2.11)
where Dn is the deciency function for impulsive load. It is calculated from
Dn = Dn 1 exp
 tn
KTI

+
n  n 1
tn

exp
  tn
2KTI

(D.2.12)
where
K =
0:75
(1 Ma) + 2Ma2(A1b1 + A2b2) (D.2.13)
and
TI =
c
a
(D.2.14)
where c is the aerofoil chord and a is a speed of sound.
D.3 The separated ow
Before considering the airload caused by an aerofoil under unsteady separated ow,
it is useful to understand how the normal force caused by the trailing-edge separated
ow is modelled in \static" cases.
For the static case, when the incidence angle increases, ow separation occurs at
the trailing edge. This separation reduces the overall circulation generated by the
aerofoil and, hence, the normal force. Beddoes devised the Kirchho and Helmholtz
solution for the lift on a atplate with a xed separation point [15] as
CN = CN
1 +pf
2
2
(  0) (D.3.15)
where CN is the linear curve slope in the attached ow,  is the angle of attack,
0 is the zero-lift angle of attack, and f is a static separation point which is dened
to be 1 if the ow is fully attached and 0 if the ow is fully separated (Fig. D.3).
With this equation, the calculation of the normal force at any angle of attack
is reduced to the separation point calculation which can be directly deduced from
static wind-tunnel test by resolving lift and drag coecients in terms of normal force.
By considering a set of tests, Leishman suggested that the static separation point
can be modelled using two exponential functions and three empirical parameters are
needed to dene the separation curve: 1, S1, and S2.
For the dynamic case, this separation point is altered. When the aerofoil is
suddenly pitched to a new angle of attack at which separated ow occurs, a dynamic-
stall vortex forms, introducing a more attached ow at the leading edge and a
suppression of the trailing-edge separation movement. These two phenomena are
modelled sequentially using two lags: pressure and boundary-layer lags.
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Figure D.3: Denition and modelling of separation point [102].
The lag of pressure reduces the normal force that the aerofoil perceives. It can
be expressed as a function of deciency function as
C 0N;n = C
P
N;n  DP;n (D.3.16)
where the deciency function is as follows:
DP;n = DP;n 1 exp
 Sn
TP

+ (CPN;n   CPN;n 1) exp
 Sn
2TP

(D.3.17)
where TP is a time constant for pressure lag. Physically, the higher value means
the slower response. It is reported that this value is independent of aerofoil shape
[15].
Due to the lag in pressure response at the leading edge, the eective angle of
attack perceived by the aerofoil is changed.
f;n =
C 0N;n
CSN
+ 0 (D.3.18)
This eective angle of attack is then used to calculate an eective separation
point.
f 0n = f(f;n) (D.3.19)
The delay of boundary-layer eects at the trailing edge is taken into account by
adding a deciency function to this eective separation point.
f 00n = f
0
n  Df;nf 00 = f 0n  Df;n (D.3.20)
The deciency function for this temporal eect is:
Df;n = Df;n 1 exp
 Sn
Tf

+ (f 0n   f 0n 1) exp
 Sn
2Tf

(D.3.21)
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where Tf is a time constant for boundary-layer response. This parameter is
greatly inuenced by the vortex movement and how the incidence angle changes
(increasing or decreasing). The following equation is applied [176].
Tf =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
Tf0 if 
0 > 0 and 0  v  Tvl
1
3
Tf0 if 
0 > 0 and Tvl  v  2Tvl
4Tf0 if 
0 > 0 and v  2Tvl
0:5Tf0 if 
0 < 0 and 0  v  2Tvl
4Tf0 if 
0 > 0 and v  2Tvl
(D.3.22)
where v is vortex time used to identify vortex position, Tvl is the time that the
vortex takes to reach the trailing edge.
At the rst instant of the onset of vortex formation, the v is calculated from
[177].
v = t
W
b
 jC 0N;nj   CN1
jC 0N;nj   jC 0N;n 1j
!
(D.3.23)
The progress of the vortex over the aerofoil chord is calculated from
v;n = v;n 1 +t
W
b

(D.3.24)
where t is the time step used in the computation, c is the aerofoil chord, W
is the resultant wind speed perceived by the aerofoil. The vortex is said to be shed
when v  Tvl and the eect of vortex on the airload is expected to be reduced.
Finally, the instantaneous normal force coecient including both pressure and
boundary-layer lags is [105]:
CfN;n = CN
1 +pf 00n
2
2
sin(  0) (D.3.25)
The instantaneous chord force coecient is calculated from
CfC;n =  CN(  0) tan
p
f 00n (D.3.26)
In conclusion, the following steps are applied to obtain the instantaneous force
coecients due to separated ow:
1. Knowing `static' separation point, TP , Tf , and normal force coecient from
the attached ow.
2. Calculate the lagged normal force coecient from Eq. (D.3.17).
3. Calculate the eective angle of attack from Eq. (D.3.18).
4. Calculate the eective separation point from Eq. (D.3.19).
5. Calculate the dynamic separation point from Eq. (D.3.20).
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6. Calculate the instantaneous normal and axial force coecient from Eqs. (D.3.25)
and (D.3.26).
D.4 The vortex-induced ow
The increment in normal force coecient during vortex-induced ow (CvN;n) is mod-
elled as an excessive circulation in the vicinity of the aerofoil.
The increment is determined by vortex strength (Cv;n) which is a dierence
between normal force coecient generated by the attached ow (CCN) and the normal
force coecient generated by the separated ow (CfN). The basic underlying of this
idea is that when the vortex is build up it promotes more attached ow at the
leading edge and suppresses the trailing-edge separation and the ow behaves, to
some extent, like attached ow (Fig. D.4).
Figure D.4: Vortex-induced airload [102].
The vortex strength is
Cv;n = C
C
N;n   CfN;n (D.4.27)
This vortex strength contributes to the increase in normal force (CvN;n) when the
aerofoil pitches up. This equation is applied.
CvN;n =
(
CvN;n 1 exp(
 vSn
Tv
) + (Cv;n   Cv;n 1) exp( vSn2Tv ) if   1
CvN;n 1 exp(
 vSn
Tv
) otherwise
(D.4.28)
where Tv is a time parameter for vortex.
This time parameter is inuenced by vortex movement and the following equation
is used:
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Tv =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
Tv0 if 
0 > 0 and 0  v  Tvl
0:25Tv0 if 
0 > 0 and Tvl  v  2Tvl
0:9Tv0 if 
0 > 0 and v  2Tvl
0:5Tv0 if 
0 < 0 and 0  v  2Tvl
0:9Tv0 if 
0 > 0 and v  2Tvl
(D.4.29)
The instantaneous total normal force coecient is calculated from
CN;n = f
00
n  CpN;n + (1  f 00n)  CfN;n + CvN;n (D.4.30)
D.5 Parameters used in the LB Model
D.5.1 Parameters from static data
A number of parameters have to be deduced from static data and they are:-
 Normal curve slope (CN)
 zero-normal-force angle of attack (0)
 Critical normal force coecient (CN1)
 Eective separation point (f)
The rst three parameters can be obtained by performing a linear regression of
CN curves (Fig. D.5). From the regression, the 0 is obtained by setting normal
force coecient to be zero. The CN1 is the maximum CN before stall.
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Figure D.5: Normal force curve slope.
These values are: CN = 4:6595, 0 =  0:209, and CN1 = 1:0781.
In the original LB model, the eective separation point is modelled using two
exponential functions and three parameters are needed to dene the curve: 1, S1,
and S2.
However, Pierce [103] and Sheng et al. [107] had shown that this modelling is
not general and does not work well for all aerofoils. They suggested that, instead
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of using the functions, separation points can be provided to the model in a form of
look-up table and a separation point at any angle of attack can be obtained from
linear interpolation. The parameters that dene the separation curve are then not
required.
The eective separation point can be calculated from
f =
"
2
s
CN
CN(  0)   1
#2
(D.5.31)
where CN is normal force coecient calculated from static wind-tunnel data,
CN is the linear curve slope of normal force in attached ow region and 0 is angle
of attack with zero normal force coecient. An example of the separation point is
shown in Fig. D.6.
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Figure D.6: Separation curves.
D.5.2 Parameters from dynamic data
The parameters required are indicial coecients (A1, A2, b1, and b2) and time con-
stants (TP , Tf0, Tv0, and Tvl). The indicial coecients are used to determine how
the aerofoil responds when the incidence variation is within attached ow regime.
Derivation of indicial coecients involves optimisation process which is conducted
to minimise dierence between experimental and predicted results [15,178].
However, detailed optimisation is out of the scope of this study. Since a variation
of airload in the attached ow is small in comparison to that of separated and
vortex ow regimes (typically leads to a small elliptical loop), it is assumed that
the variation of this transient airload is small and the original indicial coecients
proposed by Leishman and beddoes [102] (A1 = 0:3, A2 = 0:7, b1 = 0:14, and
b2 = 0:53) are used throughout this present study.
The second set of parameters is time constants which is used to determine ow
development in separated and vortex-induced modules. Physically, the higher time
constant value, the lower rate of ow development as dened in terms of deciency
function (for example, DP;n = DP;n 1 exp

 Sn
TP

+ (CPN;n   CPN;n 1) exp

 Sn
2TP

).
Original values of time constants are used in this study except the response
in normal mode where the stall is sudden (Tf0 = 0:5 instead of 3). In addition,
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dynamic stall angles, which are obtained from experiments, are also provided to the
program to further control the airload calculation. Tables D.1 and D.2 summarise
time constants and dynamic-stall angles used in this present work.
Table D.1: Time constants.
Time constant Mode of operation
Normal Reversed
TP 1.7 1.7
Tf0 0.5 3.0
Tv0 6.0 6.0
Tvl 11. 11
Table D.2: Dynamic-stall angles.
Reduced frequency Normal Reversed
Re = 65,000 Re = 90,000 Re = 150,000 Re = 65,000 Re = 90,000 Re = 150,000
k = 0.02 12 12 12 17 12 12
k = 0.05 12 12 12 27 22 12
k = 0.10 15 15 15 29 22 15
k = 0.15 15 15 15 30 22 15
k = 0.20 18 18 18 30 22 18
